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I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
2

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
'

O ---

4

In the Matter of: )
5 ]

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ] Docket Nos. 50-352-OL
6 ] 50-353-OL

(Limerick Generating Station, )
7 Units 1 & 2) ]

8

Commonwealth Court of
9 Pennsylvania

Ninth and Market Streets
10 Courtroom No. 6

Philadelphia, Pennsvlvania
,

Thursday, 24 January, 1985
12

The hearing in the above-entitled matter convened,"

pursuant to recess, at 9:00 o' clock a.m.
14

'

BEFORE:
15

HELEN F. HOYT, Esquire., Chairwoman
16 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
17 Washington, D. C. 20555

18 DR. RICHARD F. COLE, Member-
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board'

19 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

20
DR. JERRY HARBOUR, Member

21 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

f-}
\_./ 22 Washington, D. C. 20555

23

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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APPEARANCES:

2
On behalf of Philadelphia Electric Company:

3
r^3 TROY B. CONNER, JR., Esquire
(J ROBERT N. RADER, Esquire

4
NILS N. NICHOLS, Esquire
Conner & Wetterhahn, P.C.

5
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

6

On behalf of Limerick Ecology Action:
7

** ""'
8

MAUREEN MULLIGAN, Vice-President
Limerick Ecology Action

9
Box 761
Pottstown, Pennsylvania

10

On behalf of the NRC Staff:
11

DONALD HASSELL, Esquire
12

NATHENE WRIGHT, Esquire *

('") Office of the Executive Legal Director
13

U. S. Nuclear ~ Regulatory Commission
'

Washington, D. C. 20555
,

On behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania:

15
ZORI FERKIN, Esquire !

G vernor's Energy Council
16

Post Office Box 8010
1625 Front Street

37
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105 j

18 I
On behalf of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency:

1

RALPH HIPPERT
B-151 Transportation and Safety Building

20 Commonwealth Avenue
'

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105
21

On behalf of the Federal Emergency Management Agency:) 22

23 MICHAEL HIRSCH, Esquire
Associate General Counsel

24 Room 840
Aca Feder:$ Reporters, Im.. 500 "C" Street, S. W.

25 Washington, D. C. 20472
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2 On behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania / County
of Chester:

,

3

0 TaOsis a. RiasiYr Esauire. . _
4

'' 40 Darby Road
Paoli, Pennsylvania 19301

5

On behalf of Friends of the Earth and pro se:
6

.

ROBERT ANTHONY
7 Post Office Box 186

,

103 Vernon Lane
8 *'

Moylan, Pennsylvania 19065
:
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WITNESSES: DIRECT VOIR CROSS REDIRECT BOARD
DIRE

3q TIMOTHY R. S. CAMPBELL
D (Resumed)

4

" "' ''Y *

5
*

Mr. Hirsch 20,009
Mr. Hassell 20,039
Ms. Zitzer 20,060
Ms. Ferkin 20,070

7 Judge Cole 20,0115

9" " '

8

9 HENRY W. FARRELL )
FRED N. STARASINIC )

<
10

By Ms. Ferkin 20,097

11 Ms. Mulligan 20,100
Mr. Rader 20,123

'

'12 Ms. Ferkin 20,127 r

Judge Cole 20,128
,

!* 13

| JAMES R. ASHER )
Id,

RICHARD Z. KINARD )
;

15 By Mr. Hirsch 20,131
Mr. Conner 20,144

16 Ms. Zitzer 20,153

17

-18

I9 'Following Page:LAY-INS: ,

20 Testimony.H. W. Farrell and F.N. Starasinic 20,099

, Testimony J.R. Asher and R.Z. Kinard 20,150

RECESSES:;
22

morning recess 20,008
'

g
luncheon recess 20,059

afternoon recess 20,095
24

late afternoon recess -20,130
. ., ,3 , ,,, ,,

25
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C_ O N_ T_E N T_ S (Continued.)
-

EXHIBITS: IDENTIFIED RECEIVED

Applicants:

4 E-100 20,093--

E-101 20,093--

5 E-102 19,971 20,093
E-103 19,979 20,093

7
'

FEMA:

0 E-3 20,020 --

E-4 20,021 20,151
9 E-5 20,021 20,151

E-6 20,140 20,151
10

--E-7 20,140 20,151
E-8 20,142 20,151

,g

12 Commonwealth: -

13
'

20,073 20,'094E-12 -.

14

Chester County / Commonwealth:
5

E-1 20,084 20,084

I7
LEA:

18 20,095E-63 through E-70 --

- E-71 20,157 --

E-72 20,171 --

20

21

22

23,

24
Aes-Federd Coporters, Inc.
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I. Tl MM/mm1 E SSEE
2 JUDGEI'HOYT: 75e hearing will come to order.

3
g Let the record reflectathat all the parties to

LJ
4 the hearing who were present when the hearing adjourned, are

5 again present.

6 The witness has taken his place upon the witness

7 stand. Mr. Campbell, you have taken an oath here in this

8 hearing room. I remind you that you are still under the oath.

9 Whereupon,

10 TIMOTHY R. S. CAMPBELL

11 resumed the stand as a witness on behalf of the Commonwealth
12 of Pennsylvania, and having been previously duly sworn, was

t')1 *

\_J 13 further. examined and testified as follows:
.

14 JUDGE HOYT: The Board has received this' morning

15 the Limerick Ecology Action Exhibit List. Thank you,

16 Ms..Zitzer for that.
'

17 Then we have also received the Resolution Re:

18 Emergency Bus Service for Chester County. Is that from you,
I

|
19 Ms. Ferkin?

| 20 MS. FERKIN: Yes, it is.
'

21 Mr. Campbell referred to it in his testimony
| -~

l_) 1!2 yesterday, and I thought on his redirect examination we might

23 explore it a bit. So I provided it for the Board.
i

i 24 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Are you going to mark
Ase Federal Reportees, Inc.

25 this as an exhibit later on? -

|
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1 MS. FERKIN: Probably.um12-

2 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

3 Then we have also the letter of LEA, Exhibit 79, is

4 that --

5 MS. ZITZER: I believe it is 70.

6 JUDGE HOYT: Is it 70?

7 MS. ZITZER: Yes.

8 JUDGE HOYT: I'm sorry. It was blurred on my

9 sheet. It is seven zero then. And that is from Mr. Campbell

10 dated April 3rd.

11 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, there were two other-

12 matters.

) '

13 I did provide the sursvey form.that I received
-

.

14 from Mr. Joe Clark to Mr. Rader. I believe he has sufficient

15 copies for distribution if he determines that is necessary.

16 I also did consult with Mr. Stone, and LEA does

17 rest its case on the deferred contentions.

18 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you very much for that information

19 as well. -

,

20 Are there any other preliminary matters?

21 (No response.)

() 22 I believe at the conclusion of yesterday's

23 testimony, we had completed LEA's cross examination of

24 Mr. Campbell.
i
Am-Federst Reporters, Inc.

25 The Applicant is next on the agenda and counsel, you
,
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I have an hour and 15 minutes for your cross examination.-

2 CROSS-EXAMINATION (Resumed.)

3 BY MR. RADER:

4 Q Mr. Campbell, couldyou tell us how long has Chester

5 County had an emergency planning and emergency response

6 capability?

7 A Basically in modern times since the passage of the

8 wartime-related acts of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania during

9 the Second World War.

10 That was changed by the passage of both the federal

II and state Civil Defense Acts of the 1950s, and then modified

12 by the passage of Pamphlet Law 1332 in 1978.
,

13
Q- Would it be' fair to say that that capacity was

Id enhanced at the time of the passage of Pamphlet Law 1332 in

5 19787

6 A Yes. The reorganization of Pennsylvania's

I7 Civil Defense functions into Emergency Management functions i
'

8 expanded the ability of the governmental agencies at all levels
i

of the Commonwealth to respond to emergencies and, in effect,

20 endorsed the activities that had been taken prior to that

21 by Governor's Order and by actions of local boards and

22 county commissioners. Specifically in Chester County the

23 Act confirmed the reorganization of emergency agencies bv the
24 Boards of Commissioners in 1977.,. ,,

25 0 And in particular, how long has Chester County been

. .- - . - - . , ~ _ , - - - - . . , . - _ _ _ , _ _ , _ . .._ - .-._ _ . - - . - -
.
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involved in radiological emergency planning?

2 A Since early in the morning of April 1st, 1979 when

- 3 we'became involved in the Three Mile Island response program.
4

Q And in what capacity did Chester County become

5 involved?

0 A Chester County was requested by the Eastern Area

7 Office of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency to

8 prepare a host county plan for reception of evacuees from

' the Lancaster County area, that co21d potentially be evacuated-

10
as part of the Three Mile Island incident.

11
Q What was your position, if any, with the Pennsylvania

I
Department of Emergency Services at that time, sir?

13 A I had just finished my six-month probationary period

14
as director.

O And do you have any opinion as to the capacity of

16
Chester County at that time, to provide the support services

7 that were called upon?

18 We prepared a congrega'e care plan with supporttA

19 from the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency which was signed

off, although not. formally adopted by the Board of Commissioner's

to receive 35,000 evacuees from Lancaster County. And we

22 could have implemented it as necessary.

23 And over what period of time was that plan developed'?Q

24
A That plan was prepared in -- let's see, we started

w.ww n ,,,,,, inc.

25 Sunday morning, and it was pretty much signed off by Wednesday
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I night.-

2 Q So in a matter of four days you prepared to accept as

3
g a host county, 35,000 evacuees from the TMI area, is that

O
4 correct?

5 A That is correct.

6 Q And, in your opinion, could Chester County have

7 implemented that plan?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Is that essentially the same support function which

10 is contemplated with regard to Bucks County with regard to the

'
Limerick Plan?

I2 MS. ZITZER: Objection. I am not sure that this
'

J3 witness is familiar with that particular support plan.

" MR. RADER: I will lay foundation.'

15 JUDG3 HOYT: Lay your foundation for that question,

0 Mr. Rader.

I7 The objection is sustained until you do.

IO MR. RADER: Yes, ma'am. |

BY MR. RADER:
I

20; 0 Do you have a general familiarity with the support
i

21 function which will be provided by Bucks County with regard to

22 the Limerick Generating Station?

23 A Only as far as it relates to the standard
cnd Tl

24
Commonwealth recommended practices for a support county.y, ,

25

.
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.42-mn~1 1 g In that regard with respect to those particular4

2 standards, do you have an opinion as to whether that is

3 rougnly the same equivalent of what was expected of Chester

4 County at the time of the TMI emergency?

5 A Tnere have been some changes in Commonwealth

6 policies since the Three Mile Island incident but generally

7 wnat was asked of Chester County in the Three Mile Island

8 incident is the same that Chester County will provide to

9 itself since we are in effect our own support county and
.

10 I would assume would be the same support functions provided

11 by any other county although specifics may vary from county
;

12 to county depending on the size of the obligation and a number
( .( 13 of,'in effect, local circumstances.

14 g How long has Chester County been involved with

15 regard to emergency planning for Limerick in particular?

16 A I believe the first meeting with regard to

17 Limerick was held between the first date of the issuance of
1

18 NUREG-0654, FEMA " Rep. 1" and the issuance date of the

19 revision one. What exactly those dates were I don't know

20 but I do know that when we had our first meeting there was

21 discussion very generally about the fact that there were

() 22 supposed to be some additional changes coming out and then

. 23 I remember receiving the final version of NUREG-0654.

24 g would that have been approximately in November of
Ase Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 19807

. .- ~ --. .
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I A If that is the issuance date of NUREG-0654, it-

2 would have been prior to that.

3p 4 Mr. Campbell, are you aware of whether you personally
d

4 or your department has received any commendations or awards

5 or recognitions with regards to expertise in emergency planning?

6 A Yes. The County of Chester has a policy of

7 submitting our projects for recognition at both the state

8 and national level. We have received three national associatior

9 of county awards specific to emergency planning, one for the

10 PeachuBottom Radiological Emergency Response Plan, one for

II the use of volunteers in support communications and one

12 in the development of hazardous waste site planning.

b'' '
13 At the state level we redeived similar re. cognition

.

* Id for those programs. In addition, although it is not related .

15 to planning, cooperative purchasing support for emergency

16 agencies for implementation.

17 G Do you have any personal knowledge of the reputation

18 which is enjoyed by the Montgomery. County Office of Eme.rgency

19 Preparedness in.the Commonwealth with regard to emergency

20 planning?

i
21 A I am not familiar with what opinions a large number ~

22 of people would have. I have my opinion of their operation.

23 g Wnat is your opinion, sir?

24 A My opinion is that the Montgomery County operation
Am Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 although not up to the level that I think we enjoy because
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I I am somewhat prejudiced enjoys a good reputation. Their-

2 basic disaster operations plan had been used as a model by

3'

e the eastern area office of PEMA for issuing to other counties

4 as in effect guidance for disaster planning.

5 g could you describe the development of a radiological

6 emergency response plan for Chester County with regard to the

7 Limerick Generating Station?

8 A The entire history?

9 G If you could.briefly summar'ize ie, please?

10 A I am not sure that is possible. But it started

11 out with a number of meetings called by the eastern area of

12 the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency at both

- 13 Montgomery County and the Limerick' Generating Station involving

I4 Chester County, Montgomery County, Eastern Area Office of

15 PEMA and representatives of I think the title is the Superinten-

16 dent of the Generating Station. That process continued

17 I would have to say through the balance of 1981 and was then j

18 expanded to involve local officials, local emergency management

19 coordinators in subsidiary meetings throughout the two
.

20 counties.

21 Berks County became involved and started attending

OV 22 the meetings. Then in 1982 the scope of the problem required

23 support and the electric company started to make available

24 some consultant services from Energy Consultants. We began
Aasfederal Reporters, Inc.

25 naving more numerous meetings at the local. level involving
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1 fire and police agencies, inviting local officials to the
-

2 meetings, having contact with the school districts, attending
3 school district meetings and it basically was built up
4 througa 1983 and 1984-to the point where there were in some

5 cases ten or 12 meetings each week.

6 At various points throughout the planning process
7 drafts were produced of the county plan and reviewed by my

8 staff and worked on by my staff, myself. Changes were made.

9 When the changes appeared to be substantial and incorporated
O

10 outside input from PEMA or other agencies, the changes were
11 then incorporated into the drafts and another draft reissued.
12 0 You refer to drafts being produced, would you

,

13 explain the process by which drafts were produced?--

Id A We started out with a draft that was the format
15 used by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as its recommended

16 format wnich we had used in the Peach Bottom planning process.

17 It was a document with many blanks where very specific

18 'information would be required and was a general outline,
19 in other words, a framework of what was going to come.

20 As in effect.the framework was flushed out,

21 . changes were made. They were given 'o the Energy Consultantst

(q -./ 22 planner because of the fact that the Philadelphia Electric
23 Company had through that contract made available secretarial

24 and word processing support and they actually put together
Ase Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 tne final typed version of a draf t and submitted it back to me
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1 f r a quick initial review and then copies were made and-

cistributed.2

3 G Did you personally review each of the drafts?r)\-
4 A Yes.

5 g In reviewing these drafts, were you reviewing

6 subsequent drafts.to see whether the changes which had been

7 directed by you or your staff for incorporation in the next

8 draft had, in fact,.been incorporated to reflect the changes

9 as directed by you or your staff?

jo A Yes. That is true.

11 O Is it your understanding that each of those changes

12 nas, in fact, been included in the subsequent drafts so that

( f- draft ten now reflects all of the changes requested by Chester13

j4 County?

~ 15 A Subject to the vagaries of the word processing
1

16 equipment, yes. We find places where a list of 25 or 30

17 agencies turns out to be five. It is not an intentional error,
t

i 18 but tne word processor seems to lose things occasionally and

19 it will move things around on the page according to some
!

'

20 magical formula. But subject to that, the changes we have

21 requested have been made.

| 1() 72 4 Has it been your understanding in the drafting

23 process and is it your present understanding that Chester County
i

L 24 nas a right to insist upon any particular change in the draf t
i

w res.res nepo,ises,Inc.
! 25 plan it might request?

,

L
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i- ' I A Yes. That was made very clear early on to

2 Energy Consultants that regardless of their contractual

.
3 relationship with the Philadelphia Electric Company if they

5,

4 cidn't do as I told them they could pack up and go home.

5 In fact it was necessary in August of 1983 to have a meeting
6 with major management of the electric company and Energy

7 Consultants to make this clear and a few problems that had

8 occurred ended at that time and they have been doing as they

9 have been requested ever since.

10 0 Have you had any discussions with the commissioners

11 regarding the draft plans either at formal meetings or at
12 work sessions of the commissioners?

bs/ 13 A Yes. *

14 Q At that time, did the commissioners themselves

15 request that any particular changes be made in the plans to

16 the best of your knowledge?

17 A No. However, I would qualify that by saying that

18 the commissioners do not engage in direct plans review do to
19 time constraints. They expect that to be carried out by staff

20 and hold me to the standard that I am not to submit something

21 that is not in final or workable form. That is why they

) 22 employ me.

*END#2 23

| 24
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

'

25

L
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I Q So they have -- that is, the commissioners ---

2 delegated to you the function for preparing and

3g developing and submitting to the commissioners what you
G'

4 regard as a workable plan; is that correct?

5 A That is correct.

6 Q Mr. Campbell, you have testified regarding

7 a draft 10 of.the Chester County plan which has not been

8 placed in evidence. As you are aware, draft 9 has been

9 placed in evidence in this proceeding.

10 Could you tell us whether in your opinion

II
the planning concepts, principals, and assumptions which

12 are utilized in draft 10 are the same or different

O 13 than those used in drait 97
,

14 A The underlying concepts and principals are the

15 same. There was one series of modifications, but they

16 consisted primarily of information.
.

I7 The best example is the fact that draft 9 did not

18 reflect a listing of daycare centers, and draft 10 does.

I' But the body of the document is substantially

20 the same.

21 Q Would it be accurate to say then that the draft 10

22 is more or less a filling in of numbers or names of

23 entities with regard to matters not included in draft 9?

24 A Not necessarily. One of the things that had
Ass. Federal fileporters, Inc.

25 held up the issuance of draft 10 was the receipt of the
,

-_
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I PEMA and FEMA evaluation reports of the exercise of-

2 July 25th and November 20th.

3 It was my concern that any items raised in those

4 drill evaluations should be addressed. It would be a

5 waste of time for us to have submitted or released a draft

6 10 in December and find out that the exercise report revealed

7 a major flaw.

8 We received the final one of the series of those

9 rep 6rts in the middle of January and issued draft 10
10 immediately thereafter.

II
That was one of the main things that we wanted

I2 to incorporate into draft 10.
( '\ , .

'd 13 Q So draft 10 now reflects any changes

Id that were required as a result of any deficiencies

15 perceived by PEMA or FEMA as a result of the July 25th and
16 November 20th exerices; is that correct?

17 I A Substantially so. I have to qualify that by
|

18 saying that what I want to do is sit down and, in effect,

I9 take some time off just to go through and make sure. But

20 that was our intention, and I hope we have achieved it.

21 0 Did you also incorporate in draft 10 any

22 changes that necessitated by any deficiencies perceived

23 by Chester County itself in those exercises, if any?

24 A Yes, although the main deficiency that we
Ace-Federst Ceporters, Inc.

25 perceived -- there were two sets of deficiencies that we
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I perceived. The main ones that could be corrected
-

2 consisted of hardware requirements. They are reflected

3
/'] in the plan but not specifically.
\~s

4 And the other area is in the area of

5 training, and that, again, is alluded to in the plan but

6 is not specifically addressed in the plan.
,

7 0 With respect to any hardware deficiencies, are

8 these matters which you have requested and you intend

9 to obtain for your EOC?

10 A Yes. We have engaged in an ongoing process,

II both through the Emergency Management Assistance Program

12 application process and through negotiations with the

n/ ~'w 13 Philadelphia Electric Company to attempt to obtain those

Id items that we feel are necessary..

15 Q With respect to the first program which you

16 mentioned, is that under the auspices of what is known

I7 as Act 147 of the Commonwealth?

18 A No. It is not.

" The Emergency Management As.sistance Program is a

20 FEMA program offered under the 1950 Civil Defense Act

21 as amended in 1981 which permits equipment to be purchased
O-\/ 22 for enemy attack, but also to be dual used for man-made

23"

or natural hazards.

24 We have submitted grant applications under,

Ase-Federet Repo,ters, Inc.

25 that program, have not received funding due to lack of

.

I

L
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I available federal funds.-

2 0 Could you also receive funding for hardware

3 necessary for your EOC under the auspices of.Act 147?
.

4 A When the rules and regulations are published, yes.

5 I assume so.

6 0 Do you expect to seek such funding when the

7 regulations are promulgated?

8 A Yes, Mr. Rader. One of my charges from the

9 board of commissioners is to seek all possible funding

10 and reduce the load on the taxpayer.

II
Q Would that include funding for hardware

12 necessary to complete your EOC with respect to any possible,

p. - -

13 needs'during a radiological emergency?
,

Id A Yes.

15 0 You mentione'd the changes as a result of the

16 exercises. Does your current draft, draft 10, also

17 | reflect input from PEMA and the FEMA Regional Assistance
|

18 Committee as a result of their earlier informal review

'
of the Chester County draft?

20 A Yes. We receive back the comments from the RAC.

21 We receive back several sets of comments from the Office
'O'v 22 - of Plans and Preparedness of PEMA.

23'

And where our review revealed that they matched

24
the needs, they have been incorporated.i

Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.
,

25
0 You also mentioned training as another aspect which
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I is reflected in your plan for further development. Could-

2 you explain what further training you feel the Chester

3 County Department of Emergency Services would require?

4 A Yes.

5 One of the aspects noted in the FEMA and PEMA

6 July 25th drill evaluations was that there were certain

:7 -training deficiencies in the county EOC staff.

8 We are in the process of discussing with Energy

9 Consultants whether or not their training support contract

10 covers this additional training. And if not, when I

'
replace the vacancy of my training and public education

12 coordinator, that will be the first task assigned to this

O
'' 13 'person. .

Id
Q Do you expect that training to be completed?

15 Do you expect to obtain whatever necessary

6 support you need to complete that training?

I7 A Yes. Although I don't ever think that training

18 is ever completed.

JUDGE HARBOURe I am sorry. I didn't hear your

20 answer.

2I THE WITNESS: I do not ever thing that training

22 is ever completed. It is an ongoing process.

23>

BY MR. RADER:

24
Q Under the Chester County plan, are there provisions

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 for annual retraining?

m
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<. -1 A Yes.

2 Q Given your testimony that the current draft

3 10 reflects all the changes which you have directed for

4 inclusion in your county plan and keeping in mind also
5 that you expect to resolve the other matters which you
6 mentioned, do you believe that your current draft 10 represents

7 a workable plan which is capable of being implemented

8 in the event of a radiological emergency at Limerick?

9 A Yes, qualified by the. fact that any plan
C

10 at any point in its process is workable and can be

II
implemented with varying degrees of difficulty.

12 The example is that, for example, the TMI

O.|
: \ iv 33 situation where a plan was developed very hastily
i I4 and could have been implemented. Given years of

15 development, I am sure there would have been major
16 refinements in the plan.

I7 '

But the first plan produced in four days was

18 workable and implementable as would have been a plan

developed over a two year process.
I

20 The planning process is what is important.

j 21 It is not the actual published plans. It is what the

22 people do to make the3 plans work in the event of an
';

23 incident that is important.

24
Q Mr. Campbell, if an accident were to occur

Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25
tomorrow at the Limerick Generating Station, assuming it were

|
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I operating, would you expect to use draft 10 in-

2 responding to the incident?

3fm A Yes. I would expect to use draft 10 supported
v)'

4 by our basic Disaster Emergency Operations Plan.

5 0 And do you have an opinion as to the workability

6 of that plan in the conter.t of carrying out the functions

7 that would be necessary to protect the public health

8 and safety of the residents of Chester County at that time?

9 A Yes. My opinion is that the plan would be

10 used by the EOC staff and the board of commissioners

11
*

in responding to the emergency and would allow us to

12 respond appropriately.
n *

,

l
Q Nreyoufamiliarwiththerequirementsof13' -

I4 Pamphlet Law 1332 and in particular Sections 7501 and 7503?

15 A Generally. I have a copy here, if you want

I0 me to refer to it.

I7 Q You have a copy there?
.

!
18 A Yes, sir.

U
Q Would you briefly describe in your capacity as

20 the director of emergency services for Chester County

21 what you perceive to be the requirements under those
,o

22'

sections?

23 A Would you repeat the sections, please?

# !Q Yes, 7501 and 7503.
Aon Federj Reporters, Inc.

25 A 7501 establishes in a general manner the
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I authority, responsibility of political subdivisions
-

2 in Pennsylvania to prepare plans to respond to disasters

3
("1 which might involved identified hazards impacting on
LJ

4 that particular subdivision.

5 It establishes a requirement for an emergency

6 response plan and generally provides some powers to

7 the political subdivisions in the carrying out of that

8 responsibility.

9 Q Jmd 7503?

10 A 7503 is a more specific listing of the powers

'
and duties of a political subdivision. It is the, if

12 you in effect would say, the foundation that the umbrella
( \ .

'/ 13 of 7501 covers.

I4
Q Do you have an opinion as to whether or not

15 -- again, in your capacity as an emergency director --

16 that the obligations imposed under Section 7501 and 7503 are

17 I mandatory or discretionary?

18 A They are mandatory.
j
t

Q And is it the intention of Chester County to

20 comply with its obligations under Pamphlet Law 1332?

21 A Not wanting to speak for the board of
(

- . 22 commissioners, I would assume so since they have funded my
23 agency.

24
Q Do you understand that that is the purpose for

Ace Federst Reporters, Inc.

25
which they have delegated to you respansibility for preparing,
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* ' ~l developing, and submitting a workable plan to respond

2 to a radiological emergency at Limerick?

3m A Yes.

U
4 Q So is it your understanding that Chester County

5 intends to work toward the development of a workable plan

6 and the adoption of such a plan which is capable of

7 being implemented?

8 A Yes.

9 Q With regard to the responsibilities under Pamphlet

10 Law 1332, are those listed in any portion in your plan,
,

II to your knowledge?

12 Could you repeat the question?A *

,

'

13 Q Yes.w
.

Id With regard to the spe'ific responsibilities* c
'

15 under 1332, do you know whether those responsibilities

16 are outlined in any portion of your plan, even though

I7 there may not be a specific reference to 1332 as such?
'

18 A There is a specific reference to 1332. It is
I

I' the authority under whic'h the document is prepared. -

20 There are a -- there is a specific listing of responsibilities

21 of the county as derived from the State Basic Disaster

22 Operations Plan, Annex E.

23 Q And it is page 16 and 17 of draft 9. I assume

24 it would be at a similar portion of draft 10. Does the
Am-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

25 plan state various responsibilities on the part of the
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I4 - municipalities under Pamphlet Law 1332?
2 A It is my understanding that list of responsibilities

3 is the municipal responsibilities as derived from Annex E.O
4 Q Could you look at the responsibilities as

5 regards municipalities and state whether those responsibilities
6 in your plan'are derived under 1332 as indicated at page 17
7 of draft 10?

8 A Yes. You are correct. I'm sorry.

9 Q Does that express Chester County's expectation

10 that municipalities will comply with their obligations

II under 1332?

I2
.

A Yes.

13
-

Q So would it be the opinion of Chester County

Id that the responsibilities and obligations as listed

15 under 1332 in Section 7501 and 7503 apply equally to

I6 '

municipalities?

I7 A They apply equally to all political subdivisions.

18 Municipalities and counties are political subdivisions.

I9
,

Again, not speaking for the board of=>

!

20 commissioners.
,

21 O You spoke, Mr. Campbell, about further training .

22 which you expected to receive.

b 23 At this point has the Philadelphia Electric

Company and its -- through its consultant, responded
, , ,

j 25 affirmatively to all Chester County requests for training
|

,

L
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-

I assistance?-

2 '

A Yes, after a little persuasion.

3
Q The training has been provided as requested,

O.
4 has it not?

5 A Yes.

6 ~ In this regard, do you anticipate any problemQ

7 with any future requests for training that you might make?

8 A My only concern with regards to future training

9 is the continuance of the contracts'or provision of

10 support in the training area by the Philadelphia Electric

II Company.

12 I am not privy to the conditions or terms or

, 13 length of the training contract, and that is.a concern

Id that the training doesn't suddenly end the day after

15 tomorrow.

I6
Q If the lack of training were a concern to you

I7 and that-lack of training were to jeopardize the issuance

18
'

or continuance of an operating license for. Limerick,

"
wouldn't you expect the Philadelphia Electric Company

20 to do whatever is necessary to fulfill that requirement?

21
-

g y would..

22
- I have requested them to make such a long-term

23 commitment to training and have been told that it is

24 under advisement., _

25
Q Has the Philadelphia Electric Company, to your

.
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I knowledge, expended considerable financial resources>-

2 to date in furnishing hardware and supplying training
3 and other forms of assistance to Chester County?
4 A I would assume so, given the scope of

5 the project.

6 JUDGE COLE: Mr. Campbell, I didn't understand

7 your answer. Do you know if they have expended many
8 funds?

9 THE WITNESS: I know that in the case of the

10 county of Chester, they have offered $30,000 worth

II
of equipment from a defined list and $5,000 worth of

12 equipment from an unlimited list or no restriction

{VT
- *

. .

13 List and that they have made offers of $5,000 |and

Id
$1,000 to the individual municipalities.

15
I am not aware of the amounts of equipment i

16
or the dollar limits on support to school districts, health

17 care institutions, fire companies.

18 '

There is a lot of money, if you add it up,

I'
but I don't know how much or specifically what in each

20 particular case. |

2I
.

JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. I understand your

22 answer.

23.

BY MR. RADER:
.

24
0 In particular, do you know what supplies of

Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 KI and dosimetry have been made available to Chester County

a_
- .. _.
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'- I as a result of Philadephia Electric Company's

2 purchasing of those supplies?

_ 3 A I assume that the Philadelphia Electric

4 Company is providing such since it is my understanding
5 that there have been negotiations at the state level.

6 I am not privy to those negotiations or the

END 3 7 details.

8

9

10

11

12

~

13

14

15

(
16

.

17

18
'

19
t

|

20

21

(). 22

23s-

24
' Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
,

_
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1 Q And when I said has supplied, I am also including

2 will be supplied. To your understanding, how would you

3 supplement your answer in that regard?

4 A It is my understanding that there has been negotia-

5 tions between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia

6 Electric Company regarding the provisions of dosimetry. In

7 effect -- and again, this is secondhand -- in effect that the

8 electric company is underwriting such a purchase. And that the

9 requirements that we have developed in cooperation with the

10 municipalities for dosimetry and KI will be supplied under

'

11 this program via the state.
-

12 0 What has Chester County requested in terms of the

() *

13 number of do.simeters? -
.

,

(Witness referring to document.)14 .

15 A We have requested a total of 1922 CDV 730s;

16 2277 CDV 742s;

|
17 2277 TLDs;

18 2012 units of KI tablets;

19 460 units of KI liquid; and
i

20 122 CDV 750s; and

21 150 survey meters.

|

(') 22 O Is it your understanding that those supplies will

23 be furnished to you pursuant to the arrangements between

|

|
24 Philadelphia Electric Company and PEMA?

Am. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Subject to the fact that a number of them have

L
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Imm2 already been delivered from PEMA stocks to the county.-

2 MR. HASSELL: Judge Hoyt? Excuse the interruption,

3
,r S Mr. Rader. I believe the record should reflect the document
'd

d the witness has referred to in providing those specific

5 answers regarding --

0 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. I think that is a very good

7 suggestion, Mr. Hassell.

8 Would the witness give us that?

9 THE WITNESS: It is Draft 10, Ch' ester County

10 Radiological Emergency Response Plan, Annex M, Appendix 3,

11
pages M-3-1 through M-3-4.

12 BY MR. RADER:
,\
P !

''J 13
O Mr. Campbell, did Chester County receive similar.

Id supplies of dosimetry and KI with regard to the Peachbottom

15 plant pursuant to a similar arrangement between the company

and PEMA, to the best of your knowledge?

7 A Yes. !

18
Q Has Chester County also received significant

19 supplies of communications equipment from Philadelphia
O Electric Company?

I A We have received communications equipment. I am
,7,

'U 22)

not sure whether I understand your use of the term significant.

3
O Mr. Campbell, with regard to deferred Contention 5, ;

24
##WFederd Reporters, Inc.

25 in paragraph 6, that if written commitments cannot be obtained i

,
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""
I from a particular resource, will be passed on to PEMA as an..

2 unmet need.

3 Do you, nonetheless, foresee any difficulty in

O
4 obtaining the necessary written agreements which are outstanding

5 and have not yet been reduced to writing?

6 A There have been basically two concerns expressed

7 by agencies that we have approached for support.

8 Concern No. 1, relates to five, what one would

9 call insurance or liability issues. These five involve who

'

10 will assume liability for property damage or injury caused

l' 1 by a piece of equipment involved in a response?'

12 : Who will assume responsibility for insurance

II 13 coverage if insurance is denied by the agency's normal

14 carrier?

15 Will there be indemnification of the agency?

16 And, who will defend the agency against any claims

|
17 | - rising out of other existing contracts that the agency may

!. 18 have to bend or violate in providing us the support?

19 These legal questions were passed to the Pennsylvania
!

20 Emergency , Management Agency for an opinion under the provisions

21 of PL1332.

() 22 The second area --

.23 Q May I just stop you in your first concern. We will

24 go into the second one --
Ass-Feierd Reporters, Inc.

25 A Yes.

_ . _ . _ - - . . _ _ - - _ _ _ . . - _ _ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ --
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1 Q With regard to the concerns regarding civil.

2 liabilities referred to in 1332, are you referring specifically
3 to Section 7704 of the statute, if you know?7_s

! )'~'
4 A I will have to check.

5 (Witness referring to document.)
~

6 Yes. Generally, yes.

7 Q And that provides a basis for immunity from civil

8 liability with regard to the provision of services by such

9 entities in the event of an emergency.

10 Is that correct, sir?

11 MS. FERKIN: Objection. 'At this point he is calling
4

i
12 for a legal conclusion.

(~)'\ . 13 The witness defined the question and said he

*

(_ .

14 passed on to PEMA as legal questions. And said that they

15 were raised among other things pursuant to Section 7704.

16 At this point I think counsel is asking for a
I

17 legal conclusion from the witness.

18 MR.RADER: I am simply trying to ask the witness

19 what was the basis for his sending it on to PEMA, and to

'

20 establish that that is a relevant provision and the basic

21 content of that provision to establish its relevance for

n
( ,) 22 that purpose.

23 JUDGE HOYT: The objection is sustained.

24 THE WITNESS: Shall I go back to part B of my
Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 answer?
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I "* ^ *
- mm5

2 O Yes, sir.

3 A The part B was the issue of reimbursement of

O
4 costs expended.

5 A number of_ people indicated a willingness to

6 assist us if they would be guaranteed that they would not

7 have to absorbe the out-of-pocket expenses. The issue was

8 also referred to PEMA,and also we entered into negotiations

9 and discussions with the Philadelphia Electric Company which

10 resulted in a solution that I received last week.

11 Q Mr. Campbell, I am going to show you a letter

12 dated January 15, 1985 from Mr. Boyer of the Philadelphia

(% .(,) 13 Electric Company to you, and ask you whether .cn: not that is,

14 the letter which constitutes,the resolution of that:. problem

15 as you described it.

I
16 I will first show it to other counsel and j

|
17 representatives for LEA.

18 (Document distributed to Board, Parties and

19 handed to wintess.)

20 Is that the letter?

21 A Yes.

() 22 O And to the best of your knowledge, that resolves

23 the concerns of those entities which would be providing

24 rervices in an emergency as regards reimbursement for those
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 services?

. _ _ . , , - - - - -- - _ - . _ - .
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. 1 A No.

2 O In what way is the matter still open?

3 A Well, the issue was that they asked the county

()
4 to whom they would be providing services, who was going to i

5 take care of reimbursement.

6 We wanted to identify a source for that reimburse-

7 ment, and we approached the electric company.

8 We now have to go back and present this to the

9 agency, and using that as the background to entering into

10 zul agreement, I hope that that will suffice. I can't say

11 what might happen.

12 It is, in our opinion, suf'ficient for us to do

(h
x_/ 13' that, We don' t - have any huestions about it.

,

14 Q So in your capacity as Director of Emergency

15 Services, you believe that this commitment by the company .

16 resolves the question of reimbursement to your satisfaction. I

17 Is that correct?
,

18 A To my satisfaction and to the satisfaction, given-

19 the recent-dated letter over discussions I have had with,

20 members of the Board of Commissioners.

21 MR. RADER: Your Honor, I would ask that the

/%
(_) 22 document identified by the witness as a letter from Mr. Boyer

a 23 to Mr. Campbell, dated January 15th, 1985, be marked for

24 identification as Applicant's Exhibit E-102.
Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: Document described by. counsel will be

- . . .. - .__ . _ - , - - . . , - ~
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37 1 so marked.

~

2 (The document referred to was

3 marked Applicant's Exhibit

xkxx 4 No. E-102 for identification.)

5 BY MR. RADER:

6 Q Mr. Campbell, you have described what you have

7 perceived in your capacity as Director of Emergency Services,

8 as the responsibility of the municipalities to engage in

9 emergency planning under 1332.

10 Do you anticipate that that obligation would

11 apply to all municipalities within Chester County?

'

12 A Again, not being a lawyer, it would appear from

O(j - the lan'uage of th,e Act that it applies to all pblitical13 g

|

14 subdivisions within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

15 Q In particular, would that obligation apply to

16 South Coventry?
,

17 A In my opinion, yes.-

18 Q And wouH jou expect South Coventry to work towards

19 the development of a workable, implementable emergency plan|

!

; 20 for that township?

21 A Yes.

('-) 22 Q In the event, however, that South Coventry were

p 23 unwilling or unable for any reason to fulfill that obligation,

24 do you have an opinion as to whether or not Chester County
'Ase-Federet Reporters, Inc.

| 25 would be able to act in such a way as to perform the
!

!

-
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mm8 necessary emergency functions in the event of an actual

emergency at Limerick in order to protect the public health
2

3
and safety of the citizens of South Coventry?

(~)#\- A There are certain actions that can be taken by
4

the county to protect any and all of its citizens.
5

In certain areas, subject to whether or not
6

Pamphlet Law 1332's provisions apply, either through a
7

declaration of local disaster emergency by the Board of
8

Commissioners, or a declaration by the Governor of the
9

10 State of disaster emergency, those actions can be different.

11 Generally, under the Third Class County Code of

12 . Pennsylvania, county government is restricted in this
,

() activity to certain. areas. There are some of the municipal
13

14 functions that can be addressed by county resources from

15 county staff.
I

If 1332 comes into play, certain additional areas '16

37 may be able to be addressed by the county.

'

18 0 What is the population of South Coventry, if you

19 know, sir?
.

20 A I will have to look it up.

21 O Would it be in the range of 1556 people?

f's) 22 A I have the exact figure.
s

23 0_ Go ahead.>

I

'
24 (Witness referring to document.)

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE COLE: Is'that a range, Mr. Rader? 1556?

e - -_ - - - - - _ _ - - _ __
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mm9 1 (Laughter.).

2 THE WITNESS: According to Appendix 1, Annex L,

3 our most recent figures on page L-1-1 is 1556.
7

4 JUDGE HOYT: And you are referring to what?

5 THE WITNESS: Draft 10 of the Chester County Plan.

6 BY MR. RADER:

7 Q Now with regard to route alerting, do you know

8 how route alerting would be performed under the most current

9 draft of the South Coventry Plan?

10 A I do not know exactly.

Il Q Do you know whether South Coventry has its own

12 fire company? .

13 A No, it does not.
.

14 Q And is route alerting normally performed by fire

15 ccmpanies in the Limerick EPZ~ under the current draft plans
I
I

16 for the various municipalities?

|
17 A In most cases.

18 O Sir, would it be correct to say that if route

19 alerting were to be performed by a fire company outside of

20 South Coventry, it really wouldn't matter whether South

21 Coventry was implementing its own plan, or Chester County

f-)x 22 were acting on its own behalf to protect its citizens byi

23 implementing the route alerting which would be performed by

24 an outside fire company?
' ss-Federal Reporters, Inc.A

25 A I'm not sure whether it does or does not matter.

.___ . . . _
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I There is a concern. And again, it comes into the-

2 issue of the provisions of 1332 being activated, or whether

3 they are not at the point of route alerting.
O.

4 Generally, in Pennsylvania fire companies enter

5 into either contractual or ordinance relationships with

6 municipalities.which authorizes workmen's compensation

7 coverage through the municipality in which the fire company

8 is based.

9 There is a question in my mind, and I have not

10 been able to have it resolved by legal counsel anywhere,

II whether or not the county can enter into an arrangement

12 authorizing a fire company to take activities or to perform

(v) 13 functions within a specific municipalit'y absent the endorse- -

Id ment of that municipality. I just don't know.

15 Practically speaking, the fire company that normally

16 provides service in South Coventry would, and could perform

I7
| route alerting. The question is, the issue of workmen's

t

18 compensation prior to activation of 1332.

I9 In the event of activation of 1332, the members of
.

20 that fire company would be covered by the workmen's compensa-

21 tion provisions of 1332 as emergency management volunteers,

22 provided they were previously enrolled.

23 0 And are they not, in fact, previously enrolled, to'

# the best of your knowledge, under the South Coventry Plan?
Am-Federst Coporters, Inc.

A I don't know, sir.
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mmll j Q Assuming they were, would that resolve the problem?,

2 A Well, if there was an adopted South Coventry Plan,

3 that would be the authorization for them to perform the
p

4 function.

5 The process in Pennsylvania is that emergency

6 management volunteers must be enrolled on a form maintained

7 by the emergency management agency which sponsors their

8 activity.

9 Q Is there any particular emergency function which

10 would have to be performed in South Coventry to protect those

11 residents in the event of a radiological emergency, which

12 Ches'ter County could not handle in the event of an actual .

ry
(y 13 eme'rge'ncy?

14 A The County of Chester does not operate police

Ic services. We couldnot provide police functions.

16 However, I have to qualify that by saying the EOC

17 staff could coordinate the response of the Pennsylvania
i

18 State Police,which is the normal law enforcement agency

19 for that community, absent a municipal plan.

20 Generally, the provisions of' notification and

21 verification that are performed by a local EOC could be

22 performed by county staff. The maintenance of a relocation

.23 information point for evacuated citizens could be handled

24 by a county staff person.
Am-Federal Coporters, Inc.

! 25 There are a number of functions that we
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mm12 1 could deploy county resources. For example, in the area of.

2 route alerting. Since this question regarding the fire

3 company has come up, it would be possible to deploy county

0s
'

4 employees, then there is no workmen's compensation issue,

5 to drive route alert routes in appropriately equippped

6 vehicles.

7 Generally we, the county could perform the

8 majority of functions prior to activation of 1332.

9 After activation and given instructions for

10 PEMA, we would be able to carry out all of the functions.

11 Q You mentioned State Police in particular. To

'12 your knowledge, are the traffic control points in South

) 13 Coventry manned by any.of the Penn'sylvania State Poli?ce?

14 A The most recent reference I have to traffic

15 control points in South Coventry Township, I believe refers

16 to Fire Police.
|

17 ! But I would have to check.
i.

18 (Witness referring to document.)

19 On page F-5-5, Draft 10, it refers to Fire Police.

!
20 0 And are there two traffic control points which

21 are covered by State Police, in particular at Route 23 --

() 22 Coventryville Road ahd Route 23 and Route 100?

- 23 (Witness referring to document. )

24 A Okay, yes, you are correct. It is a separate
Ace-Feded Reporters, Inc.

25 listing.

4
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mm13 I Q. With regard to Fire Police,are those South>-

2 Coventry Fire Police?

3 A No. They would be special police officers, Fire

4 Police officers are sworn in within the Commonwealth of

5 Pennsylvania solely with the Volunteer Fire Company.

6 I have to date been able to receive an

7 opinion with County Solicitor's office that it would be

8 appropriate for the county to enter into contracts with

9 special Fire Police Officers to perform functions in the

end T4 10 event of a disaster emergency.
'

11 i

i

12

13

14

'

15

16 |
I |

17 :

|
t

18 !

I
I

'

19 i !
. I

20

21

'

([) 22

- 23 !

|
24

Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25
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1 JUDGE HOYT: Again, Mr. Campbell, are you referring-

2 to draft ten of the Chester County Plan?
- 3 THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am,
v

4 JUDGE HOYT: While Mr. Rader is occupied for just
5 a moment, I think we are going to have to put this draft ten
6 into the record. Ms. Ferkin, when you get back on your
7 redirect, would you handle that matter, please?
8 MS. FERKIN: Certainly, Your Honor.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you.

10 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming)

11 g Mr. Campbell, we have had testimony in this case
I2 from Mr. Whitlock of South Coventry that South Coventry was

,
e

\- 13 not invited to participate in the November 20th exercise, is
Id that correct, sir?

15 A No, it is not.

16 4 I am going to show you a letter dated November 5,
17 1984 from you to the Limerick EPZ Emergency Management

18 Coordinators and ask you if you can identify that letter?
19 A (Perusing document.)

20 ( Above-referenced docuraent ' distributed to the
21 witness, the parties and the Board.)

(~)~ 22 THE WITNESS: Yes, I can.(
s_

23 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming)>

24 g Does that letter in fact invite each of the
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 municipal coordinators and their municipalities to participate
.
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1 in the November 20th exercise?-

2 A Yes, it does.

3 G Was this letter sent to the coordinator for South(~'J
,

L
4 Coventry?

5 A To .the best of my knowledge.

6 G Who was the cpordinator in South Coventry, sir?

7 A The name that we have been using for a contact is

8 a Mr. John McIntyre.

9 G Do you know whether Mr. John McIntyre's appointment
10 has been approved by the governo pursuant to section 7502

II of the Pamphlet Law 13327

12 A I do not at the present time. I am aware ofg

\ ')c

13 correspondence between the Pennsylvania Emergency Manageiment

14 Agency and Mr. Whitlock regarding that matter during I would
15 have to say the first half of 1984.

16 MR. RADER: Your Honor, I would ask that the letter

17 of November 5, 1984 from Mr. Campbell to the Limerick EPZ

18 emergency management coordinators be marked for identification
:

19 as Applicant's Exhibit No. E-103. !

l
!

20 JUDGE HOYT: The document described by counsel will |
!.

21 be so marked as Applicant's Exhibit E-103 for identification.

CXX XXXXX 22 (The document previously referred

23 to was marked Applicant's Exhibit

24 No. E-103 for identification.)Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming)
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- 1 G Mr. Campbell, with respect to the buses which you

2 have described in your testimony for evacuation, what is

3 your current statement of unmet needs in draft ten, totals

4 number of buses required?

5 A (Perusing document.)

6 On page Q-1-1, appendix one, annex "Q", draft ten,

7 the listing of unmet bus needs is 132.

8 G How many of those buses are needed to evacuate school

9 children?

10 A (Perusing document.)

II G .Would it help to refer to Annex N, Appendix "3?"
'

12 A Okay.

13
- '

(Perusing docu:aent.)
,

I4 Five buses are required for the Owen.J. Roberts

15 School District. This is from page N-3-1, appendix 3, annex N,

16 draft ten. Seventeen buses are required for the Phoenixville
|

17 School District and a total on page N-3-2, it appears as 39
|

18 are required for private parochial students. We have quite a
i

19 mistake in there. One of the facilities listed is a daycare

20 center and that will have to be moved out which would reduce

21 the list of buses for private parochial schools to 38.

22 G So you need a total of 80 buses to evacuate school
6

23 children in Chester County, is that correct?
(

24 A Accepting your math, yes, sir.
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 g In Annex Q, I believe you identify a number of other
,

I

L
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I.

buses with whom I think you testified you were having negotiations

2
at this time, is that correct, a total of 545 buses identified

j ) within the county, is that correct?
'

4
A Yes, sir.

5 .

G Are you attempting at this time to reach written

6
agreements with those particular providers?

7
'A At this exact moment, no, subject to my release

8
from these hearings we will begin another series of negotiations

9
based on receiving Mr. Boyer's letter.

10

0 When I say "at this time," I mean in this general
11 *

time frame.

12
A Yes, sir. .

, ,

'

13, *

G Do you have any verbal commitments with regard to
14

any of those providers?

15
A Not at this time.

16

G Do you have any verbal commitments with any provider

17
other than the six providers whose agreements'you provided

18
yesterday?

-19
A That is hard to explain. Verbal commitments that

20
would reproach what.would be referred to as a legal contract or

21
a verbal contract, no. We have been told by people that if you

(^) 22
call us, we will give you as many buses as we can.

23>.

G How many providers have you spoken to with regard to
24

m.pm.,e n .ine. that kind of a commitment?
25 -

A I haven't spoken to any. Members of my staff have
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I spoken to many of the list.-

2 .G Do you have a rough idea of the number of buses

3 that would be involved with regard to those providers with

4 wnom your staff members have spoken and received assurances

3 that buses would be provided to the extent the companies

6 could in an emergency?

7 A No.

8 g Would it be in the range of the 200 buses which

9 was identified as the number in draft nine in Annex Q?
10 A It could given the fact that I feel confident

Il as does Commissioner Thompson that we would receive buses'from

12 SEPTA absent a negotiated agreement.

13 0 Given the commitment which has been made by the

14 LPhiladelphia Electric Company in the letter from Mr. Boyer
15 which I nave preUiously showed you, do you anticipate any

16 problem in obtaining sufficient written agreements to provide

17 for the evacuation needs of the residents of Chester County?

18 A Not from the financial point of view. A number of !

!
19 the liability; questions still are of concern to some of the |

|

.20 providers.

21 4 Is;it your intention to work towards the development

22 of sufficient written agreements to assure the safe evacuation

- 23 of the residents cf Chester County as needed with regard to
.

24 those bus supplies? >

4.. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Of course.
s

L
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I G Now if you were to call upon the companies which.

2 you have previously identified as being contacted by your
3 staff and you were to call upon them tomorrow to supplyO
4 buses because of some emergency, for example even a radiological
5 emergency at Limerick if it were operating, would you expect

.

6 those companies to respond with buses?

7 A Yes.

8 G Are you aware of any specific instances in the past

9 wnere bus companies have promptly furnished their buses upon
10 request by your agency during an emergcncy?
II A Furnished buses, no. Placed them on stand-by for

12 service, yes. .

13 g Did that commitment to place them on standby
Id by the bus companies result from any prior verbal or written

15 agreement?
I

16 A I think in one case there had been discussions with
17 one gentleman at a social function. Other than that, no.

18 g Do you have an opinion as to whether or not Chester

19 County could rely upon adjoining counties with regard to -

20 the provision of any buses in an emergency?

21 A I feel confident that people will respond to a
/m.
-U 22 request for help. In everyday circumstances absent activation

23 of the emergency management chain, people in surrounding,

24 counties provide assistance of various forms across county
Aos-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 boundaries. The formal emergency management chain would refer

-
.- - --
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+. 1

unmet needs to PEMA for resolution during the time of a
2

disaster emergency.

'( ) Q Regardless of the mechanism that was used to obtain
4

the bus, would you expect for example that you could obtain
5

a number of buses for example from Lancaster County?
6

A I would assume so given as I mentioned the fact-

7
that day-to-day events people help each other out.

8
G Is Lancaster County a risk county for Three Mile

9
Island and Peach Bottom?

10
A Yes, it is.

11

G In preparing their emergency plan, did they identify
12

bus resources that would be available to them in an emergency?,

13,
*

i
.

A I would assume so.
14

g Would you have any idea of the number of buses
15

as a ballpark estimate that would be available to them?
16

A No.

17
g Is that information that you would obtain in order

18

that you would have an estimate of that figure if you needed to
19

call upon them for any reason?
20

A Yes.

21
g Would you anticipate any difficulty in obtaining

.( )' 22
- buses from Lancaster County that were available under their

- 23
Plan?

24
4 -paws neponen, Inc. A No.

25

G Are there any other adjoining counties from which you<
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I.

would anticipate obtaining buses if necessary?
2

A Yes. We could obtain buses from Delaware County,

'{}' Pennsylvania, potentially from New Castle County, Delaware,
4

Cecil County, Maryland.

5
G Now with respect to the questions that I have asked

6
you regarding the provision.of buses from adjoining counties,-

7
-would.your answer be the same with respect to the provision of

8
any ambulances that might be needed?

9
A Yes.

10
g Is it your understanding under your plan that

11

you could call upon PEMA to assist you in obtaining necessary
'12 - -

. .ambulances and buses from those adjoining counties if necessary?.

) 13
A- Yes.

14

0 Mr. Campbell, you state in your testimony that.the
~15

assignment of buses to particular schools in an actual

16

emergency would be a tactical decision.- Could you explain what

17
guidelines or factors you would use in making those assignments?''

'18
A Yes. The obvious question is the loc tion from which

19
the individual or gr'oup of buses respond. The best route

-20 .

-
-

the meeting place between buses and, for_ example, the previously
'21

discussed Pennsylvania State Police Car Guides and the best

([ 22
route to their destinations.

> . 23
_ ith regard to staffing needs for schools in ChesterG- W

'

- 24
.m n.,,,,,,,, i County in the event of an emergency, do you know what position

25
-PEMA or Mr. Hippert in particular have taken with regard to
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I unmet staffing needs and providing those unmet needs from other.

2 sources?

3 A. Basically the Commonwealth in the two meetings that

4 I attended with the Phoenixville and Owen J. Roberts School

5 Districts asked the school personnel to go back and attempt

6 to develop the resources from within their school districts.

7 I believe Mr. Hippert mentioned calling on..possibly the

8 members of the PTA's or other groups affiliated with the

9 schools to try to see if the problem could be solved locally.

10 PEMA had a concern which I echo in that it would

11 be extremely difficult for persons to be sent into the EPZ

12 to fulfill the unmet staff needs given that an order for
'

- 13 sheltering had already issued and that. was the concern

14 specifically I think in the area of the Owen J. Roberts School

15 District that they had insufficient adult supervisors for

16 students in the event of sheltering.

17 In follow-up to that, I believe Mr. Patten indicated

18 in the same meetings that I attended that the Commonwealth

'19 would do what it could to provide personnel to meet an obvious |

20 unmet need.

21 O Based upon your experience as an emergency planner,

() 22 do people with professional responsibilities, do they tend to

23 cooperate in an emergency and do their jobs as assigned?

24 A I think you are a little harsh to make that statement
Ase.Feseres neporwes, Inc.

25 just about people with professional responsibilities. It is my

:_ _. . - _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - - ._ _ _ _ _
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- 1
experience that all people when asked to help and given a

2
task that they can understand and perform do so in emergencies

() whether it ranges from filling sand bags to doing traffic

4
control to whatever, given that an individual feels that

5
that is within his capability, they perform admirably.

6

.

Would that opinion apply to teachers in particular?G

7
A Based on the fact that I don't think that teachers

8
are any different from anyone else, yes.

9
G With regard to the lesson plans that are utilized

10
by Energy Consultants in the training that was sponsored by

11
the county, did you review the lesson plan or a member of your

12
staff?

13
A A member of my staff did. I did not.

14
% Did anyone report to you any deficiencies in those

15
plans?

A Yes, after the results of the pre and post testing

17
became apparent. I

18
G Did you as a result of that ask Energy Consultants to

19 i
change their lesson plan in any respect?

20
A Prior to leaving in September of last year for a

21
combination vacation / honeymoon, I instructed my training

I) 22
public education coordinator to arrange a meeting with

23
Mr. Patterson and whoever else was necessary to review the

24
nF m n e ,w. lesson plans, correct them and accomplish what had to be

25
accomplished. I was informed by Mr. Patterson I am going to
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|
~ 1

1have to say some day this week when he was present in the
|
|

2
|courtroom that he expected to be sending us copies of the i

{~') revised lesson plans for review in the immediate future.
''

4
iG Is it your understanding that Energy Consultants '

5
has agreed to cooperate in any necessary retraining that is )

|

6
requested by Chester County or in particular by individual

7
schools or school districts?

8
A Yes.

9
0 With regard to the survey which I think you stated

10

that you took after the training had been given, did the survey
11

show increased levels of knowledge on the part of all persons
12

*

_ attending the classes?

! ! 13 -

,

~ ~ '

A Yes. The test results indicate that there had been,

14
a knowledge gain in all groups tested.

15
G Do you feel that there is a possibility that the

,

16 I

scores on the test if you will might have been higher if the -- {
17 i

strike that. '
l

18 I
.

Do you feel that the fact that the scores were not !,
19

1

quite at the level you expected'with regard to the post-training!
I

testing you testified to, could it be in some part attributable
21

to the fact that certain school staff might be uncooperative |
_ ) 22,

''
or even oppose the licensing of Limerick?

23 '

MR. RAMSAY: I object to that as being speculative
24

Ace.Federet Reporters, Inc. on the part of the witness.

25
JUDGE HOYT: Yes. That objection is sustained.
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I BY MR. RADER: (Resuming)-

2 g Did the teachers who took the training offered by

3 Energy Consultants themselves report to any Chester County

4 official any particular areas of deficiencies which they

5 perceived in the training?

6 A. Mr. Rader, there are 1,600 Chester County officials.

7 I don't know of the context between teachers and all of them.

8 I can't say one way or the other.

9 4 I mean with respect to anyone under your supervision?

10 A. There were some concerns expressed by teachers that

II were reported to me by members of my staff that attended public

^I2 meetings in the Limerick EPZ area.

13 O Have those concerns been resolved as a result of. .

1

14 your instructions to your staff to have Energy Consultants

15 modify their training plan and offer retraining?

16 A. I can't comment until I receive the' lesson plans

17 and have them reviewed.
I

18 g Do you intend to do that?

19; A. . Of course.

20 4 With regard to daycare facilities, I think you were

21 asked certain questions regarding the model plan which was

22 prepared and distributed by the' Commonwealth. Again with

23 regard to your capacity as emergency services director in-

24 Chester County, is it your understanding that daycare centersj
Am-Feder:1 Reporters, Inc.

25 are required under either Annex E or Pamphlet Law 1332

-
. .. ___
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I to prepare such plans?'-

2 A No, it is not.

3q g Is it your understanding that the daycare facilities
g

4 are required to file their plans with the emergency coordinators
5 in the municipalities or with your office if, in fact, they

6 do prepare them?

7 A I believe the instructions in the packet indicate

8 that they are to file a copy with their municipal emergency
9. management coordinator and the county emergency management

C

10 agency.

II O They are asked to do that, sir, but are they--

.

12 required to do that?
m

13 A No. They are asked. The instructions indicate
*

Id that should be done. That is all.

15 g To your. knowledge is there any requirement that

16 the municipal coordinator review those plans for substantive

17 content or is it simply the requirement that the name of the

18 entity be placed on a notification list?

19 A Since there is no policy requiring such an in-depth

20 review, the extent of their review is a subject of local option.

21 g With regard to your emergency operation center, sir,

22 do you now have the number of people required for full 24-hour

L 23 staffing?

24 A Yes.
4.F e.rw masoners, Inc.

25 g How many staff do you have there for a 24-hour shift?

*

-. . .. ___ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . . - _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _-- _ _ . _ _ __ _ - . ..
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1 A I am going to have to refer again to the plan if-

2 you don't. mind.

3 g Very well.

4 A (Perusing document.)

5 JUDGE HOYT: Again, Mr. Campbell, you are referring

6 to draft ten, am I correct?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you.

9 THE WITNESS: I am looking at page A-1-1, appendix

10 A-1, roster of EOC personnel, draft ten. How would you like

Il me to answer that, sir, total number, I will count them?

12 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming).

(/\ '

13- O Since that is coming into evidence, does'that'- .

14 reflect a total number?

15 A Yes, sir, it does.

16 g What about reception centers?

17 A The reception centers in Chester County are manned

18 by the local emergency management agency and local fire and

19 police services. Since the reception centers are only manned i

20 during the period of evacuation, there is not in our opinion

21 a requirement for 24-hour service.

) 22 g Are you satisfied that there will be adequate

23 staffing in the event of an actual emergency at reception

24 centers?
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Yes, I am.

i-
. _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _
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1 G Now you were asked certain questions about route-

2 alerting, is it your understanding that the fire companies

3 which will be doing route alerting have identified their

4 needs to Philadelphia Electric Company?

5 A To the best of my knowledge.

6 g Is it also your understanding that the Philadelphia
,

7 Electric Company has ordered the requested equipment?

8 A With the exception of route alerting equipment

9 requested by the county itself, that is my understanding.

10 4 Is the local routing equipment basically public.

11 address systems?'

12 A To the best of my knowledge.

13 0 Those are shelf items, aren't they?

14 A I would assume so.

15 G Did the county send a letter to each of the

16 identified daycare centers and enclose a copy of thd model plan?!

17 A The county sent a letter to the unlicensed

18 identified daycare centers. The licensed ones were sent by

19 the appropriate state agency.

END#5 20

21

() 22'

23*

.

24
Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25
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1 Q And-they sent a copy of the nodel plan;'-

2 is that correct?
i

3 A The state agencies?O
4 Q Yes, sir.

5 A To the best of my understanding, yes.

6 O' With the copy of your letter to the daycare;

7 centers, did you send a copy of your letter to the

8 respective emergency management coordinator?

9 A No. What we did was we sent the -- I believe,

10 since I did not handle it myself, we sent a copy of
,

II,' the model plan and then followed it up with a letter
"

12 containing a list of the daycare centers that we had

13
'

.
. identified.,

.
,

*

i

I4 Q So the local emergency coordinators were

15 notified as to the existence of daycare' centers in.

i. 16 their municipalities; is that correct?
;.

I7 A Th'at is correct.
18 Q And were the daycare-facilities given the

I.9 name and phone number of the local emergency coordinator
20 in the-letter that you wrote to them with the model plani

.21 A I believe so.

22
. Q And did that letter state the director was

23 to contact -- the director of the facility was to contact-

.

24 the local emergency coordinator if he had any questions or
w eerw nepom n,ine.

i 25 problems?

L
_ .- -_ _ . _ . . . _ . _ . - . - . . . _ _ _ .. _ ._.. - - - - -- --
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'- I A To the best of my remembrance.

2 (Time signal sounded.)

3 MR. RADER: Your Honor, my time has expired.
.O

4 In view of the fact that LEA was given two hours for this

5 witness, I do have some additional questions. I would

6 make a plea for an additional 15 minutes.

7 However, I understand the Board has applied

-8 time constraints fairly throughout the hearing. I would

9 understand if the I3oard denied that. But I would like

10 an additional 15 minutes. '

" '

JUDGE HOYT: If we grant any additional time,
'

12
_.

Mr. Rader, do you fully intend to give Miss Zitzer

13 some time for L'EA, if you wish to --
Id . MR. RADER: I make the request with the

IS . knowledge that LEA has already been given two hours with

16 this witness. We have been given an hour and 15 minutes.

17
L The Applicant does have the burden of proof. ,

18
.

I do not wish to reopen the matter with regard
.

.

to LEA, but if it is the Board's understanding that it

20 would have to be on that basis, in that case I would

2I _not pursue the matter further.

22'

JUDGE H0YT: How much more do you have, Mr. Rader?

23 MR. RADER: I believe 15 minutes.

24 JUDGE HOYT: I am concerned that the Applicant
h Fasw w n.pon m ,Inc.

25 has the burden of proof, Mr. Rader.

1.
i.

,

. . . . . _ _ . . _ , . . . . . . , , , , , , , , , , , - , , . , , . , - - - - , , ~ , , , , , . . , , , - - - - , - . - - , . , - - . - - . , - . - - . . . - - -, , - . - - , - - . . - -
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I- MR. RADER: I believe in 15 minutes I could

2 complete my examination of the witness.

3 JUDGE HOYT: All right. I would like for

4 you to take your 15 minutes.

5 Miss Zitzer, if you have some additional questions,
0 we are going to give you the 15 minutes as well.

7 MS. ZITZER: Thank you, your Honor.

8 JUDGE HOYT: We will do that at the completion

9
of t.he first round of testimony.

10
All right, Mr. Rader. You have 15 minutes.

I
MR. RADER: Thank you, your Honor.

12 BY MR. RADER:

13
Q Mr. Campbell, based upon your review of the

Id
unmet school district needs and your expectations.for

IS
fulfilling those needs at the county level.with the

16
buses which you have identified, is it your opinion that

I7 there will b'e sufficient buses available to Chester County
18 schools in the event of an actual emergency to implement

that evacuation in one-lift?

20 A Could you repeat the question?

21 Q Given the review which you have made of unmet
22

school district needs and your expectation for fulfilling

23 those needs, again based upon the buses which you have
24

identified in draft 10, is it your expectation that
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

5
Chester County would be able to implement an evacuation of

_ _ _
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I schools, of its schools in a single lift?.-

2 A Yes. ,

3q Q With regard to school teacher training, is the
D

4 availability of training described in the county plan

5 in Annex R?

6 A I will have to refer to the annex to determine

7 if it is. I believe it is, but I will have to check.

8 (Pause.)

9 Specifically talking about school personnel,

10 sir?

II
Q Yes.

I2 A Yes. On page R-2, which is part of Annex R, -

pJ
-

13 training, subsection C, dr.*t 10, it includes school

I4 personnel in the list of persons to receive radiological

15 emergency response oriented training.

16 0 Is it your understanding that that includes

I7 annual retraining of staff?

18 A Yes, sir. It does.

I'
Q With regard to student evacuation and

20 sheltering in the event of an actual emergency, would

21 it be your opinion that these functions could be
q'

k/ 22 accomplished with less that the full complement of

23 school staff which is used for classroom instruction?

24 A I have no idea'.
Ace-Fexforal Reporters, Inc.

25 0 You referred to the doctrine of in loco parentis

, _ ._. - - - - - . _ _ ~ _ _ . . _ _.
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1 -- I think in reference to bomb threats and radiological. -

2 emergencies,

3gs Would that apply equally in terms to studer.t
C

4 evacuation to a different location as a result of a
5 r'diological muergency?a

6 MS. FERKIN: Your Honor, before the witness

7 answers, I am sorry, I don't recall when the witness

8 referred to the doctrine of in loco parentis.

9 Could counsel be more specific?

10 MR. RADER: I believe it was in his written

II testimony.

12 (Pause . )

O)\- 13
"

I suppose it'was in his oral testimony

Id yesterday.

15 MS. FERKIN: I would object.

I0 ~

MR. RAMSAY: He did not say it yesterday.

I7 MS. FERKIN: Lack of foundation.
I

18 MR. RADER: Withdraw the question.

I' JUDGE HOYT: Did I understand you to say you
20 withdrew the question?

!

21 MR. RADER: Yes. That is correct.

22 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

23 BY MR, RADER:

| 24 0 With respect to the general transportation
Asm Federst Reporters, Inc.

25 survey in Chester County, would you describe the purpose,
'f
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- I format, and scope of that survey, sir?

2 A In the planning sessions in -- I am going to have

3 to ballpark it -- in 1982, 1983 early, it became obvious

4 that we had a substantial problem in identifying those
'

5 persons with special transportation needs or handicaps

0 that required assistance.

7 After a number of discussions with Energy

8 Consultants, the three counties, the electric company,

9 and I believe, but I cannot swear to it, PEMA, an

10 offer was made to conduct a public survey by the electric

II
company, given that it would be sponsored by or

12 supported by the county emergency management agencies.

13
-

The survey was put together and mailed,

Id I believe, initially based on the electric company or

15 the electric utility billings from both Philadelphia

16 Electric Company and PP&L. And there were some problems

17 wit that that were addressed later due to use of mail

18 addresses, trying to differentiate between counties.

I'
The intention was to try and identify those

20 people that the census information indicated generically

21 across the country would have a problem..
Ag 22 We knew that a certa'in segment of the population

23 would have the problem. The point was now to identify them

#
to the best of our ability.

Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
Q Are you satisfied, sir, that you have identified

L.
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I each of the licensed and unlicensed daycare centers in-

2 Chester County which would be appropriate for receipt of the
3 model plan and for notification in the event of an

4 emergency?

5 A I am satisfied that we have identified those
6 that have a stable activity.

7 Unfortunately, the unlicensed daycare centers
8 seem to come and go by no scheme. I am of the opinion

9-

that we will be engaged in constant review and attempts
10 to identify new unlicensed dayctre centers, probably for
II the balance of'the life of the plan.
12 O So you will be, on an ongoing basis, attempting
.I3 to identify any other facilities which might require
Id notification and other forms of assistance; is that correct?

15 A That is correct.

16 0 Under the model plan, could you describe the
17 procedures, as you understand them, with respect to an
18 evacuation scenario in particular with regard to the
I' custody of children?

20 A Not from memory.

21 O Is it your understanding that under the model

22 . plan parents would be permitted to reenter the EPZ to

23 pick.up their children?

24 A I would have to hazard a guess at that, Mr. Rader.
Ass.Federd Rooorters, Inc.

25
I can't speak with any authority to it.
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I Q Is it your understanding under the model plan-

2 that the directors or staff of the facility would remain

3m responsible for the children within their charge up
C

4 until the time that they were picked up by their parents?

5 MS. FERKIN: Mr. Rader, I object. Unless

6 we provide the witness with a copy of the mode] plan,
7 his answers are speculative.

8 The plan speaks for itself.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Yes, Mr. Rader. That is a fair

10 objection, and it will be sustained.

I MR. RADER: We will provide it to the witness.

I2 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. And that is being done

U 13 now.

Id
(Counsel distributes copy to witness.)

15 BY MR. RADER: i

16
O Directing your attention specifically to

37 Section IV.G of the plan, is it your understanding
,

i

18 under the model plan that children would remain the f
19

responsibility of ,the directors or staff of the facility

20 until they were picked up by parents?

21 A According to the language here, yes. I

22 O Would it be your expectation, given what you

23 have referred to previously with respect to teachers
i

24
as a sense of commitment, that the staff and faculty

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
would fulfill that responsibility?
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- I A Generally, yes.

2 O With respect tc your testimony under LEA 14

3 regarding the one-lif t principal, is it your understanding,
,

L.J
4 that buses which became available at the time of an
5 emergency would first be sent dirc.ctly to schools?

6 A At the present time, given our plan in

7 draft form, that is correct.

8 Q If it became necessary for whatever reason for

9 buses to reenter the EPZ, would they.be sent through
10 the staging area to pick up supplies of dosimetry and KI?
II A Yes.

12 O Are you personally satisfied that adequate
, . .

-
I3

' '
supplies exist to perform that, if necessary?

,

I4 ' '

A Yes.

15
Q With respect to driver availability, is ,

i16
it your expectation that bus providers who would be '

I7
! furnishing you with buses would have a greater number

.
' I,

18 of drivers than buses which it could commit to you in
I9

an emergency? |
|20 A Could you repeat the question?

21 O Yes.
',

22 With respect to the bus providers whom you
,

23 have identified in your plan, is it your expectation

24 that those companies would employ a greater number of
Ace Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 drivers than the buses which they owned?
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I- MS. FERKIN: Objection. Calls for speculation.

2 MR. RADER: If he knows.

3 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. The objection is overruled.,,

L/1
4 THE WITNESS: I have no idea.

5 BY MR. RADER:

6 Q From your knowledge of bus companies in,

7 general, do they generally employ more drivers than they
8 have buses, if you know?

9 MR. RAMSAY: I object to that. It is not,

10 relevant what they do in general, but in these specific
II

terms.

I2 JUDGE HOYT: The objection is overruled. I

13 think that is a comparative problem, Mr. Ramsay. -

Id We will permit the question.

15 THE WITNESS: To be honest, Mr. Rader, with the
,

16 i
exception of the testimony of Mr. Wert about SEPTA,

{
lI7 ! I have no knowledge about how bus companies operate. ;

18 BY MR. RADER:

'
O With regard to the transportation of students j'

i |
20 from host schools to mass care centers, do you know
21 whether drivers have any particular reason to be concerned

22 about that assignment inasmuch as it occurs outside the EPZ?
!

23 A No, I would not'. |
t

24
Q In other words, do you know whether they wouldAce Faderst Reporters, Inc.

25 'have any valid, legitimate concern about that assignment, or
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I are you saying you don't know?-

2 A I would assume not. I would assume that they

3 would not have any concerns other than those norma-ly
4 involved in driving a load of students over a route.

5 'I cannot speak to whether or not someone might
6 have a concern or whether or not that might be valid.

7 Q With regard to dosimetry and KI supplies
8 for farmers ,in the ' event of an emergency, do you
9 have any reason to question the reliability of the

10 estimates of the number of' farmers given to you by the
II

local' county extension service?'

I2 A No, although that was not whati we used

13 exclusively.

14
Q What ,else did you use, sir?

15 A We used the information in the Chester County
16 Planning Commission records concerning agricultural

'I7 properties.

18 We also used the information, I-believe, of the

II extension service and the other members of the U.S. Food
20 and Agricutural Council.

21 Q With regard to your plans insofar as they
'

22 treat farmers as, emergency workers when they reenter the
E 23 'EPZ, does the tem " livestock" include horses, cows, sheep,

24 and fow1?
A p sers neerwr., Inc.

25 g- As we use it, yes.

- _
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I Q And how many phones are utilized for your-

2 automatic phone notification system in your EOC7
3 A The recall system, sir?,-,

)'

4 0 Yes, sir.

5 A At presently, as set up, there are four. It

6 has been expanded at our request to ten.

7 0 Can they all be used simultaneously?
8 A Yes.

9 0 With regard to the -- what you have described

10 in your testimony as the Camp Hill facilities, are you
II aware, under NUREG 0654 or Annex E, again in your
12 capacity as emergency director, whether or not there

p * ,

Q 13
-

,

is any requirement that written plans be developed for
Id those specific facilities?

15 A I can't remember the definition of special

16 facility as used in Annex E, as to whether it would or

I7 I would not apply to those facilities at the present time. .

18 0 I think you testified yesterday that'there

I'
were blank spaces with regard to those facilities in your

,

20 plans now. Could you look at Annex I to see whether or not

21 any provision has been made for those facilities with
n() 22 regard to transportation?

23 (Pause.)
24

7,m sorry, sir. Would you refer to N-3-2 ofw-Federd Ceporters, Inc.

25 your plan?
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!- I
- (Pause.)

2 A N-3-2?

3p Q Does that refer you to I-2-1, sir?
U

4 A Yes, it does, sir.

5 0 When you turn to I-2-1, wculd those

6 figures be included in the township figures for the

7 respective township in which those facilities are located?

8 A Could you repeat that question, please?

9 Q Would the transportation needs of those.

10 facilities be reflected in the -- I believe they are

' in East Nantmeal and West Vincent; is that correct?

12 Those two facilities?

13 A That is the implication; again, subject to the

Id fact that we received this Monday, I would have to check

IS to make sure.

16 0 But if they had any reported needs, should

I7 they not be listed in that column?

18 A Yes, they should.

,
JUDGE HOYT: Again, the witness has been using

20 draft 10?

2I THE WITNESS: Draft 10, pages N-3-2 and I-2-1.

22 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you..
.

23-

BY MR. RADER:

24
Q Has Chester County designated the

, Aa-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Devereaux School as a host facility for both of the Camp

L
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I Hill facilities?-

2 A Chester County hasn't designated it. We have

3(g entered into an agreement with it.
!

''
4 0 Is that school also a facility for the mentally

3 retarded?

6 A If you will not hold me to legal definitions

7 of mentally retarded, I would have to say yes.
8 Q Do you regard thsc as an adequate host facility?

9 A Yes, I do.

10 Q Are you aware. of whether the same training

II which has been provided to teachers and staff and local ;

12 schools has been offered to the administrative-

,- .
,

i 13 *personnel and operating staff of both of the Camp Hill
Id *

facilities?

15 A Has been offered?
;

16 0 Yes, sir.

I7 A I believe so.
|

18 I remember having had a discussion to which

I9 it was referred, but I am not sure that -- I don't

20 think it has been held. It may have been offered.

21 That is where I am hanging up on.

22
Q Do you maintain a list of towing services at

23 the Chester County Communications Center?

2# A Yes.
Am. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 0 Could you estimate the number of tow trucks that
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" I the county is able to call upon and dispatch on a daily
2 basis?

3 .A I can't estimate the number of tow trucks.O,

4 I can estimate the number of towing services. It is in

5 excess of 100.

6 Q Do you have any idea as to how many tow trucks
7 each service customarily would have?

8 A At least one.

9 '

Q Would they customarily have more than one,
10 some of them?

II A Some of them do, sir.

12
Q Would you expect those services to be available

'

13 in the event of a radiological emergency at Limerick?,

Id A Yes! sir.
15

Q In your opinion, would it always be necessary
I' to disptach a tow truck in order to move a stranded or

17 disabled vehicle out of the way to keep traffic moving?
I8 A No.

I'
O Could you simply push it to the side of the road?

20 A Yes,. sir.

21
Q In your opinion, does Chester County require

22
. specific letters of agreement with gas. stations in order

,

23 to assure adequate gas supplies in the event of an
.

24
emergency or evacuating traffic?

A 4esww nes== Ins.
,

25 A No, sir.

.
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I'* MR. RADER: Thank you.

2 7,.have no further questions.

3 JUDGE HOYT: You had 23 seconds, if you are-

4 interested, Mr. Rader.

5 The Board will recess now for a very short

6 period of time, and then we will' pick up with the cross-

7 examination of Mr. Hirsch.
:

XXXXX 8 (Recess.)

9
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f.MM/aml JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order.

Let the record reflect that all the parties to

the hearing who were present when the hearing recessed, are

#
again present in the courtroom.

-

5
The witness has taken his place'on the stand.

O
Mr. Campbell, once more you are still under oath, sir.

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.

JUDGE HOYT: I believe' Applicant has completed
'

his cross examination.

10
Mr. Hirsch, you have 45 minutes.

xxx BY MR. HIRSCH:

12
Q Mr. Campbell, has South Coventry Township

'

O-

i2 .

report *ed any unmet needs.to Chester County?

14
A No, they have not.

'
Q Has Chester County reported any unmet needs with

le
respect to South Coventry to PEMA?

A- No, it has not.
I

18
Q Has Chester County at this date done any planning

19
| with respect to South Coventry Township to fulfill any

0

| unmet needs that might exist in the went that there were an

'
accident at the Limerick Generating Station?

Ii 22
A No, we have not.

;

|

Q Do you believe that Chester County would be able

24
to fulfill any unmet needs with respect to South Coventry.w % %,

25
if that Limerick Generating Station were running at full power

!

1

- .
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mm2
i today, and if there were an incident at the generating station

,.

2 today?*

3 A Unless planning which may have to occur, revealed

~O\

4 certain unique unmet needs, as long as the unmet needs are

5 those typical of the other municipalities, yes, I do believe'

F
.

4 we would be able to fill them.

7 Q What do you consider to be typical unmet needs?

A The requirement for bus transportation forg
t

|- 9 Persons without private transportation. The provision of

$ 10 persons to assist people who may be disabled. The requirements

i

11 for ambulances which may be required to transport people

12 with ce'rtain medical conditions. Any equipment that might ,

O is 6 a"tr * 'or *" *~o er "t= c "*ro vot"* 1"at= * * *o

14 be manned by Fire Police. The equipment that might be
,

15 required for route alerting teams to cover the township.if

} 16 there are any equipment deficiencies, things of that nature.

j

17 Q How about personnel to man the township emergency;

!
'

is operating center?

19 A The question is nore appropriate, personnel to
;

'

20 fill the functions, rather than to necessarily man a local

21 center.

22 It would be possible to set' up a subgroup of our

I EOC staff in West Chester or in some other location, who23

24 could carry out the function fulfilled by municipal center.
Ass Pedstel Reporters, ins.

25 ' Not necessarily a requirement to have it within the

_ _ _ _ _ . _____-- _ - _ - . . -
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mm3 I municipality, but we could find the personnel.

2 Q Are you familiar with the FEMA reports relating

-'
3 to the July 25th, 1984 exercise and the November 20th, 1984

4 exercise?

5 A I am generally familiar, and I have copies with

6 me.

7 Q Are you aware of whether those reports identified

8 any unmet staffing needs with respect to any townships or

9 governmental entities within Chester County?

10 A Yes, I do.

'
Q Do you recall the extent of those identified

12 uninet needs?
O ,,

A There we're questions raised ab'out the capabilityI3
'

Id of some municipalities to man their emergency operations

15
center on a 24-hour basis. And there were certain questions

16 about some' specific staff assignments having the appropriatel
'

II7
| trained officers available for them. |
,

,

O Do you recall whether the report relating to the !
18

1

July 25th exercise identified unmet staffing needs at |
,

20 cight different townships and in addition identified a problem

21 with South Coventry in light of the fact that they refused

22 to participate in the exercise?

23 A Without checking the report, I can't speak to the

24
exact number of townships involved. But, South Coventry was

w.o.,e n. con.n, inc.

specifically mentioned.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Imm4 Q You say you havy a copy of the report with you?
~

2 A Yes, sir, I do.

3
q Q Let me ask you to refer to that, please.

'
>

4 (Witness referring to document. )

5 Starting on page 62, I believe, do you see it

0 starting on page 62, there is a reference to Chester County?

7 A Yes. It starts out, Chester County EOC at the

O top.

9
Q Now, if I could ask you to turn to page 79 of that

report. In particular under East Nantmeal Township,

11
subheading 1, if you could review that, could you tell me

12
whether you see it identifies in the last sentence of

,7

13
paragraph 1, the fact that the second shift staff does not-,

I#
at this time have adequate training?

'
(Witness referring to document.)

,

6
A Yes, that does so state.

,

37 0 Let me ask you to look at page 81 of that report

18 under paragraph No. 1, under East Nantmeal Township. Do

you see the statement that a full second shift staff should

20
be identified and trained?

21
(Witness referring to document.)

221

A Yes.

3
0 Do you know whether East Nantmeal Township at

24
this point does have a full second shift staff?

Ac..r.o .i nemnen, ine.

25
A Although the township plans have not been submitted
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|

'. mm5 1 to us for review, we did receive, I believe through the

2 service order list, correspondence from Mr. Boyer to -- I
,

3 forget who -- which contained amendments to various township

'''i- 4 municipal plans, which appear to indicate that additional

5 staffing had been provided and identified by the municipalitiins.

6 Q I am going to show you a copy of a letter dated

7 January 14, 1985 to John Patten from Vince Boyer, with a

8 series of attachments, and ask you if that is the reference
,

9 you just made?

10 (Document handed to witness.)

11 Is that the letter you were just referring to?

12 A It appears to be the same, yes, sir.

() 13 Q Have you spoken to the East Nantmeal Township

14 emergency personnel to determine whether they agree with

15 Mr. Boyer's representation?

16 A Not yet, sir.

17 Q Okay.
|

h. la Let me ask you to tu rn to page 85 of the FEMA

19 report we were discussing a moment ago.
.

20 (Witness referring to document.)

'

21 In particular, under the heading about two-thirds
i

| (~/') 22 of the way down the page, East Vincent Township EOC
,

t ~

p 23 deficiency. Do you see the statement there that the capa-

|
24 bility for around-the-clock staffing was not demonstrated?

'

A=Jeews moorwes, sne.

25 A Yes, I do.

1

k__ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Imm6 Q Do you know from conversations with anybody from'-

2 East Vincent Township, whether that staffing need has been

3 corrected?q
v-

4 A Not as of this time.

5 JUDGE HOYT: I am not certain I understand the

0 answer, "Not an of this time." Do you know if it has been

7 corrected, or have you made the check, Mr. Campbell?

8 THE WITNESS: I have not talked to anyone from

9 East Vincent at this time.

10 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you.

BY MR. HIRSCH:

12
Q Let me ask you to look at page 88 of tho FEMA -

_

'v 13
'

report under the paragraph number one, under the 1eading
I# North Coventry Township Deficiency, in particular the first

15 sentence which says capability for 24-hour staffing was not
I

16 'demonstrated.
|

I7 Do you see that sentence? |

II (Witness referring to document.)

A Yes, I do.

20
Q Have you spoker. with anyone from North Coventry

21 Township to determine whether the staffing needs have been

O 22
| t,- fulfilled there?

23 A No, I have not.
;

24
Q Let me ask you to tu m to page 94 of the FEMAg %,, ,,

' report,under the heading Schuylkill Township Deficiency,

___ --_ -_-__- -_ _____-__ -__ _ - - _ _ _
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I

mm7 paragraph 2, the first sentence there reads, capability;

f r a full second shift was not demonstrated.2

Do you see that?
3

! O
V (Witness referring to document.)

4

{ A Yes, I do.
5

Q Have you spoken with anybody from Schuylkill6

Township to determine whether they have a complete second.

7

shift at this time?| ,

A No,: I have net.
9

Q Let me ask you to turn to page 102 of the FEMA
10

jj report under the heading Uwchlan Township, EOC Deficiency.i

12 In particular, the first sentence of paragraph 2.

Do you 'ee a sentence that says the township doess
13 i

,

not have sufficient staff for two shifts?j,

(Witness referring to document.) i15

A Yes, I do.
16

Q Haveyou spoken with anybody from Uwchlanj7

! Township to determine whether their staffing needs have been
18

. met at this time?y9
I

A No, I have not.
20

Q Let me ask you to refer to page 104 of the FEMA
21

(]~ report under the heading Warwick Township,EOC Deficiencies.
22

In particular, tie first sentence of paragraph 1, where it
23

24 states 24-hour response capability over an extended period'

Ass-Fedstel Mope,ters,Inc.

25 of time la not assured.
.

_ _ . _ , . _ , , . . .__._-_.r. , _ . , , . , . , , , - - _.,--__~. -.-..-.. .,.- ,.-. _ ,, _. _ ._.,.,.._ ..,__,_. _. ,.. _ ,. ,_. .._,
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I Do you see that sentence?.

2 (Witness referring to document.)

, 3 A Yes, I do.
_O.

V
4 Q Have you spoken with anybody from Warwick

5 _ Township to determine .whether they have filled those unmet

6 needs at this time?

7 A No,-I have not.

8 O Are you familiar with the FEMA report relating

9 to the No~ ember 20th exercise? I believe you said you were-

10 a few mit.utes ago.

II A Yes, sir, I have a copy.

12 Q Are yoti aware whether the FEMA report relating
'

13 to the November 20th exercise identified a continuing unmet
,

14 need at Warwick Township?
.

15 A I believe it does, sir.

16 Q So I assume your answer would be the same, you

17 || are not aware of whether that unmet need has been fulfilled

18 at this time?

I' A Correct.

20 Q Now, is it your understanding that the Warwick

21 Township unmet need that was' identified in the November 20th

O 22 exeroise regore, w s identified hec ose W r tek Townshiv

23 participated in that supplemental exercise and that the

24 other townships which I have referred you to were not
Aso Federd Repe, toes, Inc.

25 identified there because they have not participated in the

<
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39 I November 20th exercise?

2 A Could you explain that question?

3
Q Yes.

O
4 Do you know whether the Warwick Township partici-

5 pated in the November 20th supplemental exercise?

0 A Yes, I do.

7 Q Do you know whether the East Nantmeal Township,

8 East Vincent Township, North Coventry Township, Senuylkill

9 Township, Uwchlan Township, West Pikeland Township and West
10 Vincent Township participated in that supplemental exercise?

' A East Nantmeal Township did participate; Schuylkill

I2 Township did participate.

(O) Q How about East Vincent, North Coventry, Uwchlan,-13

" West Pikeland and West Vincent?
15 Do you recall?

6
A West Vincent participated to a very limited degree

I7
| by testing communication links.that evening. They did not

!

18i mobilize their EOC staff.

O Okay.
,

20 Let me ask you to look at page 106 of the FEMA

21 report relating,to the July 25th exercise. In particular,

"O paragraph 2 under the heading West Pikeland Township

23-

EOC Deficiencies.
|

Do you see the first sentence there, which says
,

25
that until such time as the Township plan reflects complete

-
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I staffing,1he issue of 24-hour coverage has not been resolved?' * "

2 (Witness referring to document.)

3 A Yes, I do.

O ' Have you spoken with anybody from West PikelandI Q i

5 Township recently to determine whether that unmet staffing

0 'need'has been resolved?
*

:

7
'

A Not recently.

'8 Q Finally, let me refer you to page 109 of the

' exercise report relating to that July 25th exercise,,under.-

10 _ the heading, West Vincent Township Deficiencies. In

11
particular, the first sentence of paragraph 1, where it

12 states capabilities for around-the-clock staffing was -

,

13 not demonstrated due to insufficient staff.
.

Id Do you see that sentence?

15 (Witness referring to document.)

16 A Yes,.I do.

I7
| MR. RADER: Judge Hoyt, may I respectfully ask-

18 . whether counsel could, or whether the Board would direct i.

t

19-

counsel to mark the two FEMA reports as exhibits. We'are

20 jumping around quite a bit, and I am' afraid there might-be:

21 some difficulties with identification in the record.

22 JUDGE HOYT: That, Mr. Hirsch, is possibly a

23-

problem that I think we can --
e 24 MR. HIRSCtt: I had intended to when the FEMA'

g ,
,

. ' 25
~ panel was on later this afternoon. If you would like, your

.

.

4

n w- ,g ,<,v v~,-~- --44,,, ,r- --,---,~g-ws,y,-e--,,me--,-w. -w r,we,w gw- ,n w y mw w w-, ww,n- ,,we,,,,r--m,.--g,,, y - w w n ,-- , -.--,--e.-
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.-

mmll Honor, I can mark those exhibits for identification purposes
I,.

now.
2 -

JUDGE'HOYT: Let's do it now. We realize,

Mr. Hirsch, you will not move them into evidence until later.

MR. HIRSCH: Okay.

Why don' t we mark the letter-Mr. Campbell, maybe

you can help me out here, was it 14th or 15th letter from

Mr. Boyer to Mr. Patten which I handed you earlier?

THE WITNESS: It is a letter to John Patten'from
9

Vince Boyer dated January 14th, 1985.

MR. HIRSCH: Thank you.y

Could we mark that for identification purposes,

p FEMA Exhibit No. 3.
-d .

,

| JUDGE HOYT: Just a moment, Mr. Hirsch. Has
14,

that been placed into evidence by Applicant, the letter?
15,

MR. RADER: LEA Exhibit E-59.

MS. ZITZER: It has been identified as LEA Exhibit

E-59. At the time I attempted to move it into evidence it I

was determined not to be the appropriate time. So, it has !

39

| not been received, but it has been identified. -

' 20

JUDGE HOYT: Well, let's use the identification

""""*" '"** *" " '"* '"^ **"*"** '"*"

Cs')
2

All right, Ms. Ferkin?g,

MS. FERKIN: Your Honor, just for the record,
24

''
LEA exhibit that was marked did not contain any attachments.

25

L
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mm12 I I believe the exhibit Mr.Hirsch is using does.-

2 JUDGE'HOYT: Yes, that is true Ms. Ferkin. I had

3 neglected that. You are right.

O 4 Perhaps, Mr. Hirsch, we better go back to square

5 one'and have you place it in as FEMA Exhibit, at least

0 identified as a FEMA Exhibit with the attachments at this

7 time..

8 MR.HIRSCH: That would be fine. As FEMA Exhibit 3.

9 JUDGE HOYT: By "it" I am referring to the letter

10 of January 14th, 1985 from V. S. Boyer, Philadelphia

I Electric Company addressed to Mr. John L. Patten. And there

I2 were attachments.,

13 -

I believe also that this Jetter shows a "cc" to
,

Id Limerick NRC Service List. So, perhaps all the parties have

the entire copy anyway. But, I would like for you to put

16 this in as a FEMA identification at this time, Mr. Hirsch.

I7 MR. HIRSCH: Okay. That will be FEMA E-3.

IO (The document referred to was

marked FEMA Exhibit No. E-3

I 20xxx for identification.)
i

2I MR. HIRSCH: And, the exercise report relating to

I) the July 25th, 1984 exercise, would be FEMA E-4.

JUDGE HOYT: That could be,further identified as
|' 24

Q having a cover letter of September 25, 1984.
,

MR. HIRSCH: That would be fine.

|

-m - .
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-imm13~ I (The document referred to was
,

2 marked FEMA Exhibit No. E-4
3

for identification.)
D-

4 MR. HIRSCH: And the FEMA Exhibit E-5 would be
5 the. FEMA report relating to the November 20th, 1984 exercise.

.

0
MR. RADER: Should the record reflect that the

t - - 7 report itself is actually dated September 19, 1984?

8 MRJ HIRSCH: That is the FEMA E-4.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. On E-4, that is correct,,

.Mr. Rader. However.,the cover letter forwarding that identified

"
it as September 25h. That is the date I had cited. I wanted

12 to cover letter to go with it.

13 All right, thlen the report on the Supplemental
*

-
,

l- "
[ .RERP exercise on the fimerick Generating Station on November

15
20th, 1984, a report. dated December 3, 1984, will be

16
identified'as FEMA Exhibit E-5.

II 'ixxx- (The document referred to was

18 marked FEMA Exhibit No'. E-5,

for identification.)

20 -MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, I had intended to
;

21
_

distribute copies of these exhibits immediately prior to the
Lcnd<T7-

- 22
FEMA panel's testimony. Perhaps this would be a more

'; 23 . appropriate time if my 45 minutes could be tolled while .I am
s

-

24
distributing those exhibits.g ,

JUDGE HOYT: Yes, it will be.
.

-

i. .e8 (Documents distributed to Board and parties.)
,

- -s . _ _ . -- -

__,,,,,,,,7 , _ , _ _ _
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I JUDGE HOYT: I think we have all these documents-

2 marked correctly. In the event that there is any difficulty

3f on any party's part, they may check with the copies that we
s

4 have here on the Bench. All right, Mr. Hirsch. Your time

5 will begin to run. .

6 BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)

7 g Is it accurate to say, Mr. Campbell, that as of this

8 time there remains a number of townships in Chester County with

9 unmet staffing needs?

10 MR. RADER: I object to the question as vague.

Il
Could that be specified, as far as his personal. knowledge

12 and all information he has at this time?

(q/ 13- JUDGE HOYT: All.right, Mr. Hirsch. If you will

Id take care of those matters, the question will be answered

15 with those limitations.

I6 BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)
|

17 g Is it fair to say that at this time based upon your
i

18 knowledge there are a number of townships within Chester County

19 which nave unmet staffing needs?

20 A. Yes.

21 g I would like to ask you to look at the copy of

f 22 draft number ten of the Chester County Plan and in particular

23 to page A-1-2 which is entitled, " Bus Resources.">

2d
A. (Witness reviewing document.)

wFederal Reporters, Inc.

25 g I want to clarify a misunderstanding I may have had
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1 fron. yesterday. The first column of that page entitled, "Large4

2 Buses" and at the bottom there is a total of 497 buses. Was it

3 your testimony yesterday that that was the total number of

'
4 large buses in Chester County?

5 A. Yes. I would qualify that by the total number of

6 buses operated by those providers that service Chester County.
7 The buses may physically from time-to-time be located outside

8 the county.

9 0 It wasn't your testimony, was it, that you had

.10 negotiations ongoing at this time with respect to all 497 of
11 those. buses, was it?

12 A. As I testified, we have completed agreements with six
13 of the providers listdd there. We had contacted all of those-
14 providers in'Novembor and again in December and"I intend to

15 do so again next week.

16 g As a result of those contacts, according to your'

17 figures-yesterday you have made arrangements for 83 large buses
18 and two small buses and ten vans, isn't that correct?

-

19 A That is correct.-

20 4 Is the Great Valley School District located within

21 Chester County?

O 22 a- ve r it 1 -:

.

23 g My recollection of your testimony yesterday was that-

24
, .

_

because they had declined to provide buses in the event of an
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 ' accident' at i4.merick Generating Station that was the reason you
; --

,_ _ . . . - - . - , . - . _ _ - , _ . . . ~ . _ - _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . . .__ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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r- I didn't list them under the bus resources on page I-1-2 of

2 draft ten, is that correct?

3 A No. The situation with regard to Great Valley

O 4 School District is that they do not own any buses. They lease

5 their bus services from Mr. William Gross in Bechtelsville,

6 Berks County although the buses are physically located in
.

7 Chester County.

8 When a member of my staff contacted Mr. Gross

9 in the spring of last year he informed us that he would be

10 more than happy to support us provided he could gain

11 concurrence from those school districts that he had contractual

12 relationships with.

.w
| y) 13 The Ow'en J. Roberts and Phoenixville School Districts.
!

-

14 are the other two of the three that he serves and their buses

15 are com.altted to their school responsibilities. We approached,

16 the Great Valley School District in an attempt to gain that

17 concurrence and were verbally told that they had a similar
!

18 concern to that expressed in writing as the Tredyffrin/Easttown

19 School District and that they would not proceed any further

20 with the discussions.

21 4 Do you have before you copies of the letters of

{} agreement of memoranda of agreement which you were testifying22

|- 23 about. yesterday and which have been labelled LEA E-63 through
24 E-68?

Ass Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Yes, I do.

|
|

- - , , . - . . _ . - - - . -. - . . - - -- . _ - - - ,-
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I G Let me ask you to refer to LEA E-63 which is the-

2 memorandum of agreement between Chester County and Mr. Swisher,

3 do you see that?
Ov 4 A (Perusing document.)

4

5 Yes, I do, sir.

6 G You have indicated in your calculations that

7 Mr. Swisher will be providing 14 of the 70 buses you testified

8 about yesterday'with respect to the evacuation of schools, is
.

9 that right?
C

10 A Yes, sir.

II
G Now looking at the second page of this LEA-63,

12 it appears that Mr. Swisher owns 14 diffsrent buses, is mhat

13 correct?

14 A. To the best of my knowledge that is correct.
,

,

15 G Looking at the first page of LEA-63, in particular

16 at the first paragraph, therebis a phrase in the next to last

17 line that Mr. Swisher agrees to provide buses.and drivers to

18 the extent available, do you see that? -

19 A That is correct.

20 0 In the second paragraph starting mid-way through the

21 third line where it says that Mr. Swisher assumes no obligation

(} 22 to provide equipment or personnel beyond what he determines to

23 be available at a specific time, do you see that?,

24 A Yes, I do.
Am-Federot Reporters, Iric.

25
G Isn't it reasonable to assume that on any given day
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1>_

there wouldn't be 14 Swisher buses available for use
2

in evacuating schools in the Chester County portion of the
3

- r") Limerick EPZ?
\~J g

MR. RADER: Objection. I am going to object to
5

this line of questioning unless some foundation is laid in

6
the requirements of Annex E where NUREG-0654, that those

7
particular provisions would be deemed insufficient. I believe

8 .

the witness has testified that under this agreement buses and

9
drivers would be made available to the extent possible during

10

times of emergency and I can recall no testimony or legal
11

foundation that that provision would be insufficient under the
12

*

requirements of.either Annex E or NUREG-06547
O- 13

~ ~

#
MR. HIRSCH: Would you like an drgument, Your Honor?

14

JUDGE HOYT: If you would like to make one,
15

Mr. Hirsch.
16

MR. HIRSCH: I don't think it is necessary. I am
17

not asking the witness for a legal conclusion whether that

18
terminology in the memorandum of agreement is adequate here.

19

I am asking simply whether it leaves open the possibility that
20

on any given day the total number of buses Ednat Mr. Swisher

21
"owns might not be available.

MR. RADER: Of course, anything is possible but my
. 23

point was that in terms of legal requirements of the controlling,
'

24
Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc. documents, there must be some legal foundation for that line of

'25
questioning.

. . . - - - - _ _ . - -. --- , - . . . _ - - .
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. 1

JUDGE HOYT: Did you have something, Ms. Ferkin?
2

MS. FERKIN: No, Your Honor.

3

(~} JUDGE HOYT: Very well. The objection is overruled.
\_/ 4

BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)
$

G Do you remember the question?
6

A Yes. It is reasonable to so assume. That is why
7

we are continuing negotiations with the other providers. I

8
would hope as I testified yesterday to have all of those

9
buses under agreement at some point.

10

MR. RADER: On reflection, I believe I must ask
11

that the answer of the witness be stricken. I specifically
12

recall asking the~ witness to give his opinion as to bus(, 13
'-

operations and availability of drivers and I wasn't permitted
14

to make that inquiry on the basis that it would call for
15

speculation. Now the witness has been asked to give an opinion
16

as to whether or not buses would ordinarily be available
17

given their operations. I think it is exactly the same kind
18

of question.
19

> JUDGE HOYT: Do you want an argument, Mr. Hirsch?
20

MR. HIRSCH: I don't agree that it is exactly the
21

same type of question. It is a very straight forward issue.

('l 22
'w/ JUDGE HOYT: The motion to strike, Mr. Rader,-is

> 23
denied.

24
Ae Federal Reporters, Inc. BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming) y

25

G Mr. Campbell, would you look at LEA E-65 through
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I E-68, let's say E-65, E-66 and E-68. We will come back to E-67...

2 Those three exhibits all are memoranda of agreement which as .

3 far as I can tell are identical to-the one we just discussedp
.d' g,

4 which was LEA E-63. Do you see those three exhibits?

5 A (Perusing documents.)

6 Yes, I do.

7 0 Would your answer be the same with respect to all

8 three of those exhibits, that it is conceivable on a given day
,

9 that all of the buses of each of those three bus providers might
.

10 not be available?
!

11 MR. RADER: I object insofar as the question relates

12 to the agreement with the Reeder's Inc. on the ground previously.

() 13 sustained by the Board with regard to questioning by Ms.' Zitzer
14 because there is no showing that Reeder's Inc. is providing,

15 buses for schools and the contention in this case is limited
16 to school bus evacuation.

17 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. I think that is correct, Mr. Hirsch.
,

18 MR. HIRSCH: Very well.
,

19 JUDGE HOYT: That objection is sustained.
{

20 BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)

21 G Let me ask you with respect to LEA E-65, Krapf Coach

-( } 22 Company, there is an indication on the second page of that
23 exhibit that Krapf Coach Company has 25 buses. Is that correct?.

-

.

24 A (Perusing document.)
' Ass-Federal Reporsors, Inc.

25 The indication is that he is commiting 25 buses.

an

L
, _ _ . . _ . _ . . . - - - _ . - - . - _ _ . . _ _ _ - .,
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1.

G All right. My question with respect to LEA-65 is
2

the same as with respect to LEA-63. Is it conceivable that
3

(~N on a given day that the Krapf Coach Company might not have
NJ 4

25 buses available?
5

A It is conceivable but to a much lesser degree than
6

in the previous case.

7
G Is that based upon the fact that the Krapf Coach

8

Company owns buses in addition to the 25 which it is attempting
9

to be making available?
10

A Yes, sir.
11

G Let me ask you with respect to LEA-66, the Althouse
12

Transportation Company. Do they have listed on the second page
( ) 13
'' of that exhibit 28 different buses?

14

A (Perusing document.)
15

Yes, they do.
|

16 !

G If you look at page I-1-2 of draft ten of the
17

i

Montgomery County Plan, is it correct that that is all the i

18 I

buses that transportation company owns? I
19 I

A Yes, but it is the Chester County Plan.
20

i

G I am sorry. I misspoke.
|21

MS. FERKIN: Mr. Hirsch, I believe the number is 28
/T 22
V buses.

23
MR. HIRSCH: I must have misspoken twice. I meant

24
Am-Federal [eporters. Inc. Chester County, draft ten and I meant 28 buses.

25

BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)
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-
.

I g My question is, would your answer be the same.-

12 with respect to LEA-66 as it was with respect to LEA-63,
3

_ that is, is it conceivable that on any given day all 28

4 buses might not be available?

5 A. Yes, it is.

6 0 thank you. With respect to LEA-67 -- strike that.

~7 Do you have before you, Mr. Campbell, your testimony on the-

8 originally admitted contentions in this proceeding?
9 A. (Perusing document.)

10 Yes, I do, sir.

II- G- Let me ref'er you to your answer number five on the

12 second'page of that documente please.

13 A. (Perusing document.)

14 Yes, sir.

15 g My question with respect to that answer is whether
*

16 you feel an oral agreement constitutes a sufficient basis to

17 assume the availability of buses for an evacuation of schools

18 ~ or whether- you feel' that written agreements are more appropriate
l' and binding?

20 MS. FERKIN: Your Honor, is Mr. Hirsch referring to
g

21 ans'wer five as amended-or is he really referring'to answer six
. 22 in Mr. Campbell's testimony? !

- 23 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch, can you answer that?

24 MR. .HIRSCH: That is correct, Your Honor. I did not
Asefesores resoners,Inc.

25 have in frqnt of me the amended answer five. But I believe the
<

'

n._____._..-_____.--
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!
|

l

I question would remain the same. It doesn't have to be related
'

-

2 to a particular answer.

3 BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)

4 G Let me ask you more generally, Mr. Campbell, do
_

5 you believe it is necessary to obtain written agreements from
6 bus providers for the purposes of insuring that Chester County

'

7 h'as available adequate buses for evacuation of schools in the

8 Limerick EPZ within Chester County if the need arises?

9 A Yes.

10 G Let me refer you to your answer number six on that

II document we were just looking at.

I2 A (Witness reviewing document,)
' '

( 13 G- Do'you see that?'
,

14 A Yes, I do.

15 G You say there that you are looking for written

16 agreements stating bus companies would provide a certain number

17 of buses. Do you mean there that you intend to negotiate i

18 written letters of agreement specifying certain numbers of
19 buses?

20 A Yes.

21 0 Do you feel that you have obtained that goal, you

(] 22 have accomplished that goal with respect to LEA E-63 through
23 LEA-68?

24 MR. RADER: Again, I have the same objection. It
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 should only be the four agreements which pertain to school

r
- _ . . ---
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I..

buses.

2
MR. HIRSCH: I am asking Mr. Campbell for his

3

['} personal opinion not for legal conclusions about however

binding these exhibits might be.

5
JUDGE-HOYT: The question may be answered,

'6
Mr. Campbell.

7
THE WITNESS: Would you repeat the question,

8
Mr. Hirsch?

9
BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)

10

0 Given your answer to my question whether you
11 -

are attempting to negotiate written agreements specifying
12

certain numbers of buses, my question is with respect to

O ~

i3
LEA E-63 through LEA E-68 you feel you have accomplished

14
that goal? In other words, do_you feel that these

15

memoranda of agreements you have negotiated on behalf of
16

Chester County adequately specify minimum numbers of buses
17

that will be available in the event of an incident at the
18

Limerick Generating Station?
19

MR. RADER: Objection. That is not what the witness
20

said in his testimony. In his written testimony he said
21

~ stating that a bus company will provide a certain number of
1 ) 22

buses. He didn't say a minimum number of buses.
- 23

JUDGE HOYT: The objection is sustained.
~

24
4 paner : n.pormes, Inc. BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)

25

G Let me_ask you the same question with respect to a

_.
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I certain number of buses. Do you feel that LEA E-63, for.

1
2 example, commits Mr. Swisher to provide a certain number of '

3 buses or do you feel that on a given day if buses were not,

'#'
- 4 available he conceivably might not have any buses to be used

5 in an evacuation of the schools?

6 A Mr. Hirsch, the agreement expressing Mr. Swisher's

7 intention to provide th- number of buses indicated. One can

8 not guarantee that a bus will not break down before he sends

9 it to us or after he sends it to us which is one of the
10 reasons that competent emergency planners build in extra

11 numbers of buses.

12 G Thank you. Let me ask you to refer to answer
,, '

(_) 13
'

number 31 in your, pre-filed testimony.,
,

14 A (Witness reviewing document.)

15 G Do you have that in front of you?
,

i
16 A Yes, sir. !

|
17 G In your opinion do exhibits LEA E-63 through E-68

1

18 reflect bus drivers as well as buses?
19 A Based on the fact that I do not expect anyone to give l
20 me a bus without a competent driver, they do.

!

21 G Has Owen J. Roberts School District submitted any

( ~') 22 unmet needs to Chester County?
,

23 A Yes, they have,
j

24 G What if any steps has Chester County taken to
Am Feder:.3 Reporters, Inc.

25 fill those unmet needs?

i
.
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I A Following receipt of the first letter of unmet-

2 needs from the Owen J. Roberts School District we identified
3 sources from which we could draw the unmet needs. We thenO
4 began to negotiate with providers with the various groups to
5 try to meet those needs. When it became obvious through the

!
6 . summer that we were having problems in filling the needs

7 and as a result of some correspondence between Dr. Claypool

8 and various agencies, a' meeting was held with Pennsylvania,

9 Emergency Management Age'ncy in, I believe, August to discuss

10 the unmet needs.

II
The result of that meeting was that Dr. Claypool

12 would go back and review his unmet needs list, attempt to

() 13 resolve the matter as possible locally and that we would pass
V

!
'l4 his unmet needs through to the Commonwealth as part of the

15 consolidated resource requirement of Annex Q which was done

16
r in September.

-
i

!

17 In addition, we continued to try to identify resources
~

|

| 18 within Chester County and then began to consider how we could
'

19 deploy those resources including the use of county employees

. 20 where possible who would be qualified in a school situation

n 21 such-as children and youth services, case workers and
|- .

! () 22 persons of similar experience.

p 23 We have also been in correspondence with the

24
| Philadelphia Electric Company to obtain hardware that would
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 be required to speed up such a deployment should the

!

!-

. ,_ , . . . . , _ _ . - . . , _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ ~ ~ . . . . _ _ . . _ - ._ _
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1i.

Commonwealth be unable to provide us with the outside support

2
or we couldn't generate it in a rapidly deployable fashion.

3

"W
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

(,
i) 13

14

15

16

17

s 18

19

; -

20

21

,--

%;

23

24
i Am Federal Reporters, Inc.

I 25
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I O Is it fair to say that you agree with Owen J.-

2 Roberts' assessment of its unmet needs?

3 A It is not a case of agreeing or disagreeing,
,s

4 Mr. Hirsch. The officials charged by law with the
'

5 responsibility for the students of the Owen J. Roberts

6 School District have identified a need, and they have

7 passed that through the appropriate channels.

8 And it is my obligation and the obligation of

9 PEMA to fill, to the best of our ability, those needs.

10 Q Is it fair to say they haven't been filled at

this time?

12 A At the present time, of the 70 buses, some could -

13 be assigned to cover the 25 requirement for Owen J. Roberts.

Id
The issue of traffic controllers could be handled by the

15 deployment of county sheriff's personnel.
,

I0 Some have been met; some have not.

I7
Q Which have not?

,

18 A The issue of the supervisory personnel

I9
referred to in Dr. Claypool's letters have not been met.

20 That was the area that Dr. Claypool indicated he would go

21 back and attempt to see whether there was a local resource.

) I recently received correspondence from him22

23 saying that his unmet needs still stood at the level that

24
they were when turned over to us last summer.

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

MS. FERKIN: Your Honor, I would move that the
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I portion of Mr. Campbell's answer referring to the need-

2 for traffic control be struck as outside the scope of
3 any admitted contention.

(s'~')
,

4 MR. RADER: Applicant agrees.
,

5 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. That is correct. That portion

6 will be struck dealing with the matter described by counsel
7 for Commonwealty.

8 BY MR. HIRSCH:

9 Q My recollection of your testimony yesterday,
10 Mr. Campbell, with respect to LEA 13, was that,~among
II other things, in describing the Chester County attempts
12 to identify unmet needs and problem areas within the

! 13 scope of LEA 13, was that Chester County 41ad done a,

14 windshield survey, I believe that was your terminology.
15 Do you recall that?

16 A If you will refresh my memory on the scope
j

17 ! of LEA 13.
I

18 O I think you were talking about the distribution

I9 of survey forms, and my understanding was that Chester
20 County personnel were distributing the survey by a
21 windshield survey.

() 22 I am pretty sure those were the terms you used.,

23 Do you recall that?

24 A My --
Ace-Feders! Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. RADER: If I may object. I object to the form
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-- -I 'of the question. That is not my recollection.

2 I think the witness was talking about attempts

3
by county ~ staff to-identify daycare centers by make what

|O- 4 is called a " windshield survey" which I presume means
5 by vehicle touring the neighborhood to see if they :

6 could-see any.
;

7 I think that'is what the witness was talking about.

8 MR. HIRSCH: That is my question. What is a-

'' windshield survey?

10 JUDGE HOYT: We will'get the definition

II _of what the w'itness means by the term " windshield survey." .

12' However, I believe Mr. Rader's recollection

13
'

of,the testimony was corre,ct, that it was limited to the

Id'

daycare center identification.
,

15 MR. HIRSCH: Which is what LEA 13 is all abo'ut.
,

'0
JUDGE HOYT: Exactly.

II MR. HIRSCM: That.is why I couched it in terms

|~ 18 of LEA 13.

'

JUDGE-HOYT: As long as that is in-the. record.

20 Mr. Campbell, tell- us~ what windshield surveys are?
f

21 THE WITNESS: A windshield survey basically

I. 22 . consists of persons noting, while they are driving
~

23 through.an area,' items of interest.
#

In the specific case that I referred to yesterday,
~

a pesw w casen m ,Inc.

25 .

And what it.it was in the ident.Jication of daycare centers..

,

,--,,,...,,-,-,,r ,-,.,.~.m_--m__#.-.- - . .m - ,_-.- ._ _-m ,- - _m_ , - , _..-,_-.__,,..._,,,m,----_-,--.,
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E- I amounted to was members of my staff, members of the

2 communications center staff, members of the Energy
3 Consultants staff looking for signs which indicated that

4 there was some form of a daycare center as they drove
5 through the county.

0 MR. HIRSCH: Thank you,
a

7 I have no further questions.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

- 9 (Board conferring.)

10
Mr. Hassell of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11 Staff has 45 minute's.
<

I2 MR. HASSELL: Good morning,-Mr. Campbell.

13 +1y name is Mr. Hassell, counsel for NRC Staff. *

"XXXXXXXX CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. HASSELL:
.

16 0 Do you have before you LEA Exhibits E-63

I7 through E-68?

18 A Yes, I do.,

i )
I'

| O I believe you previously testified that you

|
20 have reviewed each of those agreements as reflected in !

t i

21 those exhibits; have you not?

O " A Yes, 1 heve.

23
f Q Based on your review, Mr. Campbell, do you have

#
any reason to believe that the bus providers, as indicated

Ase-Federal Repercors, Inc.

25
in LEA Exhibits 63 through 68, will not make every

|

|

<
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- I reasonable effort to honor the commitments and intentions

2 as reflected in LEA Exhibits 63, 65, 66, 66, and 68?

3 A I have no reason to believe that they would not
,

L]
4 do so, sir.

5 Q Mr. Campbell, I believe in the cross-examination

6 of FEMA's counsel, Mr. Hirsch, you testified concerning

7 the unmet staffing needs of certain townships; is that

8 correct?

9 A Yes. There was some testimony about that.

10 0 Leaving aside the question of the unmet

U staffing needs for South Coventry Township, with respect

12 to East Nantmeal, North Coventry Township, Schuylkill
, ,

m) 13'
Township, Uwchlan Township, Warwick Township, West Pikeland

Id Township, and West Vincent Township, would you describe

15 what you would expect to happen in terms of planning in
i

16 Chester County and in those townships to address the

17 ! unmet staffing needs, based on your experience in dealing
i

18 with the process of dealing with unmet staffing needs in

I9 Chester County?

20 A Yes.

21 It is my understanding that the local

22 coordinators involved,in those townships are actively,

I23 recruiting personnel to meet their staffing requirements.

24 They have solicited a number of groups and
j Ace-Federaf Reporters, Inc.

25 agencies within the community, ranging from community

1

I

1
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I service groups to the responsible fire departments,--

2 and are attempting to address that need.

3 Given that they would not be able to, they

.O I would then pass that through to us as an unmet need,

<5 an'd we would attempt to fill that from county staff

''
.

resources and, if unable to, would then pass that through

7 to the Commonwealth.

8 Q If I am not mistaken, that would be an obligation

9 of Chester County to attempt to meet those unmet needs;

10 is that correct?

'' A That is correct.

12
Q I would like to new direct your attention to

13 your prefiled testimony on offsite emergency planning- -

Id '

contentions, the originally-admitted contentions.

15 Specifically answer 7 which is really containedf

on two pages, I would like to take you to that part

I7 of answer 7 that is at the top or above question 8 of
i

I8 the prefiled testimony.
.

. .

I believe there it expresses the view that

20 assignment of buses to specific tasks is a tactical

21 decision; is that correct?

22 A That is' correct, sir.

- 23
Q Do you consider the absence of specific ass'ignment

24
of buses to particular schools to be a significant

, ,

deficiency?

4
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I A No, I do not, sir.**

2
.Q I would like to turn your attention now to

3
p._ question 10 and the answer there where, in answer 10,

b ' 4 you express the thought that the speed of evacuation

~5 :is not dependent upon assignment of specific buses to

0 , particular schools, et cetera.

7 Have you found that reference, sir?

8 A Yes, I have.

' Q With respect to that area of your testimony,

10 do you know whether there is any requirement for minimum

II '

evacuation times?

12 A Minimum evacuation times?

h' 13 -

g, y,,, . .
,

Id A- To-the best of my knowledge, no, sir.

15
Q I would'like to now direct your attention

16 to answer-ll under LEA 12.
'

I7 In answer 11 there is a discussion about

I8 encouraging; school districts to identify teacher volunteers;

I' is that correct?

20 A That is correct.

21'

Q In your. view as an emergency planner in

h 22' Chester County, would the absence of such preidentification

23"
of teacher volunteers make school district plans unworkable?

'

24 ^ *
m e-pesses mesee m s,Inc.

25
.Q I would like now to direct your attention to

'

.
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I question 15 and answer 15 in your prefiled testimony-

2 where there is a discussion in answer 15 with respect
3 to training being made available to school bus drivers,

4 teachers, and other school staff.

5
-

Is that correct?

0 A That is correct.

7 Q With respect to that training, are you

8 satisfied with the pace or progress of training in
t

9 Chester County?

10 A Mr. Hassell, as a person that believes training

II is probably the answer to a great number of the problems

which exist in emergency management, IamneversatisfIed12

-O
Q 13 with it.

.

Id However, given the particular circumstances

15 of the training offered in Chester County through the
16 cooperative program between the electric company and
I7 Energy Consultants and the county, I am satisfied that

18 it is proceeding at a reasonable pace to train sufficient

l'
people to be able to fulfill their assignments. .

20 There are obviously some gaps. The issue, for

2I example, of training of the Great Valley School District

( 22 personnel concerns me, but we will continue to work to

23 try and get them to take the training.
|

24 But, my lord, I would love to train everybodyAse-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 at least once a week to make sure that they all, you know,

L
_
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I at least 100 percent efficiency. And I would love to-

2 have a law that made training mandatory, but I don't.

.C.
3 Q Let me be more specific: With respect to

4 school b'us drivers,-teachers, and school staff, are you

5 aware of the role they are expected to play during a

0 radiological emergency at Limerick?

7 A Yes, I am,. sir.

.8 Q With respect to the role that they are expected

9 to perform during such a radiological emergency, do you

10 believe with respect to that role that you are satisfied

II with the progress of training that has taken place and

12 that is scheduled to take place? ~ -

,

13 A Yes, I amt sir.
'

-
.

Id MR. RADER: Your Honor, I must ask that that

15 portion of the witness' answer regarding training in

16 Great Valley be str'icken, unless it is established --

I7 unless there is some foundation established as for any

18 particular role played by Great Valley in an emergency-

I'
response.

20 I don't recall that on the record.

2I JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch, can.you help us with that?

2E 'MR. HASSEL:- Are you speaking to me?-

L 23 JUDGE HOYT: I mean Mr. Hassell. Excuse me.

MR. HASSELL: No. I have no response.
Ass-reseres reporim, Inc.

25 (Board conferring.)
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MS. ZITZER: I would just like to comment that the |
~~

2 . Great Valley radiological emergency response plan is one

3 o'f the Applicant's exhibits. And while I am.not
O.

4 .certain that they have to~ evacuate, I do believe that there

5 -are some. provisions relating to procedures to be

6 implemented for students who would reside within the

:7 emergency planning zone.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you. ,

9 (Board conferring.')

0 '

Have you checked-that further, Mr. Rader?

11
MR. RADER: Well, again, my recollection is

2
that the. testimony is such that the Great Valley

,

-
- 13 -School does.not evacuate.

'

I# Therefore, I think the record will be unclear

15
as to what the witness meant by " training," because

.6
the inference in the record would be that that school

I7 would' require training on the same' basis as other schools

in the EPZ.

-19
1

.
And I.believe that is' incorrect, so I don't

20''

'- think there'is any foundation for that particular. response.

21 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hassell, if you will get

2 that portion of the witness' knowledge-in concerning1

23 that into this record, the objection of counsel will be

'24
overruled and the answer permitted to stand.

4 F.ews c.oonm inc. -

25
Do you understand what it is that'Mr. Rader has

t .I
I

I

, - - - . _ _ . . , _ _ _ , . , _ _ _ . . . _ , _ . . _ _ . . . - . . , . . _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . . . _ _ _ , , , , , . _ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . , _ . _ _ _ _ . . ,
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,

i

I

I objected ---

2 MR. HASSELL: I would assume it is lack

3
fs of foundation with respect to the witness' knowledge
d

4 about training at the Great Valley School District.

I 5 Is that.--

0 JUDGE HOYT: That's correct.

7 Just get that in, and then we will permit

-8 the answer to renain on the record.

9 BY MR. HASSELL:

10 0 Would you please describe the extent of your

II knowledge with respect to the training at Great Valley

. I2 School District?

13 A It is my understanding -- *

,

_

I# MR. RAD 2R: My objection really went not to --

15

16 |

|
17

18

'

19
*

.

20

21

(;} 22

23

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25

._ . - - . __ _ _ . _ , _ , _ _ _ -,
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< ' JUDGE HOYT: Let the witness answer, Mr. Rader.~

Go ahead.

- THE WITNESS: It is my understanding training

, _ was offered by EnercJy Consultants to the Great Valley
'

i. School District. And it had not been scheduled as of, I

would say, early December, to the best of my knowledge. .<

7
,

MR.-RADER:'Your Honor, my objection did not go

8i to the knowledge of the witness as to whether or not training
,

9 "

,
had been offered or was available.

-10
My objection went to the' lack of foundation as

11
to-the content-of.that training. Given that testimony

12
we had in the. hearing regarding the train ng provided to

h' 13 schools within the EPZ,and the particular location of Great

14
- Valley, I was concerned-that the record would reflect an

15
unfair inference that training.at this school would also-

4 . be on that level, when, inifact, my understanding is that

. the training wculd be substantially difterent because of
' i

18
the fact that these children would not be evacuated.

19 i
.It was for that lack of foundation that I' objected'.-

JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Campbell, is the Great Valley*

.

School within your county?-

N 22v- THE WITNESS: Yes, it is.

b 23
JUDGE HOYT: Do you know what training that'^

'

24
6.% , -school requires?%

- THE WITNESS: The school district has chosen not.

.

p , ,. ,,,,e, , _ , , _. , _ . . . - . -,r-_ __ - , . , - . -._y .m_- ,- .___y_,- , _. - ~ . _ ._ n__ y,,,4,. , . rm, ,
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, . mm2 ' I to evacuate the one school which is in the EPZ, and therefore,
~

2 Ein my opinion', they would require training in ths. area of

3 sheltering - .that portion of the program as well as the

'

4 general knowledge portions of the program.

5 JUDGE HOYT. All right. !

6 I think that sufficiently clarifies it, Mr. Rader.

7 Mr. Hassell, would you please proceed, sir?

8 BY MR. HASSELL:

9 Q Mr. Campbell, I would like you.to direct your

10 attention now to question 21 and answer 21 of your prefiled

11 testimony.

12 Have you Nound that testimony, Mr. Campbell?

13 (Witness referring to_ document.)

14 A Yes,-I have.
.

15 Q With reference to your testimony there regarding
,

16 post-training surveys, in your' experience-as an emergency
t

17 ' planner, do you believe such surveying is necessary for a

18 workable plan? '-

19 A No, it is not.
|

|~ 20 Q I would now like to direct your attention to LEA 13,
.

21 answer-23, where there is discussion concerning. preschool,

I )- 22 daycare and nursery school facilities.

- 23 ,Have you found that raference, sir?

24 (Witness referring to document.)
Ass-Federd Reporters, Inc. .

'

25 A Yes, I have.
'

,

9

-- . . - - - .
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""1
1 Q Looking at the second sentence of that answer, it l

2 indicates that as these facilities are identified, they are

3 'provided with a model plan and asked to communicate their

b''-
4 needs to municipal emergency management planners.

5 To your knowledge have any of those needs been

6 communicated to municipal emergency management planners or

7 coordinators?

8 A Based on my discussicn with members of my staff

9 who have been'in communication with a number of local

10 coordinators, contacts have been initiated between certain of

11 the daycare centers and certain township coordinators.
!

12 To what degree they have finalized unmet needs or
,

()' 13 Passed.them through municipalities, I am not aware.

14 Q Turning to question 26 and answer 26, you are

15 making an assumption in answer 26 about the persons who care

16 for young children.

t 17 What is the basis'for that assumption.

18 (Witness referring to document.)

~

,
19 A It is my experience as a citizen of modern America --

!

20 I don't want this to sound too hyperbolic -- it is just an

21 assumption I have as a human being.

22 O I believe you indicated that Chester County at
'

()'

- 23 some point was involved in some preparation in response to

- 24 the TMI accident.

[ Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.
| 25 Is that correct?
i

,

, , . _ ~ _ . _ ,
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Imm4_ .]] A That is correct.

2
Q With respect to that experience, did you become

3
p aware of the behavior of any persons who had children in their
O

4 care in terms of their response?
,

5 A Since the process was in Chester County,.primarily

0 planning for mass care reception of evacuees and mobilization

7 of resources to be deployed into Lancaster County, the issue

8 was not specifically raised or addressed.

9 I am now working on a five-year-old memory. I

10 do know that the issue of concerns were raised by some people

11
who were volunteer to assist us. And when we explained their

12 role, and we explained what protective measures were in
r -

i 13 effect for particular groups, people volunteered their

Id _ services to support us in receiving the potential 35,000

15 evacuees.

6
Q Turning to question 30 and answer 30 under LEA 14.

;

17 (Witness. referring to~ document.)

18 You indicate in answer 30 that the training in

19
school district RERPs can be arranged.

20 Is that correct?

2I A That is correct.

22
Q Has such training in fact been arranged?

23 A In cases where the school districts have felt

24
it necessary, they have'made arrangements with Energy..p %,, %,

25 Consultants to hold training programs.

.
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Should a school district feel it necessary for

;

1

2
additional training, either through the cooperative program

3 with Energy Consultants and Philadelphia Electric Company,
4

or .through the resources of our staff, we would attempt to
'

5 or.directly provide such training.

0 Q I would now.like to direct your attention to LEA

7 15, specifically question 32 and answer 32 that discusses

8 a requirement '-- whether there is a requirement to identify

9
individual bus drivers before the event.

10 -

Have you found that reference, sir?

(Witness referring to document.)

II A Yes, sir. '

O. - -

13 -

O Based on you, is an emergency p.lanner in Chester
,

*
County, does the failure to preidentify emergency bus

15 ~

drivers mean that planning is significantly deficient, or

16
deficient in your view?

II A Absolutely no.

! 18
.Q I would like you to direct your attention now to

19
question 133 and, answer 33, where the topic is discussed

20 concerning terms.of employment contracts between bus companies

21 and drivers being included in letters of agreement with bus
Ag 22 providers.

23 Have you found that reference, sir?

24
(Witness referring to document.), 7 ,

,

~

A Yes, sir.

. -: , . .
. . - . - - - - - . . - - . _ . . . . . . . - - . . . - _ _ . - . _. __-
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mm6 I Q Would the absence of employment contract terms in
-

2 letters of agreement in yottr view, render those letters of

3 agreement ineffective?

4 A I'm afraid I lost the first part-of your question.-

5 Q Would the absence of employment contract terms --

0 A Could you continue with the balance?

7 Q Yes.

8 Would the absence- of employment contract terms of

9 bus drivers, the absence of those terms in letters of agreemente'

10 render the letters of agreement ineffective? - * -

' A Not in my opinion.
'

12 g I would like you now to turn to question 37 and

Qb' 13
.

answer 37. -

<

I4 (Witness referring to document.)

15
There is a discussion, at least in your answer,

16 about plans being formulated on the basis of a one-lift

I7 principle for evacuation of risk schools.

18 Have you found that reference?

A Yes, sir.

20
Q Do you believe it is reasonable to plan for one-

21 lift evacuation of risk schools? And, if so, please explain.'

>

O)( 22 A Yes, I do.

23 Given the fact that there would appear to be
*

24
sufficient bus resources in Chester County to do that, qualified'

|25
only by the fact of the ability to enter into written agreements.

1.
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I Q Have you finished your response, sir? |
-

2 A= Yes, sir.

3
Q Turning to LEA 22, specifically your answer 38 1

4 . which begins with, the current assignment of 200 units of

5 dosimetry and KI for-farmers.in Chester County -- have you
0 .found that reference, sir?

7 (Witness referring'to document.)

8 A Yes, sir.

9 Q Would you- explain .how you know, if you know how

10 the number 200 was arrived at?

" A The number 200 is an estimate provided I think

- 12
. from conversations bestween members of my staff and the

- I3
- County Agricultural Agent.

'Id It was based on the' fact that although there

15 -are approximately 600 agricultural locations within the county,

16 a substantial number of them do not involve the use of'or
!

II the maintenance of livestock and are crop farming locations
~

.

18.' rather.than livestock or poultry or whatever.

Q- I would now like you to direct your attention to
,

20 ^

answer 39.,

2I (Witness referring to document.)

22 A Yes, sir.4

23 g specifically the second sentence that: discusses the

24.

use by Chester County.of a list provided by the Countyg ,

' 25
| Emergency Board plus other information for verification of
:

I
-,. . - . . - , . . . - - . . ~ . . - . . . . - , . . . . . . , . . . . . , - . , . _ . - - - - - . . - . - , ~ . - - _ . - - . . - , , . . . ,.
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~8 1 . individual status.. mm

2 A Yes, sir.

'

-3 Q Would you please explain what verification of.

(.
4 individual status means?

5 A Under our plans, there is'a provision for those

6 . farmers and farm employees who ha"ve a responsibility to take
- 7 care of --'and I use the term in the broad sense -- livestock,

8 to reenter the EPZ as emergency farm workers.
;

- -

-9 Part':of that; process-is a verification by the

10 county agricultural. agent of their status as a farm person<

11 or employee. To do so, the agricultural agent would have to'

12 utilize the list available from the emergency board, plus,

~

- 13 other information such as potentially contacting the municipal

14 staffs at the relocation EOC point to verify a particular
.

15 name as being known as a member of the farming community.

16 Q I~would now like to direct your attention to question-

17 41 and answer 41.

18 (Witness referring to document.)

-19 You speak.to appropriate training for farmers with

:20 livestock. Is that correct?

21 A- Yes, sir.

h 22 Q How do you know that appropriate training has and

23 will be provided?',

24- A The Energy Consultants training group provided a
As -pesor:: toporwei, inc.

25 copy of the. agricultural community training program for review
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I :by my training ed public education coo'rdinator, and their
-

,

2
. training st:aff has maintained liaison with our office concerning

,

3
the' scheduling and holding and results.of training programs-

:

'' includiing their distributing and collecting and returning to
5 us the pre-class and post-class tests.

-

.,,

O
Q Turning now to LEA 26, spec,1fically answer 42, the

7 ~ ~

.second~ sentence which discusses the installation of a
8 computer based rapid telephone system for notification.

'
_ Have you found that reference?

10
-(Witness referring to document.)

11
-A Yes, sir.

12
; . g- Would you specifically describe the st:atus of that .

-

13 -

particular equipment? *

I# A Yes, sir.

15 '

The equipment was delivered just prior to the July

6
25th drill and was not available for service then.

I7 ~At the present time, over the last six months,

18 work has been done to install it and debt , it. It is my

I'
understanding, based on the schedule provided by Energy

20 Consultants, that the vendor is in Chester County today, if

21 he showed up, working on -- without getting too technical --

Q~ 22% the modems and other computer hardware and peripherals, getting

23
them' ready.

24
In addition, orders have been cut for the Bell,, ,,

'

25
Telephone Company to install a completely.new set of ten
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I business telephone lines, since work in November and in October.

2 . revealed that the system was not -- the computer system was

3 not compatible with the county's computer based Centrex,,

4 _ telephone network, and required standard business telephone

5 lines as compared to Centrex telephone lines.

6 In addition, although the system as it presentlyr

7 stands, utilizes four lines, a request has been made to the

8 electric company for expansion of.that to a ten-line system.

9 The county has offered ten business lines to allow us to use

10 the system as we intend.

11 Q Currently, what is your best guess as to when

12 that computer based rapid telephone system will be completed?

O(_/ 13 i Whht?I mean by completed, I mean operational,.

.

14 excuse me, if you hav~ea reasonab'le guess.

15 A Unfortunately, I do not have a reasonable guess

16 based on the vagaries of telephone. company deliveries and

17 installation of service lines schedules.

18 I know the lines have been ordered. I have not yet

19 had a due date, so it would be hard to say.

20 Q I would now like you'to turn to your prefiled

21 testimony on deferred and respecified offsite emergency

/(_j 22 planning contentions.

# 23 Specifically, your testimony under LEA 5, the

24 last sentence on page 3, where it indicates that agreements
Ace-Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 are not required for agencies of the county of those charged

. . . _ .
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mml1- I -by law or by contract with emergency respons3bility.
2 Haw you found that reference?

3 (Witness referring to document.)

\_.)
4 A Yes, sir.

5 Q Would you identify those organizations by

6 category that, in your view, would require agreements?

7 A That would require them?

8 Q Yes.

A'

A A facility used as a reception center.

10
'

A facility used as a mass care center which would

I not already have such a Inass care agreement with the American
I2 Red Cross.

13 Afacilityusedasanemergencyworkerdecontaminatibn.

N station.

15 A facility used as a transportation staging area

16 or central resource receiving point, provided such were not

I7 property of the County of Chester or any of its associated

18 agencies.

I can go on.

i 20 MR. HASSELL: Thank you, Mr. Campbell, I have no

21 further questions.

22.

JUDGE HOYT: Very well, the Board will recess

23 for the lunch break. We will resume with about 15 minute, i

for you, Ms. Zitzer., ,

25
The parameters of what you can examine or. in those
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I lt minutes are what-you did not cover yesterday.-

,

2 i
This is not to give you an opportunity to have a

3 round of cross examination bas ~ed on cross examination of other,

4 counsel. I hope you understand that.

5 MS. ZITZER: I do. Thank you.

6 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.'You have 15 minutes followed

7 by 45 minutes for Ms. Ferkin.

8 That may help you on planning on bringing your

9 witnesses in. .

10 I assume that you have no others, Ms. Ferkin?

II
MS. FERKIN: Yes, they are here.

12 JUDGE HOYT: That will help you in planning your

O
L' 13 witnesses for this afternoon, Mr.Hirsch.

I4 Does anyone have anything further?

I Mr. Conner?

16 MR. CONNER: I would only note that I understand

I7 the next two witnesses will be Mr. Farrell and Mr. Starasinic

18- trom the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation?

I9 JUDGE HOYT: That',s correct.

20 MS. FERKIN: That's correct.

2I JUDGE HOYT: Tnat's correct, and then the FEMA

'r a(.) 22 witnesses after that.

23 We can go a little later this evening, because

24 the electric -- courtesy PECO, I guess,*--Iwill be on this
,, , ,,

25
evening in this building.

. . . .. .
-
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I JUDGE HOYT: We are in recess, to reconvene at.

2'

1:30 p.m..

3 (Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m. , the hearing was recessed

O
4 to resume at 1:30 p.m. this same day.)

cnd Til 5

6

7

8

9

10

11 *

12
.

- 13

.

14 -

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
.

23

24
p-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25

. . . . . . . -_
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~ #11-mn-1 I AFTERNOON SESSION (1:30 p.m.)-

2 JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order. Let

3 the record reflect that all the parties to the hearing who
O

4 were present when this hearing recessed are again present

5 in the courtroom, that the witness has taken his place on

-

6 the witness stand and again, Mr. Campbell, you are still under

7 that same oath that you took earlier in this hearing.

8 WITNESS CAMPBELL: Yes, ma'am.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, we indicated to you that

10 you could have a few more minutes up to a maximum of 15 minutes

II to present those questions which you did not have time for

12 on the original round of cross-examination.

'13
_ MS. ZITZER: Thahk you. -

.

Id JUDGE HOYT: Limited as you recall to those

15 questions that were not asked but not necessarily in conjunction
16 with any other cross-examination since+that would place an

17 I unfair burden on the other counsel. You may proceed.

18 Whereupon,

TIMOTHY R. S. CAMPBELL,

20 resumed the witness stand, and having been previously duly j
21 sworn, continued to be examined and continued to testify as
22 follows:

23 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION

2dXXXXXX BY MS. ZITZER:
Ase Passo mesonen. Inc.

I 25
CL Mr. Campbell, yesterday I provided you with a survey

.
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I form that had been identified as LEA Exhibit E-44. Do you.

2 still have a copy of that? If not, I could provide you one.

. 3 A I can't seem to locate it.

4 (Above-referenced document supplied to the. witness.)

5 BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

6 G Do you have a copy of that in front of you?

.7 A Yes, I do.

3 G I believe you testified yesterday that that was a

9 copy of the general transportation survey that had been sent

10 out to residents of Chester County by your office, is th$t

11 correct?

'*

12 A No. I testified that it was sent out by the

( '

13 electric company with a cover letter by my office.

14 G Thank you for that correction. Turning to draft

15 ' ten of the Chester County Plan which you have brought with you

16 and provided on page I-2-1, it indicates that there are 1,225

17 individuals in Chester County without transportation and I
'

I

le believe there is a footnote saying that that is based on initiall
1

19 results of mail survey.

20 My question is, are those figures, the responses

21 that you received to the form that was sent out which I

l( ) 22 provided you identified as LEA Exhibit E-44?

23 A Those figures were provided to the Department of

24 Emergency Services by Energy Consultants along with copies of
m rene,ee nene,ws.Inc.

25 the second page of the form. Energy Consultants provided us

m
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I 'with a_. consolidated list based on each township resulting from j
~~,

2 this survey as the information had arrived and had'been
- colated and tabulated.

:

I
G To the best of your knowledge is that figure which

5 is contained on page I-2-1 the result of the responses that
6 were received'to the,public survey?
7

, A. Yes, to'the best of my knowledge.
8

4 Are you' aware that in the July 25th exercise

report that was . compiled by. FEMA of a category "a" deficiency

with regard to the identification of mobility impaired-

11.-

individuals within the Limerick Emergency Planning Zone?
,

12
MS. FERKIN: Objection'. I don't.see.how this *

. .
'

'~
'relates to any of the adsftted contentions.

JUDGE HOYT: Very well. The objection is sustained.' |

MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, I believe it relates to

LEA-1 which is the workability of the plan.

JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, I want you to get as much

of your -examination in as possible. The objection is still >

going to be sustained. I don't believe there is a legitimate,
-..

0
argument there so let's move ahead so you can get 'as many of '

21
your questions asked as possible.

22
BY MS.-ZITZER: (Resuming)

G Mr. Campbell, could you inform us --strike that. ;

;- .24
,w %; g, Has the Chester County Department of Emergency Services attempted

to enter into a written agreement with the Gross Equipment
!-
:-
.-

, - - - e ,r,-m--- vaw,,-- v- om e er e -~4, ww p wewo- mmss 4,w o ,ew,e m , ., - www w o --wo mr,e--
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1 Company with regard to the provision of buses and drivers to.

2 be utilized for evacuation in the event of a radiological
3 emergency?

U
4 A. Yes. '

5 g Has a written agreement been completed?

6 A. No.

7 0 Has Mr. Gross given you any indication as to why

he has not y'et entered into ac. written agreement with you?8

9 A. Mr. Gross has not. However, he gave Mr. Mark Force

10 of my staff some indication of his concerns in a meeting in
II June of 1984.

12

O.
g I would like to show to the witness a copy of

v 13 anLEA|ExhibitthatwaspreviouslyidentifiedasLEAExhibit
14 E-30 with an attachment. If the witness is familiar with it,

.

15 I would like to ask him some questions.

16 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Let's very quickly hand it

17 to him.

18 (Above-referenced document supplied to the witness.)
19 JUDGE HOYT: In the future, to conserve your time

i 20 please give them to Ms. Mulligan and have her headed over in

21 that direction and we can stop her if we are not going to permit

O >> the exhihie to he ho n.

23 MS. ZITZER: Thank you..

24 (Witness reviewing document.)
wess,e# nemmere,ine.

25 JUDGE HOYT: If any of the other counsel want to see
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!

|

[. I the exhibit, the witness has it and to conserve that time
L
"

2 you may go over to the witness' table.
,

3 BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)_.

L 4 G Mr. Campbell, I would particularly like to draw-

[- 8 your attention to the two-page letter attached to the cover1

I

|
6 letter that has been identified has LEA Exhibit E-30. What

l'

7 I would like to-ask you, I believe that that attachment is a
'

<

8 letter dated July 11, 1984 from Mr. William Gross addressed

* - ' to you as the director of the Chester County Department of

10 Emergency Services.- 'Are you aware of whether or not you have

ll received that letter?

|- 12 A I received a copy of that letter in early November.

'

13 of this year from a member of the Energy Consultants staff. *

,

'

14 4 So to the best of.your knowledge, Mr. Gross never>

j;
L
L 15 did send that letter to you directly?

I 16 g As a result of' receiving the letter from Energy
! |

17 Consultants, we conducted an' intensive search of our incoming ,

!

[ 18 mail-log for the months of June, July, August, September, October
| t

l' and November to the day and we do not' have' it . logged in.
p

( 20 g You stated that a member of your staff had had a
f.

21 meeting, I believe you stated, in June with Mr. Gross with.
22

[ . regard to discussions relating to entering into a written

[ 23 agreemen't for the provision of buses and drivers and I believe
'

24 you stated at that time that Mr. Gross had expresred some ,

am.pasaw nosenm ins. :

25 concerns, is that correct.

:

I
i 1

*

m
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1~

,- A That is correct.
,

2

G Could you provide us with any information that you
3

(~} are directly aware of regarding the nacure of the concerns
x.- 4

that Mr. Gross had?

5
A The concerns are similar to those expressed in the

6 -

letter that I received in early November. The discussion he
7

had with Mr. Force led to some discussion with PEMA and the
8

county solicitor's office and resulted when we put this

9
letter that we received in November together with the results

10
of telephone contact with bus providers and resulted in a letter

11

to raising the issues'to PEMA in similar language.
12

g I would like to refer you to the last sentence on

-([) 13.

pa'ge two of the letter rega'rding a statement that is contained
14

there regarding the involvement of the drivers of the Gross
15

Bus Company.
16

| I would like to ask you whether or not Mr. Gross

17 |
ever raised that concern that is expressed in the letter to you

18

or to any other members of your staff that you are aware of?
19

MS. FERKIN: Objection. I am looking at the letter
20

and the last line of the letter doesn't really say anything

21
about drivers.

(~) 22
ks MS. ZITZER: It is the last sentence. I don't have

23
another copy.

24

a.4.serei nes.nen. ins. JUDGE !!OYT Why don't you go over there and pick up
25

one of the microphones and do your examination over thero,
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'. . I Ms. Zitzer, if you need it. Also, Ms. Ferkin, if you have

2 any questions or objections, would you please use one of those
i

.. 3 microphones?
' ' O_

4 MS. FERKIN: Certainly.
'

S MS. zITZER: Thank you very much, Your Honor.

4 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Let's proceed.

7 BY.MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

| 8 g The specific part of the letter I am referring to
'

' is.the' statement made in the letter, the fact that I am willing
L 10 to assist.in an evacuation and do whatever I can. I cannot f

~

Il make this commitment for my employees. My question is

12 specifically, he' then goes on to state that it is impossible -

O- n to predict what peop1e wou1d de under ehese circ.mstances
.

IS although he does'say that he believes that a large portion of
.

'

-15 the employees share his viewpoint.

18 My question to you is, has he discussed directly

17 with you or your staff any matters pertaining to the involvement,

:
'

18 of.the drivers of the Gross Bus Company in assisting in

[ l' providing transportation?
,

.20 A. I am not sure whether he did or did not discuss it
,

i

21 with Mr. Force. However, that issue comes up consistently and,

22 it may have. The issue has surfaced time and time again in

23 the planning process and the hearing process and it may have
2d come from Mr. Gross via Mr. Force. I can't say.

Ass.sessess mesenses,las.
I 25

END6il
|

u
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Taka 12
Pcg3 1 I Q Has Mr. Gross indicated to you whether or not-

2 he is willing to enter into a written letter of

3n agreement to provide a specific number of buses to assist
U

-4 in an evacuation in the event of a radiological emergency?

5 A The most recent contact with Mr. Gross by

6 members of my staff and/or Energy Consultants was,

7 I believe in mid- to lade November.

8 And he indicated that if the issues of

9 liability and compensation were addressed, that he '

10 would be willing to move forward in the negotiation process.

II
Q Did he indicate to you whether that would result

12 in his willingness to execute a written agreement

13 with specifi'c provisions related to.'the provision of buses,

Id and drivers in the event of a radiological emergency?

15 A As reported to me by staff, he indicated

16 a willingness to continue in the negotiation process,

I7 if we could come up with answers for his concerns.
I

18 Q Mr. Campbell, you brought with you today a

I'
copy of a resolution regarding emergency bus service

20 for Chester County which I believe had come up yesterday
21 in our discussions.

O
V 22 I believe you indicated when you provided or

23 Miss Ferkin distributed copies earlier to the parties

24
today that this was a resolution that had been approved

Ase Fesorel Reporters, Inc.

25
at a board meeting yesterday afternoon of SEPTA.

.
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1 My question is, who provided this resolution--

2 to you and at the time that they did, did they provide

,3 you with any information regarding discussions thatO
4 took place at the SEPTA board meeting yesterday?

5 A commissioner Thompson informed me that the

6 resolution had been adopted. He provided me with a

7 copy which I left on my bureau, and when I arrived here

8 this morning I went across the street to SEPTA headquarters
9 and received another copy of it.

10 That is, to the best of my knowledge, all that

II happened.

12 Q Did Mr. Thompson inform you of the nature of

13 any discussion that took place at the board meeting
.

Id yesterday prior to the adoption of this resolution?

15 A He indicated to me that the matter was
,

.

16 acted on late in the day and that it was a quick,

I7 '
brief discussion.

18 Apparently there was a -- the business agent

I' of the union present who had some comments. He didn't

20 indicate what they were. And he indicated that it was

21 acted on favorably by the board. That's all.

22 Q Did he indicate to you whether or not the

23
-

business agent present was from Transport Workers Union
24 Local 2347

Am-Federal Resorters, Inc.

25 A No, he did not.

.
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1 Q Did he indicate to you whether or not there-

2 was any discussion with regard to the provision of

8
- f drivers for the SEPTA buses, if any were available, to
(

4 be provided for Chester County's use in the time of

5 an emergency?

' A Commissioner Thompson indicated to me that

7 there was a brief discussion among the board members

8 present, and there was some discussion by a business

9 agent, and that is all he indicate to me.

10
Q Okay.

U
Did he inform you whether or not there was

.-
12 any discussion about the execution of a written agreement

'

\ 13
-

.
.

that would formalize the Agreeinent between SEPTA and

M** Chester County at that time?
,

15 A He indicated to me that there had been a
l' brief discussion by members of the board and that there

I7 I had been a presentation or a brief discussion by the

'
18 business agent, and he did not give me any details !

as to the subject matter of either of those discussions other

20 than to tell me that they occurred.

21 Q And did he give you any kind of a status report i

22 on the negotiations that had been going on regarding the,

23 execution of a written agreement? |

(Alarm signal sounded.)
,

25
A No, he did not.

(

--_ -_. _ , - - _ . _ _ - , . . . - . . . _ - . - - - . .- , __-_- -.
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I MS. ZITZER: Thank you.'.

2 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

3 I am concerned that one matter that Miss Zitzer-
7

V
4 brought up, Mr. Rader, dealt with a matter that occurred

5 after this hearing was closed yesterday -- the examination
' of LEA was closed yesterday af ternoon, concerning

7 the SEPTA.

8 I think in all fairness the Board must accord

9 you, as the party bearing the burden of proof here,

10 an opportunity to ask those questions limited to what

II
Miss Zitzer went into here today. I

12 MR. RADER: Judge Hoyt, I had discussed this

13
'

prior to the commencement of my cross-examination of.

Id the witness with Miss Ferkin. And on the basis of her

15 assurance that she would develop this in her redirect,

16 I thought that was sufficient.

II I JUDGE HOYT: Very well.
| t

18 Then, Miss Forkin, you have 45 minutes.

UXXXXXXX REDIRECT EXAMINATION

20 BY MS. FERKIN: !

21
Q Mr. Campbell, could I refer'you to what has

,

; 22 been marked as LEA Exhibit E-64.

23> A Could you tell me what that is?

0 Yes. That is the letter from Mr. Morriman
w w .in w nees. .

2 at Unionville Chadd's Ford School District to John McNamara.

_
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l (. Pause.), .

2 A I have it in front of me.

3
f Q Do you know whether the three buses identified

0 in the letter are school buses?

5 A- No, I do not.

4 Q With regard to the cross-examination you

7 -just had by Miss zitzer, she referred to a

8 -resolution by the SEPTA board.

' Is that the resolution you referred to in

10 your testimony yesterday?

"
A Yes, it is.

r 12
Q What does that resolution provide? ,

I3 A Do you want me to summarize it or read it?:

Id
Q I would like y'ou to summarize it, please.

,

15 A It provides for the fact that the chief
.

IO operations officer, general manager #of SEPTA is authorized

I7 '
to enter into an agreement with the county of Chester

18 to provide buses, if available during any emergency orj

N
I' test related to emerge 5cy preparedness.

20
Q And does the fact that this resolution now

21 exists -- strike it.

-22 And you testified yesterday that negotiations,

23 were ongoing with SEPTA regarding the provision of
2 transportation resources in the event of an emergency at the, ,

25 Limerick Station. Is that correct?

I
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- I A That'is correct,

u 2
-

Do you have an opinion with regard to the roleg

3 or 'the effect of this resolution on those negotiations?
.O.

4 A Apparently, as explained to me by

5 Comissioner Thompson, in wearing his hat of vice chairman

4 of the SEPTA Board, ' this is a procedural method by which

~7 the board authorizes the general manager to enter into

8 various agreements and contracts.

' It may be considered, according to

10 Commissioner Thompson, as an agreement by the board before
II the matter, subject.to the approvale of the general manager
12 and their general counsel..

II And it is.something that they must do to,

Id proceed within their operating instructions.

15 MS.-FERKIN: Your Honor, I would like to mark

16 the two-page resolution that we have been discussing here-
17 as Commonwealth Exhibit 11.

18 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.- The exhibit, two-page,

l' resolution of the emergency bus service for Chester

20 county will be marked as comonwealth Exhibit 11.

3I MS. FERKIN: I am sorry. Commonwealth Exhibit 12.

22 I have just been corrected.

23 JUDGE HOYT: Commonwealth Exhibit 11 for
24

identification.
nes pensee meseems, las.

25 MS. FERKIN: No. We are at Commonwealth Exhibit 12.

_ _ , .- . - - - __ _ _ _ _ __ - _ ___ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ - ____- _ _ _ _ _______ _ _ -
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'a. I JUDGE HOYT: I'm sorry.

2 MS. FERKIN: I'm sorry. I misspoke. It is

7 - 3 Commonwealth Exhibit 12.

4 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. The resolution will

5 be marked as Commonwealth Exhibit 12 for identification.

4 I think we got it right that ting.

7 (The document referred to was

'XXXXX 8 marked Commonwealth Exhibit No.

E E-12 for identification.) -

10 BY MS. FERKIN:

II
Q And, Mr. Campbell, on the subject of SEPTA,

12 yesterday Miss Zitzer asked you whether or not you

13
"

could provide a copy of the most recent version of aa draft:

I4 agreement between SEPTA and Chester County regarding

15 provision of buses in a radiological emergency at Limerick.

I0 Do you recall that testimony?

I7 A Yes, I do.

I8 Q Are you able to provide the document that

U Miss Zitzer requested?

20 A Yes. I was able to obtain a copy of the-

21 most recent format from the county solicitor's office

22 of the county of Chester.

23'

.The attorney who was handling this is on

vacation and another attorney obtained it from that
Ass.Pesstel Reporters, Inc.

25 person's desk for us.

. . . . . . . _ . . . . .
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I We assume that it is the most recent one.

2 that our solicitor is working on. I have only one

3
, - ~ . copy with me.

C
4 Q Okay.

5 Yesterday, Mr. Campbell, you were asked

6 some questions regarding the FEMA National Shelter Survey.

7 Do you recall?

8 A Yes, I do.
,

9 Q You were also asked some questions regarding the
10 protection factor for sheltering in a radiological

II
emergency that is set forth in the state plan.

12 Do you recall that?
g -

! I I3
__ A Yes, I d'o.

,

Id Q Do you recall the standard that is set forth

15 in the state plan, Annex E7 for sheltering in a nuclear
16 power plant radiological emergency?

I7 A Yes, I do.

18 Q Could you state that for us'/ please?
19 A It is my understanding that any building

20 that is capable of being winterized is sufficient

21 protection given the fact that standard winterizing

() 22 practices reduce the air exchange to an acceptable level.

23 0 And is it your understanding that school buildings

24 in Chester County meet that standard?
Am Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 A Yes. It is generally my understanding.
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I Q Okay.-

2 And there has been extensive cross-examination,
3p Mr. Campbell, by several parties on the model daycare

( _)
4 emergency response plan.

5
Do you recall that testimony?

6 A Yes, I do.

7 0 In your opinion, what is your understanding

8 of why the model plan was developed?

9 MR. RADER: I object to that unless the

10 witness has direct knowledge.

11 '

Since the record indicates that the plan

12 was developed by the department of public welfare and
n

~

13 the department of education, I don't believe the witness *

Id has shown that particular background.

15 MS. FERKIN: The witness testified yesterday

16 that he wrote a letter earlier in 1984 outlining a concern

I7 I with planning for facilitiec such as that that are

I8 covered by the model plan.

He also testified that the development of the

20 model plan subsequently by the state seemed to have some

21 relationship to that expressed concern.
m,

i4 22 I am asking for his understanding.

23 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. I think you are right,

24
Miss Ferkin. I do recall some of the testimony on that.

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 The objection is overruled, Mr. Rader.
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I THE WITNESS: I cannot say that it was a |
.

2 direct result of my letter, but in that same time

3 period discussions occurred at the so-calledba
4 county coordination meetings regarding Limerick between
5 representatives of the three counties, the Commonwealth,
0 Energy Consultants, the electric company, about the

7 general subject of daycare facilities.

8 The Commonwealth indicated that they were also
9 having discussions with the department of education,

10 department of public welfare on the matter and at

II some point a draft model daycare plan was produced
12 and we were given an opportunity to review it.

o

C 13 It is my understanding that at the same time

Id additional discussions were occurring between the
15 department of education, department of public welfare, PEMA,
16 Energy Consultants and a number of other people who

i

I7 I I cannot name on the issue to develop the plan.
,

18
The reasoning behind it is basically as I

I9
expressed in my letter.

20 It is, when'you add up in Chester County the
21 number of daycare centers, you have got an identifiable
22

'

-- fairly sizable group. And it was our' opinion, just

23 as we, you know, endorse industrial facility emergency
24

'

planning of all types, that this was an area that we
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 could improve the level of protection to the citizens by

c
_ _ -- . - - - _ _ _ _ _ -
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I offering them a model plan for their use in developing-

2 a plan.

3p It is no different than us offering a model

4 fire drill fire escape plan. It is making people

5 better prepared to handle an emergency.
' Q on cross-examination by Mr. Rader, I believe,

7 you testified as to dosimetry, several types of

8 dosimetry and potassium iodide that you understood will
9 be provided to emergency workers in a radiological

10 emergency.

II
Is that correct?

I2 A That is correct. -

, _

13 Q And you testified as to negotiations between
,

I4
the state and Philadelphia Electric on the supply of

*

15 that equipment.

16 Are you familiar with the outcome of those

I7 negotiations?

18 A I am just privy to the fact that there have
~

I9 been negotiations and that' at some point Mr. Hippert
20 made reference in a number of meetings to the fact

21 that the negotiations were moving along. And then he at
n() 22 one point either announced or mentioned that some kind

23 of an agreement had been signed. I am not privy to the

24
contents or the specific language.

Aas Federal Reporters. Inc.

25
Q Although you are not privy to the content of the
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I language, are you nevertheless familiar with the
'

-

2 particular types of equipment that were the subject of
3 these negotiations?s

\-)
4 A I believe that the items of concern were the
5 low-level dosimetry and TLDs that were not available

6 from state civil defense sources.
7 Q By low level dosimetry, could you be more
8 specific?

END 12 9 A No.

10

11

12

C) is -

.. .
.

14

15

16

17

/

18

19

20

.

21

-()! 22

- '23

24
Ase Feswei nepormes, Inc.

! 25

a.
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~

T13 MM/m3 Q Is a low-level dosimeter a CDV 730?.

2 A I can't tell you.

3 0 In a radiological emergency would you also dis-

O
4 tribute for emergency workers CDV 742s?

5 A It is to distribute a low-level dosimetry and a

6 high-level dosimetry and a TLD to emergency workers along

7, with a supply of KI.

8 Q And is it your understanding -- strike that.

9 From where does Chester County's supply of CDV 742
C

10 come?

11- A Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency.

'12 Q From where does Chester County's supply of KI C

f'F V) 13 come?
.

14 A. Likewise.
.

15 Q Mr'. Campbell, you were asked a series of questions

.16 by the Federal Emergency Management Agency with regard to

17 staffing in your municipal emergency -operations center in

18 Chester County.-

~19 Is that correct?

20 A They are not my municipal emergency operations
1

21 centers.

(f 22 Q Chester County's, excuse me.

23 A They are not Chester County's --

2d Q Municipal Emergency Operations Center -- strike
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 .that, you know what I am talking about.

-- , _ .. -- . ..
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Imm2 A Yes.

JUDGE _HOYT: I don't know if the reporter got any

3 question or answer.

4 Do you want to try that again.

5 MS. FERKIN: Yes, I do. Thank you.

0 BY MS. FERKIN:

7 Q Do you recall your testimony in response to both

8 Mr. Hirsch and Mr. Hassell with regard to staffing in the

9
East Nantmeal,. North Coventry, Schuylkill, Uwchlan, Warwick, *

10 Uest Pikeland and West Vincent Township EOCB?

*11
A Yes, I do.

12
-Q Was it your testimony that you have' -- it is your -

13 -nderstanding from local Emergency Coordinators tha't those
Id

coordinators are actively seeking to fill those staffing

15 needs?-

I0 A Yes, it is.

I7 Q Is'there any other information thatyou have that

18 leads you to believs that those staffing needs are being met'

! other than from the coordinators themselves?

20 A There was a brief discussion this past Saturday

21 night at a social function with a member of the Board of
n
-Q 22'

Supervisors of Warwick Township who said to me -- and I am

23
[ paraphrasing his words -- it looks like we are going to have
,

L 24
enough people pretty soon.wrm c , %,

'

! Q' Are you satisfied that the deficiencies identified

1
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mm3 1 by FEMA in these particular townships can be readily addressed?.

2 A Yes. Either through local sources or, if they

3 cannot remedy the problem locally,from either county staff

O
4 or volunteers enrolled by the county.

5 Q on cross examination by Mr. Hassell, you were

6 asked about your assumption that staff who care for young

7 ch'ildren have a sense of commitment to their charges.

8 Do you recall that?

9 A Yes.

10 Q You also testified earlier that you believed that

11 teachers have a sense of commitment to their students.

12 Is that correct?

(~'s .

(_/ 13 A 'I don't believe I testified to that.

14 I believe I said that people -- I think the question

15 -had to do with professionals,and I said all people have that-

16 ' kind of a commitment.

17 0_ 'Would you reach that same conclusion about people

18 who care for' young children?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Mr.' Campbell, just a technical matter. In your

21 . written testimony on the admitted contentions, answer 43,

.n.).( 22 could you refer toLthat, please?

- 23 (Witness referring to document.)

24 A Yes.
Am-Feders Reponen, anc.

25 Q You have a direct reference there to a particular

- - __
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.mm4 I page in Draft 9 of the plan.-

2 What I would like you to do is, identify where in

3 Draft 10, that particular reference is reflected?

4 (Witness referring to document.)

3 A In Draft 10, in Appendix C-2 on page 2-1.

6 Correction, page C-2-1 in the third paragraph.
7 Q And is the language in yo6r written testimony
8 the same as appears on the page of Draft 10 you have just
9 identified?.

10 (Witness referring to document.)

II A No, I am mistaken. I have to look this up.
'

12 (Witness referring to document.),

b,- - 13

. . -
,

Okay. By the long paragraph referenced,it is in
.

Id the second paragraph on pagd C-2-1.

15 Q In your direct testimony _there are, I believe, six

16 lines of quoted material also from the Chester County Plan.
'I7 Can you identify where, in Draft _10, that quotation

18 appears?

II
_A Page C-2-1'in the third paragraph from the top.

20 Q All right. Thank you.

21 And finally, Mr. Campbell, you testified extensively

) 22 to the historical development of the emergency plan for the

23 Limerick Generating Station. Do you recall?

24
. A Yes.

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
- Q And you testified that Energy Consultants entered

|

|

m
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- mm5 I t he planning process sometime in 1982.

2 -

90 you recall that testimony?

3, - ~ , A Y :s.
t 1

\,,/

4 Q Do you recall when, in 1982, Energy Consultants

5 began vorking on the plan?

6 A I believe th~e first meeting that a representative

7 of Energy Consultants attended may have been in September cf

8 1982 when, I believe, Mr. Deck attended a meeting of the fire

'

9 chiefs, police chiefs, ambulance personnel, emergency management

10 coordinators, local officials held at the Ridge Fire Company

11
in Bucktown, Pennsylvania.

12 There may have been an occasion prior to that-- in
, '

? :

- I3 fact I think there was and I am hazarding a guess -- it was

Id probably sometime in the summer. And, I believe it was -- it

15 would have~had to have been after April or May of '82, because

16 I think that was the point where the electric company indicated

I7 that there would be consultant services. So, I would have to

18 give you a window, which is in a period'of time with a

19
beginning and an end point between, say late spring of '82 and

20 early fall.

2I Q. - All right.
p
'w) 22 One last procedural . matter, Mr. Campbell. With

23 regard to Draft 10 of the Chester County Radiological Emergency

24
Response Plan, was Draft 10 prepared by you or under your.p , % , g

25
direction?

,
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1 A Yes...

MS. FERKIN: Your Honor, at this time I would
2

1

like to have the document identified as Chester County |3o
f Radiological Emergency Response Plan for~ Incidents at the

4
'

Limerick Generating Station, Draft.10, dated January 1985
5

marked as the following: Chester County / Commonwealth Exhibit
6

.E-1, and I move that it be admitted into evidence.
7

9 ' ** * "' * "" **
8

it that way. --

9

(The document referred to wasc

10

marked Chester County / Commonwealth
11

xxx : Exhibit No. E-1 for identification.D
12

JUDGE HOYT: Chester~ County / Commonwealth Exhibit
- 13

E-1 has been moved into evidence as the Chester County
j4

Radiological Emergency Response Plan for Incidents at the
15

Limerick Generating Station dated January 1985.
16

Any objections to that?
j7

(No response.)
18 ,

Hearing no objections, the eNhibit will be
19

re eived'into evidence as Chester County / Commonwealth
20

Exhibit E-l.
21

(The document previously marked
22

Chester County / Commonwealth Exhi ait
23

X_XX
No. E-1 for identification, was

24
Ace-WJ f.oporters, Inc.

received in evidence.)
25

i

-. .. .- -. . _ _ . - _ . . . . . - -. - .-
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mm7 I JUDGE HOYT: Is that it, Ms. Ferkin?-

2 MS. FERKIN: Yes, that's all,

m. 3 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

4 Dr. Cole has some questions.

5.xxx BOARD EXAMINATION

0 BY DR. COLE:

7 Q Just a couple of short questions, Mr. Campbell.

8 In your 16-page version of testimony, page 2,

9 question and answer 5, sir. Do you have that?

10 (Witness referring to document.)

II A Yes, sir.

12 Q In the answer to. question 5, which concerns the
; n . '.

j V 13 status of letters of agreement with bus companies in Chester
|

14 County, you indicate that the need as stated includes cases

15 in which verbal, but not written commitments have been given.
~

16 Do you see that~part.of your testimony, sir?

I7 A Yes,-sir.

18 Q Have you made, or do you know the numbers of

I' buses for which you have verbal but not written commitments?

'20 A At the present time it would constitute'about 18,

2I sir.

-(O) Q S6, what would that do to your present estimate22

23 of~ unmet needs?

'24
-A If I can' convert that verbal agreement to written,

Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 it would reduce it by 18. At present it would not.

. . , . - - .. . - , - - , _ - _ . . - - - - --. ._.. . . .
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1.

mm8 Q All right, sir. Page 8 of thatiestimony, question

2
and answer 25. In the answer 25, you refer to an appropriate,

3

{';
or the appropriate technical staff.

Could you elaborate on that, sir? What would be

5 ~

the appropriate technical staff in that situation?

6
(Witness referring to document.)

7
A During an incident at Limerickrwith a communication

8
system that was functioning properly, the appropriate technical

9
staff would be the: Bureau of Radiation Protection of the

10
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources.

11

Should communications degrade, there would be a

12
point at which we would be out of communications with the

h,_
,

*

13
Bureau of Radiation Protection and then it would be the < staff

14

at Limerick Generating Station.
~15

~

If we were totally out of communication with BRP
16

or the generating station, then it would have to be the

17
County Radiological Defense Offices, who are also in the

18
Environmental Health group for.the Chester County Health

19

Department.
20

Q How would you visualize th'en that advice being

21
communicated to the daycare, nursery or preschool facility?

/~l 22
'# A Primarily through the public alert siren system,'-

> 23
the emergency broadcast system, and depending on what arrange-

24
Ace-Federal Coporters, Inc. ments are made at the local level through' telephone contacts

25
with the municipal EOC should those daycare centers still be

_ . ._ _ . . - _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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mm9

I open at that point, If it has been a slowly developing-

2 ~ '

s'ituation, hopefully they would have closed at the alert

3 stage.-

4 Q All right, sir. Page 12 of that -testimony, answer a:1d

5 question 40. Page 12.

0 (Witness referring to document.)

7 A Mine has no page numbers. Yes, sir.

8 Q Could you tell me what the County Emergency Board

9 is,' sir, in your answer 40?

10 What is the County Emergency Board?

11 A The County Emergency Board is an old term. It is

12 actually presently an incorrect term. My understanding, it

13 is now appropriately calleci United States Food and Agricu'ltural
.

I#*

Council.

15 It is a Board whose. membership consists of and

6 is chaired by the United States Agricultural Conservation and

I7 Stabilization ~ Service representatives. It includes the

IO County Agricultural Agent, the Soil Extension Service and, I

believe -- nc, the Extension Service and the Soil Conservation

20 Service, and the other governmental agencies.

21 I believe it also includes the Farmers Home
m

} k_.) 22 Administration.

- 23
O Tney would not be playing any dirce-* role in any

24
radiological emergency?

9.,% , ,%

25
'A The County Agricultural Agent has a role in our EOC
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inml0 1 during the emergency as a liaison to the Agricultural
2 - Community.

3 The Emergency Board is a separate group withO
4 separate emergency responsibilities under their charters.

5 . And they would function, I would imagine, within that

6 framework, separately from us.

7 Q All right, sir, thank you.

8 I believe I have one more' question, sir.
,

9 In your testimony on the deferred respecified

10 contentions, page 3, with reference to contention LEA 5.

II
(Witness referring to document.)

I2 A Yes, sir.

. 13
'

O In the first part of your answer there, sir, you

Id state that letters of agreement are not a requirement of

15 Public Law 1332.

I6 .Do you see that,~ sir?

-I7 A .Yes, sir.

18 Q And in the last sentence of your response there

I''

you say, agreements are not required for agencies of the

20 county or those charged by law or by contract with emergency

21 responsibilities.

22 I-guess I am confused by those two statements, sir.

23 Are agreements required for noncounty agencies,_.

or those not charged by law or contract with emergency
4 Feneres neponses, inc.

25 responsibilities?
'

.

.m+ y , .-%, - - - . . - , . ,, -,--r - - , , . . . - - - , , , ,-%- --y,,.,w,-g.-,....,,,-.s-,- - - - . ....e, . , ,. , ,.~,., ,,, , , , -w,,~_y,.~__~,,__,ec-.....,, , , , . ,
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' I A Letters of agreement are not reIuired by Pamphlet-

2 Law 1332 in_the Pennsylvania Disaster Operations Plan, Annex

E.

4 There are requirements for -- I believe it is

5 consistency with NUREG 0654 and the letter of agreement

0 sections of 0654.

7 What I am saying there is that an agency that has

8 an emergency response role established by law, you don' t need

I an agreement to have them. fulfill or live by the law they
C

10 are charged with.

11
I have often taken exception with the Philadelphia

12 Electric Company writing me every hear asking me it I am going
/l
.V 13 to respond to emergencies at Peachbottom. .I am charged by

I# law to do so and I don't need an agreement with them to live

15 by the law.

6 The State Police carry out law enforcement duties,

I7[ the Sheriff's Deputies carry out law enforcement duties. That

18 is established by law, and-that, to my mind, takes precedence

'19
over letter of agreement.

20 Other agencies, such as volunteer fire companies

21
.

have contractual obligations to carry out emergency response.
-

2 That is already in writing. Why have another letter of
:.

23 agreement, is my concern. You know, their roles are already

| 24
!, established., , , ,

1 25
| cnd T13 -That is my position, sir.
t

!

. _ . - . . . _ , _ _ -_ _ __ ___ .. - _ ._ . - _
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(CR21690'
.: 1 .0 I don't know whether I made my question clear, sir.

'#mn14-1
-2 ~You stated that agreements are not required for certain

-

agencies...For whom are agreements required?3

~

4 A- Agreements would be required, for example, if we

5 needed a mass care center operated by a non-county agency

.6 or by somebody not covered by a law or contract with that

7 responsibility. An example is the Devereaux School being

a used to host the Camphill facilities, both of them. They are

19 not a county agency. They are not charged by law with any
,

10 emergency response as a mass care center. They are not

11 charged by contract with anybody. They do not have a host

12 agreement or a' mass ' care agreement with the American Red Cross.
,

(f~ 13 Therefore, we executed a letter of agreement.

14 G What about the first part of your answer in item

15 six on that~page? You say that letters of agreement are not

16 a requirement of Pamphlet Law 1332.

17 A That is correct, sir. I can find no reference in

18 1332 to letters of agreement.
'

*

19 JUDGE COLE: Thank you.

XXXXXXXX 20 JUDGE HOYT: Dr. Harbour has some questions.

- 21 BY JUDGE HARBOUR:

I() 22 G I have a couple of things I would like to get
.

23 clarified. In discussing the South Coventry route alerting,

' 24 you were asked a question if South Coventry Township had
w resers neiernes,Inc.

j . 25 its own fire company and I believe you responded no. Is there,

L i

j

i-

-,,,,y - , . . - - ~ - . . , - -,-.,..._-----_.,,--.------.,__.--...,.--__,_...--...,__._..--.~.m.- , - - . - . _ - . - , . ~ .
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I.

any volunteer fire company located within South Coventry
2

Township?
3

O A No.U
4

G You referred then to a possibility of contracting
5

with a fire company that has some arrangement with South
6

coventry. Is there a fire company which has such an arrangement
7

with South coventry Township?
8

A It is my understanding although I do not have a
9

copy of the resolution that the Board of Supervisors of South
10

Coventry Township each year authorized the Ridge Fire Company
11

located in East Coventry Township to provide fire protection
12

and other services to South Coventry Township.f

13, ,

G That is R-I-D-G-E, Ridege Fire Company?
14

A R-I-D-G-E, yes.
15

G Also relative to South Coventry Township, I may
16

not quite have heard the name in all of the townships that
. 17
I were read out, but when you stated that the emergency management

18

coordinators from the various townships and several were named
19

were actively recruiting, did that list of townships that you
20

gave include active recruting in South Coventry Township?
21

A Could you repeat that again, sir? I missed the
. im

L (_j- 22
last part of the question.

23

G Did you include South Coventry Township in the
.24

4.-sm.m neomo, im. list of townships where emergency management coordinators were
| 25

,

actively recruiting?
,

| r

L
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I A No, sir. I did not.

2 JUDGE HARBOUR: That is all I have. Thank you.

,) 3 JUDGE HOYT: I have no questions, Mr. Campbell.

4 That you for your attendance at this hearing and your testimony
5 nere and also your patience with keeping you here with us so

6 long. Thank you'very much.

7 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

8 JUDGE HOYT: You are excused, sir.

9 (Witness excused.)
10 MS. ZITZGR: Could I ask Mr. Campbell to return my

11 letter which is identified as E-30 and I would like to return
12

(~)') my copy to the Board. -
.

R_ . .

13 JUDGE HOYT: Surely. Mr. Campbell, please return

14 E-30. Mr. Rader, we have two exhibits that you marked during

15 the testimony of this witness. Do you intend to move for the

16 admission of E-102 and E-103?

17 MR. RADER: Yes. I believe Applicant also is

18 prepared to move the admission of its exhibits E-100 and E-101

19 as well.

20
_

JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Is there any objections to |
!

21 a1 mission of the applicant's exhibits 100 through 1037 '
s

,

t

_ )
22 MS. ZITZER: No objection.

.

I23 JUDGE HOYT: No objection by LEA. I

24 MR. HASSEL: The staff has no objection.
Ace-Federal Fleporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: How about the FEMA counsel?
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,.

1 (No response.)

2 JUDGE HOYT: No objection is heard. None by the

.f 3 staff.
,

4 Very well. These exhibits will be received into

5' evidence as Applicant's Exhibits E-100, E-101, E-102 and E-103.

XXXXX 6 (The documents previously marked

7 for identification as Applicants '

8 Exhibit Nos. E-100 through

9 E-103, inclusive were received

10 in evidence.)
11 MS. FERKIN: Your Honor, at this time I would like

g, 12 to move Commonwealth Exhibit E-12 into evidence as well,
L,|

13 the resolution of the SEPTA Board.

14 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Commonwealth E-12 is the

15 resolution. Any objection to that?

16 MR. RADER: No objection.

17 MR. HASSELL: The staff has none.

18 JUDGE HOYT:
Any objection by FEMA to Conmonwealth's |

emergency bus serices |19 Exhibit E-12 which is t'he resolution, re:

20 for Cnester County?

21 MR. HIRSCH: No objection.,

22 JUDGE HOYT: No objections having been heard, the

23 Commonwealth Exhibit E-12 will now be received into evidence.

24 (The document previously marked
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 for identification as

__
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[XXXX 1 Commonwealth Exhibit No. E-12

2 was received.into evidence.)

[) 3 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, LEA would request that
v

4 LEA. exhibits E-63 through E-70 also be received into evidence

5 at this time. :

6 JUDGE HOYT: Any objection to those exhibits?

7 MR. RADER: Yes. I object to the exhibits LEA-67

8 and LEA-68 on the ground that they do not pertain to school

9 bus arrangements. I believe the testimony of the witness was

10 clear that those buses are not related to school evacuation.

11 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, LEA would argue that they
I

12 come under the purview of co'ntention LEA-5 which deals with7,
i )

''

13 the status of letters of agreement necessary to implement the
.

14 county plan and I believe they also relate to LEA-1.

15 MR. RADER: Although that was the theory that LEA

16 presented at the time for its line of questioning, I believe

17 in fact the answers given by the witness do not substantiate

18 that. There is no testimony by Mr. Campbell that any of those

19 letters in any way relate to the effectiveness or workability

20 or adoptability of the Chester County Plan. t

-

!.
'

21 MS. ZITZER: That is because I was not permitted
e

''
22 to ask him about them.

(
23 JUDGE HOYT: I am sorry, Ms. Zitzer.

24 MS. ZITZER: I said I was not permitted to ask him
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

[ 25 anything about the letters.

I
|
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,.

I But according to his testimony on LEA-5, he believed

2 that letters of agreement are necessary with organizations that
,.

( ,) 3 do not routinely provide a service to the county that might
4 be called upon in the event of a radiological emergency.
5 JUDGE HOYT: Any other objections to these

6 exhibits?

7 (No response.)

8 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. LEA's exhibits E-63,

9 E-64, E-65, E-66, E-67, E-68, E-69 and E-70 will be received

10 into evidence as the above referenced numbers.
II

(The documents previously marked

- 127y for identification as LEA
V . -

13 Exhibit Nos. E-63 through E-70,

14 inclusive, were received in

XXXXXXXX 15 evidence.)
16 JUDGE HOYT: Any other housekeeping matters?

17 (No response.)
t

18 JUDGE HOYT: Do we have our next witnesses?
19 MS. FERKIN: Yes, Your Honor. The Commonwealth

20 next has its panel, Mr. Henry W. Farrell and Mr. Fred N.
'

21 Starasinic.
T

~~

22 JUDGE HOYT: Why don't we take about a five-minute
-

!
23 recess before we proceed with the panel.
24 (Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

Am.FWwal Reporwn, lm.
j

25

END#14
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1/24/85
.REE
Tcka 15 I JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order.
PCg"J l

2 Let the record reflect that all the parties to the

[] 3 hearing who were present when the hearing recessed

4 are again present in the hearing room.

5 I am not certain about a time frame for

6 this set, this panel. It appears that we may have

7 short changed the Applicant somewhat and perhaps LEA

8 needs also some additional time.

9 MS. FERKIN: Your Honor, my understanding

10 was that this panel is, in effect, a one-issue panel.
|

II JUDGE HOYT: I am sorry. It was the other

12n panel -- some other testimony.
L.)

- 13 I stand corrected. I am in error.

14 This is a' single panel so that we will adhere

to the time frames that we have been using for that l15

i

16 Iwhere there is a single issue.
! |

17 All right. I believe we have not sworn i

i

18 these witnesses, have we?

I9 Whereupon, |
|

20 HENRY W. FARRELL i

21XX and

22
,

FRED N. STARASINIC |
> !

'23 were called as witnesses and, having been first duly sworn,

24 were examined and testified as follows: |Ace-Federal Coporters, Inc.
1

25 JUDGE HOYT: Please be seated.
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XXXXXX I DIRECT EXAMINATION

2 BY MS. FERKIN:

'3 Q Would each of you please state your full name-

4 for.the record?

5 A (Witness Farrell) My name is Henry W. Farrell.

6 A (Witness Starasinic) My name is Fred Starasinic.

7 Q And, gentlemen, would you please give us your

8 ' business position and business address?

9 A (Witness Farrell) I am a civil engineer
'

10

. '
with the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.

II My business address is the Transportation and
12

'

Safety Building, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. -

_O
'

- '

13 A (Witness "Starasinic) I am a civil engineer
'

Id with the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and
15 my address ~is the same as Mr..Farrell's..

16 -

Gentlemen, do you have before you a document.Q

I7 of some 13 pages entitled Testimony of Henry W. Farrell
18 and Fred N. Starasinic for.the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
I9 on Limerick Ecology Action Contention LEA-28B?

20 A (Witness Farrell) Yes, we do.
.

2I A (Witness Starasinic) Yes.
O

22 Q Of those 13 pages, gentlemen, are eight pages
r

23 a memorandum, dated December 27, 1983 from David C. Sims

24
to various district engineers?

Am.Federes Reconers, Inc.

25 A .That is correct.
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I Q Gentlemen, does the document I have just

2 described constitute your direct testimony in this

3( ) proceeding?

4 A (Witness Farrell) Yes, it does.

5 A (Witness Starisinic) Yes.

6 Q And gentlemen, was that testimony prepared

7 by you or under your direction?

8 A Yes, it was.

9 Q Gentlemen, did each of you prepared a statement

10
of your professional qualifications which was previously

11 >

provided to this Board and to the parties to this hearing? |
12 A (Witness Farrell) Yes, we did.- s

,

)'

13
O At this time, are there any corrections

Id
you wish to make to your testimony or to your professional

15 qualifications statements?
,

16 A No corrections.

I7 A (Witness Starisinic) I don't have any either.

18
Q Gentlemen, if I were to ask you the questions that

.,

- I9
are set forth in your direct testimony, would your

20 answers be as they appear therein and would those answers
_

21
_ be true and correct at this time?

t

' -- 22 A Yes.
.

23 A (Witness Farreii) Yes.

#
MS. FERKIN: Judge Hoyt, I move that at this

Aa-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
time the direct testimony and statements of professional
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.

I qualifications of Henry W. Farrell and
i

-2 Fred N. Starasinic be admitted into evidence. |
|

'O ' 30o08 norr= ^=v obsectioa 2
'4 (No response.)

5 Very well.
I

6 The qualifications of the witnesses will

7 be received into evidence and bound in the transcript

8 at this point.

9 (Testimony of Henry W. Farrell and Fred

10 N. Starasinic for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on.

U Limerick Ecology Action Contention LEA-28(b), Memorandum,

.' 12 dated December 27, 1983 from David C. Sims, and
.

.

.

13 '

statements of professional qualifications of

Id Henry W. Farrell and Fred N. Starasinic follow:)

15XXXXX, (INSERT)

16

17
'

18

'

19

20
-

21
.,

' 22
|
|

23 )
I

24 l

Ase Federal Coporters, Inc.

25 |
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

(}
Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of ) -

.

)
Philadelphia Electric Company ) Docket Nos. 50-352

) 50-353
(Limerick Generating Station, )

Units 1 and 2)

~

TESTIMONY OF HENRY W. FARRELL AND FRED N. STARASINIC FOR
THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA ON

LIMERICK ECOLOGY ACTION CONTENTION
'

LEA-28(b)

Q.l. Mr. Farrell, what is your position? -

A.l. I am a Civil Engineer, Pennsylvania Department of

'

Transportationg Bureau of Maintenance and Operations. A

statement of my professional qualifications is attached to'

this testimony.

Q.2. Mr. Starasinic, what is your position?

A.2. I am a Civil Engineer, Pennsylvania Department of

~

Transportation, Bureau of Maintenance and Operations. A'

statement of my professional qualifications is attached to

this testimony.
*

.

Q.3. What is the purpose of your testimony?

~

A.3. The purpose of this testimony is to respond to

. (]) Limerick Ecology Action (LEA) contention LEA-28 concerning

resources available to provide towing and snow removal oni'

non-state roads.
*

|

.

6

| j

.\
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'.. Q.4. Mr. Farrell, please describa the Ponnsylvania

Department of Transportation's procedures for snow
.

clearan:e of non-state roads in the Limerick area?

A.4. Depending on the severity of the sicuation several

(} planned and established procedures could be quickly put

into effect. These procedures range from sending locally

based department equipment to clear the local roads all the

way up to calling upon equipment from other districts

outside of the Limerick Area but within a few hours

response time.
.

Specific procedures are outlined for emergency -,

situations, based on a theoretical worsening condition. .

.

(1)' Local Department Equipment: The Limerick Area

.

. falls within the' jurisdiction of Department of

Transportat' ion District 6-0 Engineer. District 6-0 is

comprised of Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and

Philadelphia Counties. The District Engineer on his

authorization could direct any department equipment from

this five county area to Limerick. There are no union ---

contract problems with assigning equipment operators or

support personnel to work on non-state highways. .

(2) Privately Owned Snow Clearance Equipment: In

,

order to provide adequate coverage for each county it is

common practice to sign private contractors to snow

O clearance agreements. These agreements cover the services

of equipment meeting department specifications, including'

the equipment operator, to work on snow clearance under the

direction of department supervisors.
I

u,
4-
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1
-

I
*

.

- Two types of agreements are executed. 'The first type

deals with equipment used on a regular basis, assigned

definite sections or routes, that can be used any time the

district engineer sees a need.

The second type is a standby emergency agreement..

Equipment signed under this type of agreement is in most

cases larger, specialty equipment, such as large front and

loaders or bulldozers. Use of this type of equipment is

approved only when the Department 'has declared that a snow

emergency condition exists.
,

~

(3) Privately Owned Snow ClearatJe Equipment Not

Under Agreement: In the event of a Department-declared
'

- snow emergency, the' District Engineer may execute emergency
' '

agreements for specialty type equipment not under standby

agreement.

The major difference between this type of emergency

agreement and the standby agreement is that the standby -

agreement offers expedience since it is executed and placed'

on file prior to the winter season. The emergency

agreement is negotiated at the time of the emergency.

(4) Mobile Emergency Teams: The Department has

designated mobile emergency teams (" MET") in each district.
O' These teams are composed of equipment operators, mechanics,

,

"

'and foremen, who are assigned to the team and are able to

'
.

O
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.

loave their home districts to work in other areas of the
.

state during emergency situations. Equipment is also

'

designated as available for use by the emergency teams.

() District 5-0, headquartered in Allentown, and District 8-0,

headquartered in Harrisburg, are close enough to Limerick

to provide mobile emergency team support.

(5) . Governor Declared Emergency: The final emergency

procedure is a declaration of disaster emergency by the

Governor. Under this type of condition the Department

would have blanket- authorization to secure- needed manpower

and equipment from any practical source to keep the r'oad

system open. Sources include the National Guard, local

municipalities, contra'ctors, equipment suppliers, and other

| (]) state agencies.
*

|

|
: Although some municipalities do not possess snow

clearance equipment and capabilities, others do. We have

on file over 700 agreements with municipalities to maintain
__

sections of state road with municipal equipment for a feo.

Limerick Township is one of the townships with snow

equipment that has executed an agraement with the

Department.

l
| Q.5. Mr. Starasinic, what about procedures for road

clearance?
O-!

A.S. As provided in Annex E to the far-monwealth's Disaster

Operations Plan, the Pern?3 ~ ys. iia Department of

Transportation will aid in' oceanias roads of stalled and

i
'

t
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.

abandoned vehicles in the event of an emergency at the
~

Limerick facility. A representative of the Department will

be at the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA)

O Emergency Operations Center (EOC). Should a call come in

for road service, the Department official will notify

PEMA's Eastern EOC of the nature and location of the need.

The Eastern EOC will then call upon the respective county

to provide needed equipment and manpower. At the same time
,

the Department District Offico will be' notified of the

extent of the problem. Should the county be unable to

respond to the need for road clearance, the Department

District Office will dispatch needed equipment and

resources to' ensure - roads are cleared. " Mobile Emergency

Teams" (MET), described in the attached December ,27, 1983
[} ,

memorandum from David C. $ims, P.E., Deputy ~ Secretary for *

Highway Administration to Department District Engineers,

provide District Engineers with personnel and equipment for

efficient response to an emergency.

.

4

| -
'

!

.

O
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA '

' os.7ss(s72
-

Department of Transportation
Harrisbwg

December 27, 1983

o ._._ !_S __ _ _

To: District Engineer, Dist. 1-0 District Engineer,,Dist. 84 i

District Engineer, Dist. 2-0 District Engineer, Dist. 90 j
District Engineer, Dist.14 District Engineer, Dist.10 0
District F=f , Dist. 4-0 District Engineer, Dist.110
District.Fafm, Dist. 5 0 District Engineer, Dist.12 0

. District Engineer, Dist. 6 0

'

re;ou: David C. Sims, P.E., Deputy Secretary
for Highway Administration

h! .

PURPOSE: .
,

'Ib establish pools of selected personnel and equipent from which
Mobile Duergency Teems (METI) can be selected to aid other counties and/or
districts in thnes of emergencies.

(,).. -

u. . .

Oa7ECr:

To provide management with the means to respond quickly to emergency
situations with efficient, highly qualified teams of personnel and ~yliP=nt.

.

RESKNSIBILITIES:

The prime responsibility for activating the "MErr" rests with the '
district engineer, with the assistant district engineer of maintenance being
responsible for planning and coordinating the deployment of.the "METI".

When it is determined by the district engineer that emergency
circumstances have exceeded the capacity and/or the capability of available
county forces, he should call upon the "METI" within the district to lend
assistance sufficient to neutralize the emergency.

Should the magnitude of the emergency exceed the resource limits of
'~ an engineering district, that district engineer shall request the activation

of the "METI" frcm another district that is able to support the request. Contact
h is to be made between the involved district engineers.

"METf" deployment actions are to be reported immediately to the_

Department Disaster Recovery Coordinator in the alreau of Maintenance.and
Operations.

-.
- -. - - - - - - .. . ..-. -.. - ... -- . _ - - - . . .
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Mobile Energency Teams (METI) Page 2 December 27., 1983

C

O
PERSONNEZ,:-

Each county irrintenance manager shall establish a "METf" list
consisting of:

,
4 - Certified Riuipnent Operators . . . . ,

1 - Certified Fuel. Truck Operator-

1 - Mechanic
1 - Foresnan

-
.

1 - Assistant County Maintenance Manager
of course, the nost desirable operators should be those who can

operate several types of vi==nt with proficiency and that are agreeable
to such an assignment. '

These emergency crews may be expected.to remain away fran their
home county for an extended period of time, but normally not more than 100

c -- miles fran theli M=*ars.
I -

.Q In addition to the above list, the county maintenance manager
| 'C shall include a list of substitute personnel for those'" METR" personnel who>

. are not able to respond to a particular emergency.

EQUIPMENT:

- The county maintenance manager shall select a list of dependable,

,

equipment which can be made available for imnediate deployment with the "METf"
~

.

. personnel. This list shall contain, but is not limited to, the following!

equipnent:-
,

i *3 - Minimum 33,000 Lb. GW dump truck's appropriately
3 - ~egni,9 according to the energency

1 - All-wheel drive grader with plow
'

1 - Front end loader
,

*1 - Tractor with 30 Ton bed trailer
*1 - Pick-up truck with cluin saw

-

*1 - Fuel truck

Q. Any truck, loader and grader mounted snow blowers (when
used, additional operators may be required).

"

*Should be radio. equi W .
,

'

i

e,_.

; Continued

-
_ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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bbbile Energency Teams (MET) Page 3 December 27, 1983

- C
i
|

TIME AND CHARGES: I

p Labor and equir= ant time, including transfer time, shall be
V charged to the maintenance district receiving the aid. Time worked by

the " METR" shall be certified on form C-65I or C-65C by the maintenance
manager of the county receiving the aid. These forms shall be returned
to the hcme county in time for procescing. .

Overnight acem.<-%tions, if nesary, should be arranged by
the receiving county or district. Cash advancements and raimhtv=mants
for individual expenses shall be made according to the Travel Expense
Manual (Pub. 29).

'

.

REPORTS:
%

The engineering district shall report by county and district the
personnel and equipnent available to form the "ME7I". The resource reports
will be made available to each district for their reference in requesting

"FEr" deplopt.

The county report shall be mMa on Form M-622 and the district
m = i'f on Form M-623. Both shall be Tn%1RITTEN (see attached samples) .

.

Blank forms are.available frcm Forms Management under the following -
-

' -

M lty codes:

County (M-622) 0830-4600-1660

District (M-623) 0830-4600-1670

The district must insure that all reports have been filled out
properly and distributed no later than January 15, 1984, thereafter to be
forwarded in accordance with the dates established in Part 2 of the
Dnergency Management Manual, to be published in the near future.

-

In addition to the normal distribution throughout the district
|

and the county, please provide a copy to the Department Disaster Recovery'

Coordinator within the Bureau of Maintenance and operations.

|
'

IDENTIFICATION:

! All "bEr" equignant and regular personnel shall be identified
by means of the "FEr" cmblem decals that can be obtained frcm the Equip-
ment Division (see attached sample).

t

O The seven (7") inch diarreter decal shall be nounted on the left'

U side of each piece of equipment ano a two (2") inch decal on the left side
of the hard hat of each member of the "MEr".

I Attachments
| %.' 460/bM/shp

cc: Secretary's Reading File
David C. Sims, P.E., Deputy Secretary for Highway Administration
Quality Assurance Engineers: Ncil leitzel, Ron Hughmanick & Norm Cochrane
Philip W. Amos, P.E., Director Bureau of Maintenance & Operations
Department Disaster Recovery Coordinator

i

.. ._. . .- -
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,n CEQUIPMEN; TY k. hTYPES
U

.d.
4 Whect
Deive *

Teucks
-

Conventional *

*

All Wheel

| Grader;

hh- Conventional
-

Snow m
mBucket
m
:D

1% yards Q.

Front End
'

tri

Loaders 2

k
-I.

'
. rn

' >3 yards
(n

Truck E I

E @
-

Mte.

f
. c

Snow Grader
.

j Blowers M td. g
g!

Loader -l
M rd. 1 tn

C
E

Truck W/ Trailer Ei

>
. :D

.e *<
Tractor W/ Trailer s

.

| Pickup W/fladio
.

Pickup WO/fladio
.

?
Oth3r

s ' . ' ,''

n_-

I
_ m .

rr , r .. ,
~

- .
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,M22 ga.m MOBILE EMERGENCY TEAMS - EQUIPMENT-

Org. Date
{unty-

EQUIP. NO. WT. OR CAPACITY MFG. YEAR PLOW REMARKS
i l

-

TRUCKS - FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

1.
2.
1 . ..

,

4,

5. .

6 .

TRUCKS -- CONVENTION AL
.

1.
2. .

3.
4. .

5.
6.
7.

,

GRADERS

.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.*

.

*

FRONT END LOADERS -
-

* \
| ''

.

2.
3.

.

SNOW BLOWERS ,

1.

2.
3.

TRUCK OR TR ACTOR W/TR AILER

1.
,

2. .

j .|

| PICKUP TRUCK W/R ADIO
|

|
| 1.

2.
3. s,

4. .
. . . . . . . . . . - . . --_ ... ,.... - - . . . . . - - ... -

- . - - , - .
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MOBILE EMERGENCY TEAMS - PERSONNEL

I.

(tCounty _ Org. Date
,

NAME TITLE EQUIP. NO.,

.

.
A- FOREMEN

1.
2.*

*
..

MECHANICS
.

1. . .

.
2.

.

' OPERATORS
. -

1.

2.
.

e

4.
5.
6.

,

7.
'

R.
.

Ci
~

C
:. .

STAND BY FOREMEN .

.

1.

2.
.

STAND.BY MECHANICS
..'

1. -

2.
%.

STAND BY OPERATORS
*

.

1. -

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

O '

9.
10. .

s
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C
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

O

Fred N. Starasinic.

.

'

I am a civil Engineer for the Pennsylvania Department-
of Transportation, Bureau of Maintenance and Operations. In this
position, one of the duties I ,aun responsible for is to assist the
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) when the Emergency
Operations Center or forward command posts are activated due to an
emergency situation. This responsibility included actions as
listed in. Annex E -(attached-) of -the Commonwealth's Disaster

,

Operations Plan. -

For the past five years, I have performed this respon-'

sibility for a number of exercises conducted by PEMA and for-
actual situations, as occurred in Bedford and Someract Counties
in August, 1984.

_
I have received a Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering

~from Catholic University in Washington, D.C. and a Master's Degree
!

| () in Civil Engineering from Villanova University in Villanova,
*

'
*Pennsylvania.

I am a registered Proffesional Engineer in the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania.

I am a member of the Mid-Atlantic Section of the
Institute of Transportation Engineers.

Prior positions included Urban Transportation Planning
'

Management in the Department's former Dureau of Advanco Planning
and as a Civil Engineer in the Commonwon1th's former Department
of Property and Supplies.

,

.

.

.

'e

...
.

!
!

1

\
*

'
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
.

HENRY W. FARRELL

O
I am employed as a Civil Engineer in the Bureau of Maintenance

and Operations. One of my functions in this position is to develop policy and
.

procedures for the statewide winter maintenance program. I have served in this

capacity since 1973 and have been an employee of PennDOT since 1967. Other

experience includes highway design and construction projects assignments at

Engineering District 8-0 from 1967 to 1973.

Engineering education includes engineering and management studies
'

at Penn State Extension, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, from 1964 to 1970. I also

completed the PennDOT Civil Engineering Intern Program from 1967 to 1969.

I am a Registered Professional Engineer in the state of Pennsylvania.

O'

.
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REEF 5/5 20,100 |

I MS. FERXIN: The witnesses are tendered ;
*

2 for cross-examination.

3 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

4 We will begin with LEA.

5 MS. MULLIGAN: Good afternoon.

0XXXXXX CROSS-EXAMINATION

'7 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

8 Q Mr. Starasinic, how long have you been a civil

9 . engineer for PennDOT with the Bureau of Maintenance

, ,10 and Operations?

*
-11 A (Witness Starasinic) With the Bureau of

12 Maintenance and Operations I have been a civil engineer-

b) '

's 13 for approximately.five and a half years. -

Id
Q If you would turn to your professional

D qualifications, in the first paragraph'you refer to

16
forward command posts.

I7 Can you explain what you are talking about there?

II A I was referring to the -- when PEMA is

"
activated, one of my responsibilities is to go downstairs

j.n the Transportation and Safety Building and to handle20

~2I the post for PennDOT.

22
. Sometimes there is a forward command post that

23>

PEMA activates. In other words, they go to the site

24
of the emergency. I don't necessarily go forward with them.,

I stay at PennDOT.

.
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REEL 5/6 20,101

- I Q Is there any reason that you didn't directly

2 refer to that in your testimony?

3 MS. FERKIN: Objection. That is irrelevant.

4 JUDGE HOYT: Sustained.

5 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

6 Q Mr. Starasinic, would you define MET teams?

7 M-E-T.

8 A Yes. The MET teams -- MET stands for

9 Mobile Emergency Teams -\ they are activated by PennDOT

10 in cases of emergencies.

II
Q Is it the district engineer of maintenance and

12 operations that has the responsibility for deploying
n
j 13 MET teams?

I4 A It depends on the type of emergency: local

15 emergency, regional emergency, or statewide emergency.

16 Q Would there be any distinction for radiological

17 I

!
emergencies?

'

18 A In case of a radiological emergency, the

I9 PEMA group would be in effect. We would already be at |
!

20 our posts, and we would be coordinating in that !

21 fashion from our post at PEMA to our regional post which
,

22 would be in Hamburg where we have one of our field

- 23 engineer, an engineer from the district, and they, in turn,

24 would be coordinating with the county that would be
As Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 affected in case of an emergency.
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REEiS/7 20,102

-I
*

Q That would be done by telephone?

2 A That is correct.

3e^g -Q So if there is an emergency or an accident
.O

4 at Limerick, when a snow storm that requires snow removal

5 was in progress, would you be the person responsible for

6 contacting the district engineer to deploy snow vehicles

7 at Limerick -- I guess that would be referred mainly

8 to Mr. Farrell?

9 A (Witness Farrell) No, we would not.

IO That would -- the individual responsible for that would

" probably be the district engineer in district 60 which

12 is the Philadelphia area..

- o/
,

-

*

13 0 What,would your role in it be then at that -
,

'N point?
.

15'

.A Our role in deploying the METS team from

16 central office? We wouldn't have any role at all at

I7 that point.

18 Q At what point would you have a role then?

II A In order to answer your question, I have to

20 explain a little bit how our organization is set up.
-

21 All right?

22
f The way emergency situations are handled at

|
23 PennDOT-is we respond according to the degree of the

24 emergency condition.
Aan Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 For instance, a normal snow storm could be
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REE|5/8 20,103

'

I considered an emergency, depending on your definition.

2
The way a normal snow storm is handled is the county

3( )'; people respond, and they go ahead with their preplanned

operations.

In the event that the situation becomes

0 more serious, we can call out rental equipment which is

7 already under agreement.

8 In the event that the situation would become

9 more serious and start getting into almost the disaster

10
area, the secretary of transportation and the governor

11
of the state would come into play. Command posts would

12
~s be established in the central office which would be

13 the Bureau of Maintenance'and Operations where we work,
I#

and possibly PEMA.

15
And at that point, other emergency equipment

,
,

'possibly not under agreement but available at that time

17
could be activated, if necessary,

t

18 I
Also at that time, the METS teams could be i

19 i
put into operation. And those MET teams could be activated !

,

0
-- it would be a joint decision made between the

|
21 secretary of transportation, the director of maintenance,_

22 and operations, who we work for, and, of course, the local
,.

23 district engineers who have direct control of *he MET teams. j

24
9 9Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
would take if you -- I am assuming that it is being done by

m
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REEL 5/9 20,104

.

I . telephone.

2 A To activate the MET teams?

- pQ 3 0 Yes.

4 A They should be on the road within two hours.

5 Q When you say "on the road," do you mean

0 then from a district area or from like Allentown or

7 Harrisburg as referred to in your testimony?

8 A From the time.the telephone call is made.

9 0 When you say "on the road in two hours,"

10
do you mean they would be deployed at that point in

11 two hours, and then it would take an added amount of time

12

f]
-- depending on the distance -- to get to the, say,

13 Limerick Generating Station area?

A What I mean is, they would be en route to

15
the point where they were being dispatched to within

,

16
two hours. And that is an optimal figure. We would hope

I7
to do better than that. I am giving you the max.

18
Q How many -- this is to you, Mr. Farrell.

19
How many snow removal vehicles and drivers would

20 '

PennDOT be able to make available in a Limerick emergency

21 involving snow, taking into account vehicles and drivers

22
,

tied up in a usual snow. removal function, say if they

23 were coming from district 5 or 8, as referred to in your

24
testimony?-w.p.e.,e n.,.,,,,, ine,

25
MS. FERKIN: Objection. I have no idea what the

-
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1- I question means.

2 I think there is about two questions bound up
3 into one.

4 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Ferkin, whether or not you

5 understand the quection -- it is whether or not the

6 witness understands the question.

7 Do you gentlemen understand what it is that
)

8 you are being asked?

9 WITNESS FARRELL: I think I can answer the

10 quest' ion.

II
JUDGE HOYT: All right. Very well.

12 'WITNESS.FARRELL: What we would do iri the eventO. , ,

*
13 of an emergency, 'I assume you are talking about an
Id emergency with Limerick at the same time there is a snow

f5 storm; is that correct?

16 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

I7 Q Yes, sir.
I

18 A Okay.

I' What we would do is, we would sit back and

20 we would identify our priorities. And based on those
21 priorities and the roads that needed attention, in

( ) 22v conjunction with the emergency, we would dispatch
23 whatever equipment we needed to handle that emergency.

,

24
Again, I repeat, the first thing that would

Ass. Federal Repe,ters, Inc.

25 come into play would be the county organization. That would

a
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I be Chester County.

2 Chester County would also use their rental

/~ 3

V) equipment which is under agreement and use in conjunction

4 with department equipment working under department

5 supervision.

6 Other trucks could be called in from the

7 surrounding counties in district 6 which would be

8 Bucks County, Delaware County, Montgomery County, and

9 also the MET teams could be activated, if necernary.

10 And we would do this in accordance with

II whatever priorities were dictated at that time.

12 Now, if yo'u asked me how many pieces of

13 equipnent that would be, I really don't have all the

Id figures in my head as to how many pieces of equipment
15 PennDOT has in each particular county. I could give

16 you a guess and say that we would probably put about
,

i
I7 -- we could probably activate about 60 trucks from a

18 county such as Chester, within that. county alone.

I9 And, of course, we would have other counties

20 involved in here, too.

21 We have about - PennDOT has about 2200

22 pieces of snow removal equipment statewide, and we also
|

23 supplement that force with rental agreements which are on

24
file in the individual counties and districts.

Ase Federal Reporters, Inc. s

25
Q I would like to know specifically for the Limerick
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I say that you could mobilize in a few hours, assuming

2 that several trucks are going to be out on the road

3.

for regular snow duties, if there were added vehicles

4 that could be concentrated in the Limerick area, if need be.

5 MR. RADER: I object to-the question-

6 as without foundation and vague.

7 JUDGE HOYT: Let's see if the witnesses can

8 answer, Mr. Rader.

9 WITNESS FARRELL: It is a little difficult to

10 answer, your Honor, because I think that the assumption

II
is that the trucks would be working in other areas on

12 normal snow removal operations. .
c'

(s! ,
-

13 Again, I repeat, if we were in an emergency
.

Id situation, we will do whatever we have to do as the

15 situation dictates. And we will take care of the roads

16
and routes that need taken care of first.

I7
| And if we have to switch our plans, we can do

i

18 that in a matter of seconds. We have that operational

I9
capability.

20 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

21 O Mr. Farrell, you mentioned the county as onem

22 of the agencies that you would be getting a call from.
>

23 Can it be possible that you would get calls from the i

24 municipalities?
Am Federal Coporters, Inc.

A I am not sure I understand that question.

i
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I
Q If a municipality needed snow removal and

2 would it be possible that you would get a call directly
7

J from that particular municipality, not just through the

4 county? Or would that automatically go through the county?

5 A Okay. I think you may be a little bit

6 confused. When I speak of " county," I am talking about

7 the PennDOT organization.

8 Our organization is set up by district, which

9 there are 11 districts'in the state. And each of those

10
districts has from three or four to as many as eight .

"
counties in a district.

I2() When the county forces, the PennDOT county .

t/ , .

I3
forces are under the direction of a county manager.

Id
And when I speak of county response, I may have confused

15
you a little there. I am sorry. I really mean department

,

!

16 Iresponse within that county.

I7 Now, if a municipality were to call us and
;

38
they had an emergency situation connected with Limerick

19
or anything else, why, certainly, within our means, we

20
_

would do whatever we could to alleviate that situation,
f

2In if it was necessary.
!

22
Q Have you seen a copy of the Chester, Montgomery,

'

|
23 or Berks County plans for Limerick? |
24

A Have I seen the county plans for Limerick?A.F.4.r i neponen, inc.

25
0 Yes. |
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I A No, I haven't.

2
Q Any of the municipal plans?

I) 3 A No.

4 Q Did you know that all of the townships except

5 one within the ten-mile emergency planning zone in

6 all three counties have listed PennDOT for either primary

7 or secondary resources for towing and snow removal in

8 an emergency?

9 MS. FERKIN: Objection. He said he hadn'tc

10 seen the plans.

MR. RADER: I object to it as without
,

12 foundation.,rq
13 JUDGE HOYT: I think both objections are taken

Id well, Miss Mulligan.

5 MS. MULLIGAN: Your Honor, if I could just

16 respond to the one. .. . . .

I7 JUDGE HOYT: Which one?

IO MS. MULLIGAN: The one by Miss Ferkin.

I' '

JUDGE HOYT: All right.

20 MS. MULLIGAN: This -- he could have knowledge
i

21 of both the towing and snow removal without having seen-

,

'- 22 the plans. He could have --

23 JUDGE HOYT: Ask that question then, Miss Mulligan.

24
And your objection, Mr. Rader, may very well

|Am Federst Reporters, Inc. '

25 be mooted by that ruling.
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I Proceed, please, Miss Mulligan.

2 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

'") 3 Q Do you know in how many townships or
La

4 municipalites that PennDOT would have primary or

5 secondary responsibility for snow removal in an emergency

6 at Limerick?

7 A No. I don't.

8 I really fail to seen the relevance of that.

9 JUDGE-HOYT: I appreciate the witness'

10 comment, but unfortunately it is my duty to tell you

II that unless there is a question pending, sir, you don't

127( have an input..

-( )
' 13''

Thank you.

Id BY MS. MULLIGAN:

IS
Q Would you be surprised if you found out that

i

16 PennDOT has the primary responsibility in all the !
I

I7 ) municipalities'in the EPZ except for one in an emergency?

18 MR. RADER: Objection. Lack of foundation.

JUDGE HOYT: Do you want to try again,

20 Miss Mulligan? i
i

2I MS. MULLIGAN: Maybe once more.

' 22 (Pause.)
I

23 I think I will withdraw the question. |
2# JUDGE HGYT: Very well.

Ace-Federj [eporters, Inc.

2 BY MS. MULLIGAN:
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I Q Mr. Farrell, turning to Section No. 5 of !

|
2 your testimony, if you will, it states, "Although '

{). 3 some municipalities do not possess snow clearance
,

4 equipment and capabilities, others do. We have on file

5 700 agreements with municipalities to maintain sections

6 of state road with municipal equipment for*a fee.

7 " Limerick Township is one of the townships

8 with snow equipment that has executed an agreement

9 with the department."

10 Have you seen a copy of this agreement?

II A No.

12 Q Are you familiar at all with its contentsq
V

13 in !. terms of if there is a written agreement, would you know

I4 that?

15 A I was informed of that by our agreements section.

16 Q Do you know if there are any other townships

I7 | within the emergency planning zone that would havea
,

18 similar type of agreement, even if you haven't seen them?

" A Not specifically.

20 Q Generally speaking?

21
. A Generally, I would suspect that there are. I

22 District 6 being the -- district 6 being
~

!23 the Limerick area, being one of the districts in i

24
the state that is the leader that has many municipal

w.F.e . n ori.e., inc.

25ND 15 agreements.

I
.
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Q Would you have any knowledge if there was a fee

2 involved tor the services that are talkec. about in that
3'"

'

statement?
m,

4 MR. RADER: Objection, irrelevant.

5 MS. MULLIGAN: It is mainly relevant, I think, if

6 it comes to private companies. Not so much directly with
7 PennDOT. But he does later talk about private companies.

8 MR. RADER: That is a ditferent question.

9 JUDGE HOYT: We will overrule your objection,

10 Mr. Rader.

'I
WITNESS FARRELL: Yes, there'is a fee involved.

12 There is a tee involved in every municipal agreement.-m
j

-

.
' 3 BY MS. MULLIGAN:.

Id 0 Can you tell me what kinds of problems you might

15 envision on nonstate roads for trying to remove snow in a

16 radiological emergency?

I7 A ~(Witness Farrell) I really wouldn't consider a 1

18 radiological emergency as far as snow clearing is concerned,

any different than any other snow emergency.

20 And we have nothing in our union agreement, or

21
,

any problems in directing state equipment onto nonstate

22x~ roads in an emergency situation.

23 I foresee no insurmountable problems. i,

24
O If there should be a traffic congestion in an.

Ace-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

25
evacuation, do you think this would affect the ability of
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Imm2 PennDOT to be able to remove snow?

A Certainly.

O 3V Q In hat way?

4 A Well, obviously, it there is a traffic congr.stion

5 it is possible~that our trucks could be involved in tne

0 congestion.

7 Q I would like to read you another statement from

8 your testimony under No. 5, Government Declared Emergency.

9 "Under this type of condition the Department

10 would-have blanket authorization to secure needed

I' manpower and equipment trom any practical source

12Q to keep the road system open." -

,

V k.

13 Can you define blanket authorization?

I4 A Blanket authorization would be a situation where

15 the Governor has made it known that the State and the Department

16 are in a state of emergency. And under these conditions --

I7 we had these before. We had one that I was involved in in

18 1976-77. We had severe winter weatner.

Ana by blanket authority, what we do in a situation

20 like that is tne PennDOT officials would have much broader
_

21
f- authorization to secure any available equipment. And we

d-)- 22 have actually approved agreements with phonecalls verbally

23 in situations like that, and took care of the paperwork and

.the necessary documentation after the emergency was -- after,, ,

conditions were a little better.
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Q The last part of that is " keep the road system

2 open."

3] Are you referring to towing in this instance?

4 A Towing -- the Department of Transportation is not

5 actually a towing-type organization. We have very little

6 tow equipment. When we have a vehicle that needs to be

7 towed, our primary method of accomplishing this is to go to

'8 the State Police who have agreements with local garages.

9 Now, there may be some counties who have agreements

10 also. I am really not sure about that. That would be at tne

II
deiscretion of the district.

12 But again, if we are talking about a Governor-

13 declared emergency situation and it was necessary for a county

Id organization to execute an agreement with a locai garage or
15 tow company in order to clear a road, and this was absolutely

16 necessary as far as the safety of the people are concerned,

I7 tney could do this.

18 0 Okay, Mr. Farrell. I hope you just keep to the

question, please. -

20 For a " keep the road system open," I asked you

2I about towing.
' ':)
V 22 What about snow removal? Is that what you meant

23 about " keep' the road system open" without you providing towing?

24
Is'that what you meant there?

Ase-Federal Meporters, Inc.

5
A You keep referring to " keep the road system open."

I
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mm41 That is one of our primary functions, of course, is the

2 tra'nsportation unit. And by " keeping the road system'open"
- /~}(_,. 3 primarily yes, we are talking about snow removal here.

4 Q Your next statement says:

5 " Sources include the National Guard, local

6 municipalities, contractors, equipment suppliers,

7 and other state agencies."

8 Did you know that according to PEMA, the National

9 Guard has neither resources for snow removal nor the responsi-
10 oility for it, according to the Commonwealth Disaster

II Operations Plan?

12 A I'know th~at the National Guard does not have primary(w)\s
13 '

responsibility. But, I suspect that, although I don' t have - ,
14 I haven't seen an indivicual listing of National Guard

15 equipment, I believe that they do have some heavy equipment
16 that would be of some benefit in a snow emergency.

17 For instance, front end loaders, tractor crawlers,

18 things of that sort.

19 Q Thank you.

20 Mr. Starasinic, I would like to ask you from page

21
f-) _ 1 -- not page 1, but number one of your testimony, you state:
-u.-

22
[ "There are no union contract problems with

23 assigning equipment operators or support personnel

24 to work on nonstate highways."
AcmJederal Reporters, Inc.

25 Does the contract language -- have you seen a copy

1

.- ~ . - . _
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m5 I or is there a contract?

2 A (Witness Starasinic) I am not exactly sure what you

3 are referring to.

4 0 I'm sorry, it is actually the second page of the

5 testimony, although it is not numbered that way, number one.

6 Maybe the question is better directed to Mr. Farrell?.

7 A (Witness Farrell) That was my testimony, right.

8 Q Excuse'me.

9 A yes. Th'ere are.no union contract problems with

10 assigning state equipment;to work on nonstate highways.

'
Q Couldyou tell me why that is?

I2 A Well, really --p
%) '

- -
. .

13 Q If I could rephrase that, it might make it easier.

I4 A I think I could answer it.

15 0 All right.

I6 A Our responsibility are state highways, okay. That

I7 is'what we work on.

18 Local hignways are the responsibility of the local

I'
municipalities.

20 Now, as far as insurance purposes or anything else

21 are concerned, we would have no problem working on a local
_ -(

22 highway. We could do that.
5-

23 Of course that is not'our mission. That is not

24
our job. No. In the event of an emergency situation, we could

,,

switch equipment from a state highway to a local highway. We

m _

. _ _ . _ _____
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**
I hcVe no insurance problems, union problems, or any kind of-

2 contractual difficulties with doing that, and we have done

3 it in the past.OV
4 Q Are there no union contracts with drivers that

.

5 would be driving vehicles in a snow?

6 A -Our operators are all union. . But, there are no

7 problems with the union contract as far as switching them

8 to work from a state road to a local' road.

9 Q Would there be any problems with drivers working
C

10 in a radiological situation?--

11 MS. FERKIN: I object.

. 0
12 LMS. MULLIGAN: -- to.the.best of_your: knowledge.

*
13

,
MS. FERKIN: Objection. Calls for speculation.~.

14 JUDGE HOYT: I think fromthe testimony we have
.

15 heard, the witness'is giving you the benefit of his knowledge.

16 And I think you.are now going beyond what he has.

17 MS. MULLIGAN: I was just asking to the best of his

18 knowledge. -

19 JUDGP, HOYT: The objection is sustained.
|

20 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

21 Q Do-you know,are drivers from PennDOT or other

/^h
(,) 22 private companies trained in the use of dosimetry or KI?

'
23 A (Witness Farrell) Would you repeat the question?

24 O Surely. Has there been any training for drivers
Ace-Federal Caporters, Inc.

25 if'they were to be driving in a radiological emergency?

, - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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I MR. RADER: I object to that as beyond the scope of

2 the admitted contention, which I believe relates to sufficient

3
( resources as opposed to any training concerns.

,

4
MS '.? MULLIGAN: I will rephrase it, your Honor.

5 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

0 Q The second page of your testimony, Mr. Farrell --

7 JUDGE. HOYT: Let's,see, Ms. Mulligan. 28B is the

8 contention. And your objection is what, Mr. Rader?

9 MR. RADER: My objection was that the question went

10 to' training 6f-drivers, whereas the contention by its very
.

11 terms is related to the sufficiency of resources available

12
'

to provide towing, gasoline and snow removal.
,

s
'

13 JUDGE HOYT: That's correct. Looking at the contention,;

1

I# Ms. Mulligan, the objection is sustained.

15 '

BY MS. MULLIGAN:

0
Q This question might best be directed to both of

I7 you, although I think it is -- I'm unclear.
t

18 Turning to page 2 of your testimony, under number 2,

'

it says:
|

'

20 "In order to. provide adequate. coverage for each

21

(
. county, it is common practice to sign private contractors

22 to snow clearance agreements."
L.

23 The question is., is it common practice to provide

24
. driving' equipment in a radiological event?w, , %

25
A (Witness Farrell) We have never had a radiological

L
_ _
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I event.
'

2 Q Woulu you con 3ider this within your scope of

3
f] responsibility?
v

4 A That's a difficult question for me to answer. Our

5 goal here, our mission, is to keep the highways clear of snow.

6 And we do this with' contractual equipment.

7 AnG the reason we do it is because it is a seasonal

8 operation. And to try to staff a county or a district with

9 enough trucks for snow removal operations wouldn' t be very

10 sound economical practice.

II Again, I don't consider a radiological disaster

12 any different than'any other type of disaster.
7 ,

U 13 The Department would respond in any disaster within

Id its means and capabilities. Now, there may be things which

15 come up in a radiological disaster that I can't foresee. I'm

16 .not saying certain things couldn't happen. But, I don't have

I7 sufficient knowledge to try to project that.

18 Q Mr. Farrell and Mr. Starasinic, have you had any

U training provided to you by anyone that would provide you-
,

20 -with more knowledge about what would happen'in a radiological

21 event if you had to remove snow or do towing?
rh .

22' MR. RADER: Objection. The same point. Training
,

23 is beyond the scope of the contention.

24 .MS. MULLIGAN: Your Honor, if they have no knowledge --
Ace-Federal Reporwrs, Inc.

25 I'm trying to find out if PennDOT is aware of the differences
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mm9 I between, say,what could possibly happen in a regular snow

2 removing situation, and one that could involve using dosimetry

/~N 3 or KI, or the need-to-know knowledge of that.
V

4 JUDGE HOYT: He just answered that, Ms. Mulligan. I

5 think I have heard pretty much two answers each time that you

6 come'into that area of examination.

7 I am going to suggest to you to go ahead to your

8 next area of inquiry.

9 MS. MULLIGAN: Could I ask Mr. Starasinic? I

10 didn't ask hear his response.

11 JUDGE HOYT: Then I will sustain the objection.

12 Thpt will move you along.
<~')

,

-

\'
| 13 BY MS. MULLIGAN: .

1

; 14 Q Do you know, are there any plans to survey-the

15 drivers in PennDOT that would have to provide services in a

16 . radiological emergency?

17 MR. RADER: Again I object. It is beyond the scope

18 o f the admitted contentions.

| 19 JUDGE HOYT: I believe', also, Ms.Mullig'an, he has

20 testified that they don't have that problem. So, let's go
.

21 ahead. It would serve your ' time better --
,,
,

\
22 MS. MULLIGAN: There doesn't seem to be any assurance~

.

23 that the drivers are aware of their possible role in a situation

24 like this.
Ace-Faded Reporters, Inc.
'

25 JUDGE HOYT: And we just don't have the witness that

_
_ __ _ _ __
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mml0 1 is going to answer any better than they already have,

2 Ms. Mulligan.

( ') 3 Let me see if I can' t urge' you to move ahead into

4 your next area of inquiry?

5 (Pause)

6 BY MS. MULLIGAN:

7 0 I believe it was you, Mr. Starasinic, in the third

_ 8 Page of your testimony, the last part of section 2, you

i
9 mentioned two types of agreements are executed.

10 I have just been corrected that it is Mr. Farrell.

11 Mr. Farrell, the second type refers to standby

12 emergency agreements for equipment usage.,_

( )
LJ

13 Are these ' agreement's in writing?

l-4 A (Witness Farrell) Yes, they are.

15 0 And these agreements include the use of drivers?

16 A Yes, they do.

17 Q And these agreements are union negotiated?

18 A Not necessarily. These agreements are with the

19 private sector. They are not Department equipment. They may

20 or may not be union. That has to do with the contractor or -

_

21 the owner of the equipment.

t :
''' 22 Q Do you have any assurance that these privately-

.

23 owned companies who are not under contract would provide

24 services in a radiological event where snowing and tow removal
Am-Feder;1 Reporters, Inc.

25 was needed -- correction on that word -- towing and snow
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mmll I removal.

2 A I thought we Just said that they are under contract.

([) 3 Q I'm sorry?

4 A These people are under contract.

5 O Did you not say that they are not necessarily

6 under. contract?

A No, I did not say that. I said we had three types7 '

8 of agreements.

9 To go back oveg this again, the first type of

10 agreement is the agreement which is a contract that we use

11 regularly in conjunction with state equipment.

12 The second type of agreement is a standby emergency
73(.)

13 agreement. This is an agreement, it is signed, it is

14 documented, but it is not used unless there is an emergency

15 situation.

16 The third type of agreement that we can use is not

17 on file, ad this is the type of agreement that we are empowered;
.?

18 to execute in the event that the Governor or the Secretary

, 19 of Transportation declares a statewide emergency. And this

20 is the type of thing that we can do. We have done it already

21 even on verbal authorization.
<x

-

( 'I 22 So, every agreement that we have on file, of course,'-

4

23 .has a contract for it. Now'these people are under contract

24 to provide these services.
AceJederal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q I had asked you betore about the maximum number of

__ _ . . -.
-
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Imm12 vehicles you could make available for snow removal.

2
I would like to ask you the same thing about

,-() towing, drivers anc vehicles. What would be the maximum

4 number of towing vehicles and drivers that you feel could be

5 sent into the emergency planning zone at one given time?

0 A I can't answer:that.

7 MS. MULLIGAN: Okay. No more questions.

8 Thank you.

9xxxx JUDGE HOYT: All right, Mr. Rader, you are next up;

BY MR. RADER:

11
Q Mr. Farrell, I ,believe in response to a question

12
(~] by Ms. Mulligan, you stated tnat-the first action .that would
v . .

13
be taken if you were called upon to respond, would be to deploy

I4
PennDOT equipment that was available from the county office.

I0
Is that correct?

0 A (Witness Farrell) That's correct.

I7
Q Now, I believe you mentioned Chester County.

I

18 Given the fact that'Berks County and Montgomery County

19
are also within the Limerick Emergency Planning Zone, would

20
those county offices similarly respond when reques ted?

2I A No, they would not.,

( )
v 22 And the reason that they would not is because,

.

23 although they are in close proximity, they are in a different

24 .

*
Ace-Federst Ceponers, Inc.

25
Q I'm sorry, sir. In close proximity to what?
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mm13 1 A Chester County. But they are in'a different district- .

' ~"~' '
2

Therefore, they are under different district, different

3
direct command.

km_)
4

0 Is it your understanding that the Limerick facility

5
is in Montgomery County?

A That's correct.
|

7
Q Under tnose circumstances, would the Montgomery

8 County Office respond at the same time Chester County would-,

' with material?

10 A Yes.

11
Q And would Berks County?

12
A Berks County is in District 5.

, ~ , .

'\ #' 13! Q I see.

14'
'

Now with respect to the function of clearing

15
roads in a snowstorm, is it your understanding that PennDOT

16
would be called upon to do that prior to the time an evacuation

i 17 .

| were commenced or ordered to commence?

18
A We work when it snows. We really -- if it snowed

|

19
we are out, depending on the weather forecast, We would be on

20
the road when it snows.

I

21 I don't know what else to say.

I'~) 22
\_/ Q With respect to the possible evacuation of the

> 23
Limerick Emergency Planning Zone at the time of an actual

! 24
E.pe n.,on.n, me, emergency if that were ordered by tne Governor, is it your

25
understanding that you would be called upon to clear the roads

-
. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ -
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Imml4 -from snow prior to the time the evacuation was actually

2 ordered by the Governor?

3.-

A . Well, certainly that would be the desirable '

4end T16 situation.
E

. 5
1

6

-7

8

1

9

10

*

11
,

12

' "
-

13 ,

-
i,.

15

' '

16

17

18

j ' 19 .

i

! 20

21

|. - '22

E

23
.

24
he-Feners n porwr., inc.

25

I
:

|
|

Li.
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I
O If that were the case, would you expect congestion

2

associated with an evacuation to interfere with your plowing
3('N

() of the roads?

4
A Not if we were given sufficient notification to

5
be on the road before an evacuation was ordered.

6
G Now you gentlemen attached certain provisions of

7
Annex E to your testimony, do you recall that?

8
A (Witness Starasinic) I do.

9

G If you would turn to page E-29 of Annex E which
10

you attached to your testimony, would you tell me whether
11

subsections (c) and . (d) of item 22 which is part of section
12

roman numeral seven (a) of the basic plan details the specifi.c-~
f

k- 13
responsibilities that you have for clearing roads and establish-

14

ing emergency fuel distribution points?
15

A Are.you referring to section 22.c and "d"?
16

0 That is correct, sir. Are those the appropriate
17

sections which detail your responsibilities with regard to
18

road clearance and emergency fuel distribution points?
19

A .That is correct.
20

g Do those provisions make any distinction between
21

state and non-state roads or do they encompass all main
I ,)
,

22
evacuation routes to your understanding?

,
"

23
A In case of an emergency, it would include all roads,

24
h_s.o.r.i n.,on.,,, ine. state and non-state roads.

L 25
g Is it also your understanding in carrying out the

|
- . _. ,_- . _ , . _ . - ,._.._ _ _. _- _ _ . _ .
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I assignments that are stated in the sections you just referenced

2 that personnel from PennDOT will be performing essentially the

{} same functions for which they have already been assigned with3

4 respect to non-radiological emergencies?

5 A I am sorry. Could you repeat that question?

6 0 Yes. Is there any distinction in the way you would

7 carry out those functions with regard to a radiological

8 or non-radiological emergency or would you be doing basically

9 the same job?e

10 A I think our men would be doing basically the same

11 job with possibly more intensity.
c

12 MR. RADER: I have no further questions._

\m/
13 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Mr. Hirsch.

14 MR. HIRSCH: FEMA has no cross, Your Honor.

15 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.' The staff?
16 MS. WRIGHT: May we have just a moment, Your Honor?

'

17 JUDGE HOYT: Certainly.

18 (Counsel for NRC conferring off the record.)

l9 MS. WRIGHT:' The staff has no questions, Your Honor.

20 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Redirect, Ms. Fer.'-in.

21 MS. FERKIN: I have just a brief question, Your Honor,

'

22 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
g.

XXXXXX 23 BY MS. FERKIN:

24 G Mr. Farrell, with regard to page four of your
' Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 testimony, subparagraph five . " Governor Declared Emergency. "

. - , - _ - . - - - . .-
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I A. (Witness reviewing document.)

2 g In such a situation where the department of

{ transportation was securing needed manpower and equipment3

4 to keep the roads open, would you expect to rely primarily
5 on th'e National Guard?

'6 A. (Witness Farrell) .No .

7 MS. FERKIN: I have no further questions. Thank you.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Dr. Co'le.

.XXXXXXX 9 BOARD EXAMINATION

10 BY JUDGE COLE:

'll G Just for clarification, gentlemen, I want.to make

'

- 12 sure'I understand something here. In the last part of your
: O. ;,.

[ 13 answer to question four which is on page four of your

14 testimony, the last part of that you are talking about your,

15 having over 700 agreements with municipalities to maintain-,

16 sect' ions of state road with municip~al equipment for a fee.

17 Then the last sentence, " Limerick Township is one
.

18 of the townships with snow equipment that has executed an

19 agreement with the Department." Does that mean that during a

20 snowstorm'that PennDot would not plan on sending any equipment
+

.

-21 into Limerick Township because Limerick Township is then-

:O.
"

22 representing PennDot in keeping those roads clear? Is that

23 what that means?

24
(Amp-FederJ- Reporters. Inc.A. (Witness Farrell) You are awfully close. The way
'

25'

the municipal agreements work is what we basically do is we

?

L
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|
1

.

I try to keep department equipment on'the major roads, the

2 interstates and the traffic routes. Now if there is a state
~

3('_)' road located within a municipality and it is kind of a minor

4 road with less traffic and it is located right in that

5 municipal area, we will try to enter into an agreement

0 with that particular municipality to take care of that section

7 of road for us. They.do that for a set fee.

8 Under normal conditions then, we stay off that

9 road. That is their responsibility for the remainder of the

10 snow season but it could be possible, of course, the township

II is a pretty big place. Now there could be roads in a township
.

12 where certain sections of secondary roads are under agreement-

13 with the township and other roads which would be primary roads

14 located within the same township and would be serviced by

15 department equipment.

16 Now these municipal agreements, again in an emergency

17 situation, I wouldn't think that that situation could be

18 altered quite readily. It is more or_less a convenience thing

19 for the department and it helps local people get serviced

20 faster. That is basically what it is.
_

21 G I can understand the conveniences of arrangements
| n

! >!
L

'

22 like that. So what it might mean is that Limerick Township
'

L

23
, would have an agreement to take care of not necessarily all of

f

24 the state roads in Limerick Township, but for several small
Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

,

' 25 sections of roads in various parts of the township?
!

_ . _. . . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ , _ -
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''

'l A Right. We have agreements where townships take

2 care of all of the roads within a township and we have

- 3 agreements where as you stated they take care of certain
.

4 segments.

5 JUDGE COLE: Thank you, sir.

6 JUDGE HOYT: Dr. Harbour has no question 3. I have

7 no questions. The panel is excused. Thank you gentlemen for

8 'your attendance and for your participation in these

9 proceedings.

'10 (Witnesses excused.)
II JUDGE HOYT: Does that complete the Commonwealth's

12 case, Ms. Ferkin?
*

*
.

13 MS. FERKIN: Yes, it does, Your Honor.'

14 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. We will take a very, very

15 brief recess and return to begin with the FEMA Panel.

.XXXXXXX 16 (Whereupon,-a short recess was taken.)

17 JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order. Let

:18 the record - reflect that all the parties to the hearing'who
91 were present when the hearing recessed are again present. I

20 believe we have completed the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's

'21 case and' we can begin with the Federal Emergency. Management
'

22 Agency's case now.

"
23 Mr. Hirsch, you have called two witnesses. I will3

24
| swear them at this time.
Ass-Feeler .3 Reporters, Inc.

25 Whereupon,
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1

JAMES R. ASHER
2

and
3

. df.~ . . RICHARD Z. KINARD,,

4
were called as witnesses on behalf of the Federal Emergency

5
Management Agency, were first duly sworn, were examined and

6
testified as follows:

'7
MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, as a preliminary matter

8
I would like to note that when the FEMA pre-filed tes timony

9
on the initially admitted contentions which were originally

-10
filed in early Novcmber we included not only the professional

11 '

. qualification statements of the two witnesses who are..here

12
today but also of Mr. Joseph Keller who is a EEMA consultant.

U~
13 .

*

Mr. Keller is not able to be with us today and Mr. Asher and
^

14

Mr. Kinard will be able to handle the FEMA testimony on their
15

own.
16

JUDGE HOYT: I think that is + '.e thing that concerned

17
.us . We were seeing two witnesses and we knew that there had been

18
a third that had participated. I think that is probably what

19
.had concerned us mostly, Mr. Hirsch, and that explains it.

20
_

If you will.begin, Mr. Hirsch.

21 <

g DIRECT EXAMINATION
U 22
XXXXX BY MR. HIRSCH:

23
Q. Gentlemen, I wonder if you could identify yourselves

24
w.pe non.,,, ine, for.the record.
i 25

A. (Witness Asher) My name is James R. Asher.

'

.

hm.
_ _ _ _ _
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I g Mr. Asher, what is your position?
-

2 A I am the chief of the technological hazards branch.

3y in the natural and technological hazards division of FEMA's
C

4 regional office, region III.

5 G Mr. Kinard, would you identify yourself please?

6 A (Witness Kinard) My name is Richard Z. Kinard.

7 I am an emergency management specialist with FEMA Region III.

8 G Do you gentlemen have before you three documents,

9 the first of which is entitled, " Federal Emergency Management

10 Agency's Pre-filed testimony on Admitted Off-site emergency
Il planning contentions" and the second of which is entitled,

I2 " Federal Emergenc3| Management Agency's testimony on admitted
',;

\/ 13 portions of deferred contentions of Limerick Ecology Action"

Id and the third of which is entitled, " Update to Federal

15 Emergency Management Agency's pre-filed testimony on the

16 admitted contentions of Limerick Ecology Action?"

17 A (Witness Kinard) Yes.

18 A (Witness Asher) Yes.
.

19 0 Did you two gentlemen prepa.re these documents?

20 A (Witness Kinard) Yes.

21 A (Witness Asher) Yes.
,.

,

! ,_) 22 g Are these three documents your testimony in this

23 proceeding?

24 A (Witness Kinard) Yes.
Ace. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 'A (Witness Asher) Yes.
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I Q Mr. Kinard, do you have any corrections to make to
*

2 any of these three documents?

3 A (Witness Kinard) Yes, I do. I have some
'

4 typographical changes that I would like to make first and then

5 some factual additions to the testimony if I could start as

n I say with the typographical changes. If you would refer to

7 answer five to LEA-11.

8 MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, if I could interject

9 for just a moment. We failed to number the pages in these -

10 documents.- I think Mr. Kinard is prepared to describe

Il precisely.where the corrections are going to be made but-

12 there won't be page numbers he will be refe' ring to.r,

,

s/ 13 JUDGE HOYT: Very.well.
'

,

14 WITNESS KINARD: The second line in answer five,

15 the third word inside the parenthesis should be " dealing,"
16 D-E-A-L-I-N-G.

17 Question two to LEA contention 14(b) -- excuse me,

18 ~ answer two, we have labelled it answer D(b). The second

19 line should read "the model training plans for school bus

20 'dr'-srs and teachers, T-E-A-C-H-E-R-S.

21 JUDGE COLE: I am sorry. I haven't found that yet.

22
,

Did you say D(b)?

*
23 . WITNESS KINDARD: Yes, answer two to answer D(b),

24 the second line close to the right hand margin, it should be
4 -F.sws c.ponm, Inc.

25 " teachers" with an "a."

-
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1 JUDGE COLE: Did you number these pages?

2 JUDGE HOYT: They are not numbered.

3 WITNESS KINARD: I numbered them myself afterwards,

4 yes.

5 JUDGE COLE: Is it page 23 then?

6 WITNESS KINARD: Page 22 is what I have.

7 JUDGE COLE: All right. Thank you.

8 WITNESS KINARD: Answer G to LEA-24/ FOE-1 which

9 I have as page 33, the fourth line, the second word should

10 be " affect" with an "a."
II BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)

-12 G Mr. Kinard, is that on the second page of answer G?
'

.

-
.

13 1 A (Witness Kinard) Yes, it is,
.

14 The following page answer H, LEA-26, the last

15 paragraph on that page, second line the word " appropriate"
16 has been misspelled. There wculd be a "p" added to it.

17 Answer two to LEA-26 which I have as page 36, the

18 fifth line, the word " organizations" hasLbeen misspelled.
19 That completes the typographical corrections for

20 the pre-filed testimony. There are a couple of corrections

21 in the test'imony on the admitted portions of the deferred

(~'l
\

\. 22 contentions.

23 im. HIRSCH: Before you go into those, Mr. Kinard,

24 I wonder if I could note for the record, Your Honor, FEMA has
Am-Faderal Reporters, Inc.

25 as you know filed an updated statement of its testimny.

_- __
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1 JUDGE HOYT: Yes.

2 MR. HIRSCH: Since that was filed late last week

{ or early this week, Mr. Kinard and Mr. Asher have been in3

4 attendance at the hearings and there are several aubsequent

5 substantive updates which Mr. Kinard is going to read to us

6 now but we were not able to have those typed out in advance

7 of the testimony today.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. In the event that the

9 parties have some difficulty with this, do you have a copy

10 of that here in the hearing room?

11 MR. HIRSCH: I am sure we could arrange that if
,

12 there is any difficulty. I hope there won't be.
m

L
('~'

.

13 - JUDGE HOYT: All right. Mr. Conner.

i

-14 MR. CONNER: If the Board please, while there is a
i

15 pause before we leave this admitted contentions testimony

16 I would like to note that I would like an , opportunity for a

17 couple of voir dire questions at some appropriate time.

18 JUDGE HOYT: Let's get all these corrections in,

19 Mr.~ Conner, and go completely through that because I think

20 the staff may have some desire for some voir dire as well.

21 At least their cross-examination plan has so alerted us to that.
p
\ -

22 Let's have those additional and substantial corrections. I
'

L
'

23 believe you have labelled them " substantial," Mr. Hirsch, read

| 24 into the record at this point.
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

| 25 WITNESS KINARD: Answer nine to LEA-ll which I have

o
t_
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I
as page five currently reads "not to FEMA's knowledge." We

2
would like to strike that statement and substitute " Based

{ on Mr. Campbell's testimony we understand that~Chester County

4 has obtained six such letters of agreement."

5 JUDGE COLE: I am sorry. I didn't hear that.

0 JUDGE HOYT: Six such letters of agreement.

7 JUDGE COLE: I' haven't found the page yet.

8 Would you give' me the reference again?

9 WITNESS KINARD: It is page five, answer nine to

L.EA-ll.
11

MR. HIRSCH: That is the very end of LEA-ll.
.

s
.

JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch; I am watching the witness ".

13 .over here and it looks like'these might be extensive corrections.

I4 Am I correct in that assumption?

15 MR. HIRSCH: I don't believe so. I guess it depends

6 on how you define extensive. I think they all relate to either

I7 the letters of agreement in Mr. Campbell's testimony and the

18 model training plans. When FEMA originally submitted its

19
pre-filed testimony, we had not had an opportunity to review

20 the model training plans. At this time we have and there are

21 a couple of corrections to be made along those lines.
-( /,_)

22~

JUDGE HOYT: I wonder if we could do this off the
-

,

23-

record and not burden the record with this kind of correction.
|

24 I
Then we could read the entire list very rapidly into the '

4 4 .s m e n.porw n,inc.

25
record after the corrections have been made by all the parties.

|

|
.

_
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I MR. HIRSCH: That would be fine with me.

2 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. We will go off the record
er

3() momentarily while counsel and representatives have an opportunity
_

4 to examine these corrections,

f (Discussion off the record.)
6 JUDGE HOYT: Back on the record. During the. period

7 that' the hearing was off the record there were a number of

8 changes to the testimony of the witnesses which have been

9 incorporated in the copies distributed to counsel and the

10 corrections made available on those copies submitted by

II FEMA for this record.

12 Mr. Hirsch,.you have incorporated those changes0, -

13 into the copies which will be given to .the reporter?

14 -;MR. HIRSCH: Yes, I have, Your Honor. If I may ask

15 Mr. Kinard if he feels that there was another correction at

16 tne last sentence of LEA-1 on the deferred contentions.

I7 JUDGE HOYT: On the deferred contentions, what.is

18 tne page, please?

I9 '

MR. HIRSCH: Why don't we number it pabe three on

'20
_

the' deferred contentions.
. -

21 JUDGE HOYT: All right.

22 WITNESS KINARD: Before I could address-that, there
s

23 was one typographical error on the first page under LEA-11

24 answer, the seventh line of that answer all the way over to the
Aco-Federal Repo,wes, Inc.

25 right hand column you currently see the word "on." That should
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I- be the word "an," A-N.

2 JUDGE HOYT: Do you have any others, Mr. Hirsch? ,

3 MR. HIRSCH: No. I believe that there is a substan-7-'

(_
4 tive change at the last sentence of the answer to LEA-1.

'5 WITNESS KINARD: On page three, yes, we have a

6 small change to the last sentence. Currently the sentence

7 reads, " FEMA observed these jurisdi~ctions and will provide a
'1

8 report on the results of the exercise as soon as feasible."

9 Everything after'the word "and" should be stricken and-

10 substitution made "as provided a copy of the report."

11 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Now with those changes

12 do we hape them all in?
,

,, .

\- 13 MR. HIRSCH: Yps.

14 JUDGE HOYT: All right.

15 MR. CONNER: For identification purposes only,

16 could we note that as presumably the report dated December 7,

17 1984.

18 WITNESS KINARD: That is correct.

19 MR. HIRSCH: YEs.

20 MR. CONNER: All right.

21 JUDGE HOYT:. Very well. All right, Mr. Hirsch.

(")N '\,. 22 BY MR. HIRSCH: (Resuming)
L

23 G Mr.'Kinard and Mr. Asher, did you prepare the ,

,

'
24

.
statements of your professional qualifications which are

Am Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 attached to your testimony?

_ _. ._
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l A (Witness Asher) Y'es.

'2 A (Witness Kinard) Yes.

3 G Are these statements of professional qualifications

4 accurate?

5 A (Witness Asher) Yes.

6 A (Witness Kinard) Yes.

7 MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, I had previously marked

8 for identification purposes as FEMA exhibits four and five

9 respectively the FEMA reports relating to the July 25th, 1984
10 exercise and the November 20, 1984 exercise. I would like to

11 ask Mr. Kinard and Mr. Asher.whether they were involved in
,

12 the preparation of those two reports?

iO' ~ 13 ITNESS ASHER: Yes.
*

14 WITNESS KINARD: Yes.

15 BY MR. HIRSCH: .(Resuming)

16 G I would like to ask both of you as well if you

17 were involved in the preparation of two documents, the first

| - 18 of which is entitled " Informal Evaluation of the Off-site
19 Radiological Emergency Response Plans Site Specific to the

20 Limerick Generating Station" which document is dated April 27,
_

21 1984 and which is referred to in your answer A to LEA-ll?
r~

k.)s 22 A (Witness Asher) Yes.

: 23 A (Witness Kinard) Yes.
.

|Asm-FederJ floporters, Inc.
24 0 Secondly I would like to ask both of you if you were

,

25 involved in the preparation of a-document dated April 17, 1984
,

y a- -e- -

- - . , . - ,- - - - - --,_-:-,,-w, ,. v- ,_ , - e-4->-,, -- - , - - - - - - e-
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and entitled " Federal Emergency Management Agency Region III"

2 Interim Findings on the Off-Site Radiological Emergency
3 Response Plans for the Limerick Generating Station" and,_

O
4 which document is referred to also in your answer A to

5 LEA-ll?

6 A (Witness Asher) Yes.

7 A (Witness Kinard) Yes.

8 MR. HIRSCH: Ycur Honor, I have distributed copies

9 of those reports to all the parties here today and I would
c

10 like to mark for identification purposes the informal

Il evaluation document as FEMA Exhibit E-6 and the interim findings
c

12 document as FEMA Exhibit E-7.

k 13 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. The documents described by

14 counsel will be marked as FEMA Exhibit E-6 and E-7 for
15 identification.

16 (The documents referred to were

17 marked FEMA Exhibit Nos. E-6

18 and E-7, respectively, for

XXXXXXX 19 identification.)

20 MR. HIRSCH: Finally I would like to note that in

|
21 the course of Mr. Kinard's and Mr. Asher's testimony there

() 22 are references to two additional documents, both of which

23 nave already been marked as exhibits and both of which I believe

24 are in evidence. The first is LEA-37 and the second is
Aar. Federal Reporters, Inc. *

25 LEA-53. I will not be introducing those as exhibits through

.
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I the FEMA panel because they are already in..

2 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. They have copies of thoce?

3 MR. HIRSCH: Yes.
-

\J 4 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Is dhat it, Mr. Hirsch?

5 Do you have anything else?

6 MR. HIRSCH: Those are the only exhibits we would

7 have for these two people. At this time I would like to

8 move for the admission of their testimony and the exhibits

9 numbered FEMA E-4, E-5, E-6, E-7 and actually I just thought

10 of an eighth. The eighth is an attachment to the updated
.

II FEMA testimony which the two witnesses have already identified
12 and it is a January 8, 1985 letter from Paul Giordano, the

~
.

('. N 13 rpgional director of FEMA here in' Philadelphia |to John L.
14 7atten.

END#17 15

16
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I

18

19

20

21

(m 22
~

LJ' .

23

.

24
Am-Federst Caporters, Inc.

25

,
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I JUDGE HOYT: Very well. That document will

2 be marked as FEMA Exhibit 8 for identification. |

~ 3r ') MR. HIRSCH: I apologize. itis was an
s.>

4 oversight on my part. Along those lines, on the first

5 page of the updated FEMA testimony, there is a

0 reference to a FEMA exhibit and a blank after it.

7 That reference is to that January 8 letter

8 which is attached to that document, and I would suggest

9 that we just put in the No. 8 where the blank is located.

10 JUDGE HOYT: All right. If all the counsel can

"
find that on their copies. Point it out to counsel.

I2
_

MR. CONNER: Are.we discussing the January 8, 1985,x
( )
'/ 13 letter from Mr. Giordano to Mr. Patten?

I4 MR. HIRSCH : Yes.

15 JUDGE HOYT: That is the one that he has
;

16 Iidentified. It has been assigned an identification of

I7 FEMA Exhibit E-8. Mr. Conner, it is also cited in the
i

|
I8 text of the FEMA testimony where there is a blank. The

figure 8 should be put therein.

20 (The document referred to
21 was marked FEMA Exhibit No. E-8

22X XX for identification.)

23 MR. HIRSCH: At this time I would like to move

24
for the admission into evidence of the witnesses' three

Am-Federal Ceporters, Inc.

25
separate prefiled statements -- prefiled testimony

_
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I statements and the exhibits, FEMA E-4 through E-8.

2 JUDGE HOYT: All right.

3
(vq Prior to doing that, I believe there had been

4 some indication that voir dire was requested by Mr. Conner.

5 Mr. Hassell, do you wish to have any voir dire?

0 MR. HASSELL: None at this time. Given some

7 of the revisions, I prefer to just go through some of

8 the examination.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

10 '

Mr. Conner?

MR. CONNER: I assume that Mr. Hirsch's offer

-
12 of these documents in evidence would be only to the

O. ~

13 extent the data contained therein applies to contentions'
Id in this proceeding, because obviously in most of the

15 exhibits there~is material which does not apply to

16 contentions in this proceeding.

I7 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch?

18 MR. HIRSCH: That was my intention.

| JUDGE HOYT: With'that understanding of the
:

20 exhibits, Mr. Conner.
}

21 MR. CONNER: Then I would like to ask a couple
(3( .22 areas of voir dire on the admitted offsite emergency

.

23 planning contentions on the prefiled testimony.

24
. - I will address the questions to the panel.
' Ace Feder*J Reporters, Inc.

254

I am not quite sure -- Mr. Kinard was answering many of the

u_
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I questions on the corrections. So whoever wishes to answer,

2 please do so.

3
X. g XKX VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

4 BY MR. CONNER:

5 0 Gentlemen, you stated that you prepared this

0 testimony, is that correct?

7 A (Witness Asher) Yes.

8 Q As I understand the format, you turned each

'

9 ' LEA contention into a question which was what begins

10 each section of the answer; is that correct?

11
A (Witness Kinard) Yes, it is.

12
Q Then for the answer to the question, you have, ,

( \
*.

' ' ' ' 13 stated the -- certainly in A, the basis for your answer

Id as coming from NUREG 0654 and from 10 CFR 5047.
,

15 Is that all that was intended by the so-called

16 answers in the letter designated answers?

I7 A Answer A, as an example, is attempting
I

I8 to totally address the issues raised in the general
!

'9'
contention raised by LEA.

20 As an example, on page 3, question 1 was an

2 attempt to turn into a question the specifications
,-

22'

within the overall contention as filed by LEA and then-

.

23 answered as answer 1.

24
Q Mr. Kinard, if you will, stick with me on the

Am-Feder:) Reporters, Inc.

25 letter designation before we get to the numerical designations,t
|

_
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I will you, please?

2 Do I understand that the answer A, for example,

3
(-] as with all of the other letter answers as distinguished
V

4 from the numerical answers are intended to relate to the
5 standard that you applied and then, say, a general
6 response and that the numerical questions and arswers

7 are intended to be more specific?

8 A Yes, that'is correct.

! Q And who framed the questions for the nume' icalr

10 answers?
,

II A I did.
<

I2 MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, if it would help,

' 's 13
'

clarify things, I believe that.the numbered questions with

Id respect to all of the admitted contentions relate to

-15 the subitems that LEA had proposed to the Board in

16
September -- in their September 6, 1984 filing.

I7 When the Board ruled on the admissibility of those
:

I8 -- of the overall contentions and the subitems, they
i

' admitted some of the subitems and did not admit other of
20 the' subitems.

21 My understanding is that the numbered questions

e 22 and answers relate to the numbered specifications from
_

23 the September 6, 1984 LEA filing.

#'

MR. CONNER: This is exactly the point I
| Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
was getting at, one of the two points I am getting at.

o
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1 The premises in some of these questions then

2 were those suggested by LEA and not by somebody in FEMA
. 3 who phrased them.

4 BY MR. CONNER:

5 - that how the testimony was prepared?g 13

6 A Yes. That is correct.

7 MR. CONNER: In other words, when this is on-

8 appeal,.this may be a basis of some assumption that was

8 intended by FEMA which may or may not have been

10 intended by FEMA.

II But as long'as the record is clear that this

o .

12
was an attempt to respond to the assumptions made by.

13 LEA, I think-the questions -- the nature of the questions

14 fall into context.

3. JUDGE HOYT: . Yes.- I understand what you are

.16 .doing, Mr. Conner. I think that is clearly what the

I7 ' witnesses.-have testified to and the representation that

.18 counsel has made here today.

MR. CONNER: That. satisfies my first point.

20 BY MR. CONNER:

21
Q The second point, gentlemen, would relate to --

22 question C, for example, on page 14 and unlike the first --
-

23 unlike A and B, the answer C starts out with the-

#". .- - statement that-there is no planning standard in NUREG 0654
4 -Fenerse n.porwes, inc.

25 or' in 10 CFR ~ 5047. And you then go on, the rest of that page.

_ ., - . . _ - . _ _ - . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ , _ . . _ . _ _ , _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ . . _ _ . . . - . . . _ _ . _ , . - . . .
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I don't want to get into anything substantive. I merely
,

|
2 want to know how you determined the basis for the

3 policy expressed there.g
(

4 MR. HIRSCH: It strikes me, your Honor, that that

5 might be something more appropriately left for cross-

6 examination. -

7 MR. CONNER: As I say --

8 JUDGE HOYT: I think, Mr. Hirsch, that it

9 may put the testimony in the appropriate frame; I can

10 understand what Mr. Conner is doing at this time.

11
I think we will permit him to go ahead with

12 this type of approach to the problem because I can see
-

,

13 that he has one. If we don't get some sort of correction - *

I#
and it will frame the testimony the same for all counsel

15
who cross-examine.

16 MR. HIRSCH: Very well. Just so long as the

I7 witnesses are aware of what it is -- understand the

18 question they are getting from Mr. Conner.

JUDGE HOYT: Well, I-would think, Mr. Hirsch,

O that you would protect that interest and that you have just

21 done so.

b,) 22 MR. HIRSCH: That is what I was trying to do.

3 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Conner, go ahead.

~

BY MR. CONNER:
Am-Federal Coporters, Inc.

25
0 I would just ask Mr. Kinard if he is going to

.
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I answer, if he understands my question.

2 A Could you repeat your question, please?

3 Q Yes.

4 Noting that for the answer C on page 14 you

5 specified.that there is no planning standard in NUREG 0654

6 or in 10 CFR 5047, you then go on to make certain

7 basic -- lay down criteria for what follows.

8 I am asking you what the basis for that was.

9 A The basis is my understanding and interpretation

10 of NUREG 0654 as a professional who has worked with

11
the document for approximately four years.

12
Q Would that be true then for all.of the other,

,

~ I3
I

alphabetically-described answers.in this testimony?;

I# A I believe so, yes.

- Q On this one point, in the second sentence of

6
answer C, you say, "The Board has determined there is

I7 no requirement,"'et cetera.

18 Are you referring to the Licensing Board

19 in this case or some other board?
20 A I-was referring to the Licensing Board.

-

2I MR. CONNER: I think that is all I want to do

y}t'
22

on.voir dire.
C

23 JUDGE HOYT: All right.

24
Any other counsel wish to have the witnessesu-rei rm, W.

25
on voir dire before we begin the cross?

!
'

__
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I (No response.),-

2 Very well.

3 Did you wish to have some voir dire,
j

Od 4 Miss.Zitzer?

5 MS. ZITZER: No.

0 JUDGE HOYT: Oh, I'm sorry. I misunderstood

7 you.

8 MR. ANTHONY: Judge Hoyt, I just have a smal.1

9 question. There is no date on my testimony,

10 MR. HIRSCH: The original testimony was

II dated November 2, 1984.

12 MR. ANTHONY: Thank you.
,

N 13

(Q JUDGE HOYT: Are we finished with the voir dire

Id . then?' .

15 All right. You have moved the testimony-

16
and exhibits into evidence. Do we have any objections?

I7 MR. CONNER: Subject to th.4 limitation
.

*

18 described and subject to any possible motion to strike,
.

I'
depending on the cross-examination, we have no objection.

20 MR. HASSELL: Staff has no objection subject

- 21 to their coming in with the limitation about the

22p. information related to the admitted contentions.
U

23
. JUDGE HOYT: Yes.

24
#; Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

MS. ZITZER: No, I don't. I just want

. -- . -
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'I to make sure that the reference Mr. Hassell just made.

2 refers to the deferred contentions as well. I assume

3 |he meant that to be included.
- 4

'

I just wanted to make that clear.

5 JUDGE HOYT: Yes, that is my understanding.

6 Mr. Hassell, is that correct?,

7 MR. HASSELL: Yes. That was the limitation

8 I understood.
,

9 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Ferkin for the Commonwealth?,

10 MS. FERKIN:. Commonwealth has no objections.

II JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

12 Then the' testimony will be received into

13
~

j. eviden'ce and bound 3.nto the transc'ript at this point. -

I4XXXXXX (INSERT)
,

15

16

17
!

18
,

19

-20

.' 21

- '22

H 23

24;

' Ass-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25

Li.__ .1. _
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UNITED STATES OF M4 ERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY )
(Limerick Generating Station. ) Docket Nos. 50-352

Units 1 and 2 ) 50-353 "

.

.

O- ' UPDATE TO THE FEDERAL. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY'S
'

PRE-FILED TESTIMONY ON THE ADMITTED CONTENTIONS OF
-

LIMERICK ECOLOGY ACTION

This information is divided into two parts:

I. Revisions to the pr'e-filed testimony as a result
of recent reviews of plans or exercises.

II. Comments regarding the limited appearance sessions.

.

.

.
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Training Classes (LEA-14) M.4.-- ((.f.Tp,
FEMA Region III has not, as of this date, attended any training classes I

offered by Energy Consultants, Inc.

O we have. aowever. 6eea Provided copies of the iessoa Piaas for various
audiences affected by the Limerick Generating Station EPZ. These include:

Agricultural Community - 3 hours
School Officials - 2 hours
School Teachers and Staff - 2 hours
Bus Drivers - 2 hours

The Region has reviewed the lesson plans and has found them to be, for the
most part, comprehensive in nature. There are certain minor revisions that
we might suggest in some instances but, on the whole, we feel that the
lesson plans adequately cover the various aspects of a nuclear power plant
emergency and response.

The plans need to be made more consistent in certain instances, specifically
the discussion on biological effects of radiation and the susceptability of
children to radiation in the various school-oriented training modules.

School District Emergency Planning (LEA-12)
.

O .
As stated in FEMA's . pre-filed testimony on LEA-12, Question 5, "because of '

-

our coacera over the iack of co-plete planning for school children and the' -

fact that the July 25 exercise took place during the summer FEMA
highlighted the need for some type of demonstration of school district
evacuation plans". At the time that the pre-filed testimony was delivered,
we stated that FEMA "made arrangements with PEMA to hold such a drill on
November 20, 1984".

Several days prior to the exercise FEMA was informed by PEMA that the
participation of the school districts in the November 20, 1984 Supplemental
Exercise would not be of a scale originally anticipated. Our office was
informed that certain school officials would be available to discuss their
radiological emergency response plans with observers. FEMA decided not to
send observers to the various participating school districts.

In a letter dated January 8,1985 to John Patten. Director, Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency, FEMA provided an update to the Commonwealth on
the current status of the Category "A" Deficiencies identified as a result
of the July 25, 1984 Limerick exercise along with a copy of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency's Exercise Evaluation Report on the November 20,
1984 Limerick exercise (copies attached, FEMA Exhibit 9 In paragraph four
of that letter FEMA requested a " meaningful demonstratTon).'

(\ of the various -
school districts' capabilities to evacuation their students". FEMA is
awaiting a response from the Commonwealth.

/-

__
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Radiological Emergency Response Plan for Day Care Centers. Home or Nursery
. Schools (LEA-13)

FEMA has reviewed the above-referenced "model" document and has found it
O. adequate for purposes of responding to an incident at the Limerick

- Generating Station. !

November 20, 1984 Limerick Supplemental Exercise - Bucks County Performance
'

(LEA-3)

Bucks County established a reception center and mass care center,
coordinated through the County EOC during the November 20, 1984 Supplemental
Exercise. The FEMA Exercise Evaluation Report, dated December 7,1984
reflects the fact that Bucks County displayed its support capabilities for
Montgomery County in an adequate manner.

.
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'
Mr. John L. Patten. Director - ' ' ~

|
*

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency .
-

;

Post Office Box 3321 :.

Harrisburg. Pennsylvania 17105
| . ,

Dear Mr. *atten:'

.

Enclosed you will find two (2) copies of the Federal Faergency Management
Agency's Exercise Evaluation Report fcr the radiological emergency response -

exercise held on November 20, 1984 involving municipalities within the
plune exposure zone of the Limerick Generating Station. The report contains

b fourteen (14) deficiencies (including one (1) Category "A") and eight (8)
$ recommendations.

. We request that you submit a schedule of the proposed' corrective actions and
dates for completion of those actions within thirty (30) calendar days of

^

the rec':1pt of this letter.
.

* * *

'

| Regarding the Category "A" deficiencies identiffed as a result of the
I July 25. 1984 Limerick exercise, there are certain items that need to be

addressed through some form of remedial exercisa. Category "A" Deficiencies .
"

: #1 and #3 we would expect to be accomplished through the planning process.
! 1.e., through providing the necessary staff or the necessary radiological -

exposure control equipment. Category "A" Deficiency f5 has been resolved
. with the exception of South Coventry Township. - . .

,

/ Category "A" Deficiencies #2 and #4 remain unresolved. Concerning the
former. FEMA would like to see a tabletop exercise similar, to that recently
held in Dauphin County. in order to test the simulated evacuation of the
State institution. Graterford. We would also like to see a meaningful
demonstration of the various school districts' capabilities to evacuate
their students. In addition, a remedial exercise is needed to resolve the

,

alert and notification problems highlighted under Category "A" Deficiency f4.
t

|. If we can be of any assistance, or if you have any questions, please do not
L. hesitate to contact me.

6. " .' . e v .' , ...E.. .[, .

. . /_
i Sincerely. ; .,' . '

.

. , . c . _s' w- w,n . ... ..
'p. . . . . . . . . . _ .

~.e . .,
.

I 4 tPaul P. fordano .

~

concunaeace(~̂ncuaar% ^ h d D eta'aAEe . coucuanence co~cuansuceon =*ron
*

JAsher Pierson THardy ; .m_u...__

hl [n' ~rfl{[(, h Eq h @t FPA MNa F -

a

D* 1-8-tS /- f-Kd / ~ 7-r #

"' "
| NTH /RKinard/jj/1781/1-8-85/wp

. . . - . - . . . .- . .. ..-.na .. . . . . . . . .
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>~ As noted on page 12,527 of the limited appearance transcript of Thursday,
November 15, 1984, pursuant to the Board's request, copies of the ~|
transcripts of the November 15 and 16 limited appearance sessions were ;

provided to FEMA. This information, along with the fact that FEMA was in
attendance at the limited appearance held on Thursday, December 13, 1984,

p was to serve as the basis of the FEMA review in order to be prepared to
\ address the concerns raised during the sessions as they related to the

contentions admitted to these proceedings.
,

FEMA has spent several hours reviewing the applicable transcripts and has
categorized certain issues as they relate to the admitted contentions.

Items that were raised during the limited appearance sessions included:

Inadequate bus resources to evacuate school children in the Perkiomen
Valley School District, the activation of the Montgomery County E0C,
and sheltering being an unacceptable option in her children's school -
pp.12,407,12,412 and 12,415 Karen Nostadt (LEA-11,12, 26).

Concerns with the evacuation of individuals from Camp Hill Village -
p.12,426 Ms. Zipperlen (LEA-27).

The evacuation of dairy herds in Chester County, p.12,464, Mrs. Hoover
(LEA-22).

Presumption that teachers will remain with their students is
q incorrect. Teachers are not familiar with the plans, p.12,546, Gloria

V Gaynor (LEA-12).
~

-

John R. Layer, a school bus driver never has gotten any instructions -
p. 12,562 (LEA-14).

The Boyertown School District plan is unworkable. The commitment of
bus drivers and school teachers is questionable - p.12.563, Betty
Ritler (LEA-12).

Marlene Seidts is concerned that there are not enough buses to evacuate
students from Owen J. Roberts School District, p.12,579, while Pam
Buss, a school bus driver for Owen J. Roberts, stated she would not be
available in the event of an accident at Limerick and does not think
others would be either - p.12,610 (LEA-11,12).

Robert Boyer has not heard of any training for farmers, p.12,611
(LEA-22).

.

Other speakers, most notably the Emergency Management Coordinator of
Lower Frederick Township, spoke favorably concerning the status of

] emergency plans in their community - p.12,530, Mr. Greedy (LEA-1).

FEMA feels that their pre-filed testimony adequately addresses the issues
noted above, raised during the limited appearances.

.

. . . . . . ~ . . _ . . . _ .
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

e
.

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
_

.

In the Matter of ')
)

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY )
(Limerick Generating Station, ) Docket Nos. 50-352

Units 1 and 2 ) 50-353
.

i

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY'S
TESTIMONY ON ADMITTED PORTIONS OF DEFERRED

CONTENTIONS OF LIMERICK ECOLOGY ACTION g.
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LEA-1
,

() Q. .Is there no reasonable assurance that the present state of planning is

predictive of final approval, or that the plans are capable of being

implemented?

.

A. At this time FEMA does not have enough information to conclude with any

certainty whether or not there is reasonable assurance that the present

state of planning is predictive of final approval, or that the p1.ans are

caps f being implemented.44 CFR 350, " Review and Approval of State

and 14 Radiological Emergency Plans and Preparedness", Section 350.7,

says that when a state seeks formal review and approval, by FEMA, of the

state's radiological emergency response plan the state shall submit on >no -

..

application for such review and approval to the appropriate FEMA

Regional Director. "The application, in the form of a letter from the

Governor or from such other state afficial as the Governor may

designate, shall contain one copy of the completed state plan..." and

"will also include plans of all appropriate local governments."

In conversations with the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency, FEMA

has been informed that PEMA will not submit the Limerick RERP plans for

formal review until all local governments have " agreed to the plans,

i.e. have actually adopted the plans or have agreed, in principal, with

the content of the plans and have expressed a willingness, in the event

of an accident at Limerick to respond as called for in the plans. FEMA

agrees with this policy, as at each level of government (county,

.

/
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municipality, school district) specific individuals and/or governing

bodies are given the responsibility for the protection of their

citizens" health and safety. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that they

would be given a say in the procedures they will utilize in the event of

an accident at Limerick, i.e., the agreeing to, or the adoption of,

their respective plans.

As part of the " Memorandum of Understanding Between NRC and FFNA

Relating to Radiological Emergency Planning and Preparedness", (copy

attached) FEMA can' at any time, provide findings and determinations to,

the NRC " based upon plans currently available to FEMA or furnished to

FEMA by the NRC." If requested, FEMA would provide. findings and

determinations on the Limerick offstte plans in as expeditious a manner -

O as possible..
,

Pisaning Standard N. of NUREG-0654 and 10 CFR 50.47 (b)(14) call for

periodic exercises to be conducted "to evaluate major portions of

emergency response capabilities..."

FEMA has been concerned that municipalities representing approximately

44,500 people living within the plume exposure EPZ did not participate

.

in the July 25 REP exercise. FEMA labeled this 1sek of full
:-

participation a " Category A" deficiency in its Exercise Evaluation

O =- ^ >>1 = 1 i . 1 1 1 E 1 1 =* t -

[ municipalities which FEMA regarded as non-participants in the July 25

E*

._. _ _ .._.___._ _.___ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _____
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exercise, along with Bucks County (a support county to Montgomery
* County), took place on November 20, 1984. FEMA observed these

. jurisdictions and will provide - a report- on the - results - of. the. exercise

as soon as feasible d M2 t dd pM,te.
A.yfYa$2f/ ). rue ~ Y, /i5'h

LEA-2

.

Q. Ic there reasonable assurance that each principal response organization

has sufficient staff to respond to and to augment its initial response
'

on a 24-hour continual basis, or that the assigned staff can respond in
,

a prompt manner in case of a radiological emergency at Limerick?
r
; -

,

A. 10 CFR 50.47 (b)(1) es11s for each principal response organization to

|1
-O-

.

- have " staff to respond and to augment its initial response on a.

( -

continuous basis." NUREG-0654, Planning Standard A. 4. calls for each '

principal organization to be " capable of continuous (24-hour) operations

for a protracted period." Principal organizations are defined in

Appendix S to NUREG-0654 as " federal, state, local agencies or

departments or executive offices and nuclear utilities (licensees)

having major or lead roles in emergency planning and preparedness.

| Because the emergency response network established in the Commonwealth
I

of Pennsylvania relies on the coordinated efforts of state, county and

municipal governments, along with school districts, FEMA regards

( . municipal governments as principal organizations.-

i
|

i

3. .

i
i
I
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In the April 1984 " Interim Findings on the Offsite Radiological

Emergency Response Plans for the Limerick Generating Station," FEMA

established a " Category A" Deficiency that stated " twenty-four hour

emergency response at the municipal level is not assured due to the fact

that many staff positions are vacant, according to the latest municipal

draft plans." The problem of lack of 24-hour staffing was confirmed in

sixteen municipalities during the July 25, 1984 REP exercise (see page

135 of the FEMA /RAC Exercise Evaluation Report, dated September 19,

1984, Summary of Category "A" Deficiencies). The Exerci'se Evaluation

Report also revealed that certain municipalities had adequate staffing

to respond to a long-term emergency at Limerick but that the

information, i.e., the names of response personnel, would have to be

officially recorded in the plans before FEMA would regard the situation
,''

.
'

as being resolved. 'r '

d

According to information supplied by Energy Consultants, dated August
.

27,1984, (copy attached) the staffing needs of most municipal EOCs had

been dealt with through the assistance of Philadelphia Electric Company

personnel. However, the municipal plans supplied to FEMA by PEMA and

the July 25, 1984 Limerick REP exercise indicate that staffing of1

municipal EOCs remains an open issue. Therefore, there is not

reasonable assurance that all risk municipalities have 24-hour staffing

! capability.

O
:

| Y
'

.
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LEA-3

i

Q. Does the Montgomery County RERP fail to provide reasonable assurance

that the public will be adequately protected in that the Bucks County

Support Plan, which is essential to the workability of the Montgomery

County RERP, may not be approved?

.

A. NUREG-0654, Planning Standard J. 10. H. calls for " relocation centers in

host area which are at least 5 miles, and preferably 10 miles, beyond

the boundaries of the plume exposure emergency planning zone," while

Planning Standard J.12 calls for each organization to " describe the *

means'for registering and monitoring of evacuees at. relocation centers

in host areas." 10 CFR 50.47 (b)(IC) seeks assurance that "a range of
,

,

protective actions have been developed for the plume exposure pathway

EPZ for emergency workers and the public."

" Mass care centers will provide public shelter to persons who otherwise

would have no place to stay during an evacuation of the plume exposure

pathway EPZ due to an event at the Limerick Generating Station." (Annex

~L to the Montgomery County Radiological Emergency Response Plat./. Both

the State RERP (Annex E. Appendix 10, page E-10-1) and the Montgomery

County RERP (Annex L. page L-1) are based on the assumption that 50% of,

evacuees will need mass care support or services. Thus Montgomery
~

O County would require spaces for: approximately 55,145 people. Annex L,
..

Page L-2 of the Montgomery RERP calls for Bucks County to establish mass,

care centers for 24,441 of these individuals.

-
-
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FEMA has received a copy of the July 17, 1984 letter from Bucks County

Commissioners Carl F. Fonash and Lucille Trench to John Patten, Director

of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency. The content of the

letter leaves in some doubt whether Bucks County would be prepared to

support Montgomery County's mass care needs in the event of an accident 1

at Limerick. Bucks County did not participate in the July 25, 1984

Limerick RERP exercise but they did agree to participate in the

supplemental exercise held on November 20, 1984 for those jurisdictions

that did not participate in the July 25 exercise.

The Bucks County participation took place only after several different
'

instances of confusion as to whether the county would participate. At a.

~
"

meeting to discuss the November -20 REP exercise, held on October 23,

( FEMA was informed that Bucks County would participate. In a subsequent
!

conversation with PEMA, FEMA was told that Bucks County had decided not

i to be involved. Finally, on Monday, November 19 FEMA was informed that

Bucks County would participate and FEMA assigned an observer to the

appropriate locations.

Bucks County's participation in the November 20, 1984 Radiological
,

| Emergency Response Exercise gives some indication that Bucks County may
;-

establish reception and mass care centers in support of Montgomery

' County in the event of an emergency at Limerick. However, FEMA has not -

|- been provided with any information that would indicate that the

statements of two of the Bucks County Consnissioners, as expressed in the
i
i

I '

(,*
.

{
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July-17, 1984 letter to John Patten, have changed. Therefore, FEHA

cannot make a definitive statement at this point in time that Bucks

County will implement their plan in support of Montgomery County in the
.

event of an accident at Limerick.

.

LEA-5

.

Q. Is there reasonable assurance that the emergency plans can be

implemented since the emergency response organizations have failed to

fully document the existence of appropriate letters of agreement with

support organizations and agencies?

,

A. 10 CFR 50.47 (b)(3) calls for the identification of "other organizations ,
-

t.

capable of augmenting the planned response..." while NUREG-0654

Planning Standard c.4. states that "esch organization shall identify

nuclear and other facilities, organizations or individuals which can be ,

relied upon in an emergency to provide assistance. Such assistance

shall be identified and supported by appropriate letters of agreement."
.

The County plans acknowledge the need for certain letters of agreements

with organizations that have agreed to provide support in the event of
~

an accident at Limerick. When finalized these documents are to be

included in Annex T to the respective county plans. Appropriate letters

of agreements with municipalities and school districts are to be
,

included in the respective municipal and school district plans. In most

instances the draft plans provided by PEMA do not include the referenced

y.
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letters of agreement. Therefore, based upon a review of the various

RERP plans provided by PEMA to FEMA in December 1983, there is not

() reasonable assurance that the emergency plans'can be implemented because

the letters of agreement that are supposed to detail these resources are

not contained in the plans.

LEA-23
.

Q. Are the draft County plans deficient because they do not contain

reliable evacuation time estimates?

A. 10 CFR 50.47 (b)(10) calls for 'iguidelines for the -choice of protective

actions during an emergency." One of,these guidelines, as establishedO
by Planning Standard J. 10. I are " time estimates for evacuation of

various sectors and distances based on a dynamic analysis (time-notion

study under various conditions) for the plume exposure pathway emergency

planning zone." For the Limerick EPZ, an Evacuation Time Estimate Study

was prepared for Philadelphia Electric Company by HMM Associates, Inc.

The fact that it took the Owen J. Roberta School District two hours
.

rather than one to mobilize their buses for an early dismissal certainly

,

throws some doubt onto the reference in the Evacuation Time Estimate

O_
Study (page 5-5) that "for school facilities, it was assumed that up to

%

- one hour may be required to assemble buses, transport vehicles to

schools and to load students onto buses."

.V
e
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Appendix 4 to NUREG-0654 (page 4-2) states that "the number of permanent

residents shall be estimated using the U.S. Census data or other

() reliable data, adjusted as necesary, for growth." Therefore, a survey

can be an acceptable technique for asasuring the transport-dependent

. population within the Limerick plume exposure pathway EPZ. FEMA is not

familiar with the survey referenced on page 3-2 of the HNH Study and

thus is not in a position at this time to judge the reliability of

survey in comparison to the 1980 U. S. Census figures.

.

The two issues raised by LEA do not, in and of themselves, prove that

the overall evacuation time estimates are inaccurage. However, at this
,

time FEMA cannot make a definitive statement regarding the accuracy of

the evacuation time estimates for the Limerick plume exposure pathway
(::) ,

.

EPZ.

t

|

-

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of
,

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY )
(Limerick Generating Station. ) Docket Nos. 50-352

'

Units 1 and 2 ) 50-353

0
.

*
.

THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY'S4

,

PRE-FILED TESTIMONY ON THE ADMITTEC CONTENTIONS OF
LIMERICK ECOLOGY ACTION

!
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. INTRODUCTION TO THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY'S
(FEMA) TESTIMONY

|
'

|

In order that all parties to these proceedings have a clear ;

understanding, FEMA wishes to define the nature of its testimony. The FEMA
:omments are based on the set of 60 draf t off-site Radiological Emergency
Response Plans for the counties, annicipalities and school districts that
would be involved in the event of an incident at the Limerick Generating

; Station, submitted to us for informal review by the Pennsylvania Emergency
;. Management Agency (PEMA) on December 6, 1983.

Although, as stated, these plans are only drafts, they are the only

|- documents that have been " officially sanctioned" by PEMA. FEMA i's aware
that updated plans have been prepared by Energy Consultants. However, PENA
is recognized by the Federal Emergency Management Agency as the lead agency4

for radiclogcial emergency planning and preparedness for the Commonwealth of>

Pennsylvania. In order to maintain a coordinated planning network to ensure
..that all parties which would be involved in a response effort in the event

of an accident at Limerick are guaranteed direct input, FEMA believes that.
offsite emergency response plans relating to nuclear facilities located .

within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania must be reviewed by PENA prior to
submission to our agency. FEMA recognizes the need for consultant>

,

involvement in the RERP process, but it is FEMA's responsibility to deal
with the governmental jurisdictions responsible for the health and safety of

,

their citizens.
.

i
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

O James R. Asher
i

; Emergency Management Program Specialist
Branch Chief, Technological Hasards,

Natural and Technological Hazards Division
Federal Energency Management Agency
Region III, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

I an an Emergency Management Program Specialist in the Natural and
Technological Hazards Division, Region III, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and

,

the Branch Chief of the Technological Hazards Branch. -

I as the Federal Energency Management Agency's representative to the
;

Regional Assistance Committee and as that representative I serve as the
Consittee Chairman.

I have participated in all but one of Region III's Radiological Emergency
,

Evaluation Exercises since my employment in June of 1980. My first'

assignment.in this field was as an observer and since April 1982, I have
,

O 6 =* =i > ^ t = c i== c* ir * F i 1 < . 12 <<!
.

I site planning and preparedness around the nine commercial nuclear power
| plants that impact the five states and the District of Columbia that make
| up Region III. These duties involve the coordination of all Radiological

Emergency Response Plan reviews and the fielding of a multi-agency observer'

team for all Radiological' Emergency Preparedness Exercises. I an also
responsible for asnaging a program of preparedness and response to hasardous
materials incidents to include coordination with the states in Region III

: and other Federal agencies. I as a seaber of the Region III Regional
'

Response Tesa and FEMA's Energency Response Team.

I served in the United States Navy during World War II an4 again during the
Eorean War. My service was overseas in both instances and included being

;

i the Shore Patrol for the first party of American G.I.s ashore at Hiroshima.

I served for twenty-six years in the Camden, New iersey Fire Department
holding all ranks from Firefighter to Battalion Chief.

I served as the Chief Fire Marshal for the Garden State Racing Association'~

, and as the Senior Field Coordinator for.the Labor Recruitment Program of the

! International Firefighters Association. I served as a Field Coordinator
for the Firefighter and Emergency Medical Apprenticeship Program conducted
by the International Fire Chiefs and Fire Fighters.;

' I joined the Federal Bsergency Management Agency as the Fire Representative
in 1980 and continued in that capacity until obtaining my current position

.

as the Branch Chief of Technological Hasards and the additional duty of the!

j Regional Assistance Committee (RAC) Chairman.

|I have attended the Radiological Emergency Response Course conducted by
,

FEMA at the Nuclear Test Site in Nevada and the benior Officers Nuclear,

Accident Course conducted at Kirtiend Air Force Base, New Mexico.
L -
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Since November 1980 I have worked in the Radiologial Emergency

h Preparedness Program. In addition to Limerick and THI, I have also been
project officer for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant and the Peach
Botton Atomic Power Station. As project officer of various plants, my major
responsibilities have included preparing reviews of the offsite emergency
plans and exercises. This process has included the review and analysis of
plans and related documents, providing interpretation ~of agency programs,
policies and rules, the coordination of input provided by members of the
Regional Assistance Cousittee, as well as coordinating a team of individuals
in the observing of various political jurisdictions" capabilities to respond
to nuclear power plant accidents.

I have participated, as a member of FEMA Region III's Emergency
~

Response Team, in a full-scale test of local / state / federal interface as part
of a simulated nuclear weapons accident response (NUWAK-83).

*
.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

' O RICHARD Z. KINARD

L Emergency Management Specialist
Natural and Technological Hazards Division
Federal Emergency Management. Agency (FEMA)

Region III, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
_

,

I se an Emergency Management Specialist in the Natural and
Technological Essards Division of the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Region III, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and, as part of the Technological
Hazards Branch, the project officer for the Limerick Generating Station and
the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Station. I developed the " Interim
Findings of the Offsite Radiological Response-Plans =for the Limerick
Generating Station," dated April 1984, the " Informal Evaluation of the

.0ffsite Radiological Emergency Response Plans Site-Specific to the Limerick
,

Generating Station," dated April 27, 1984 and the " Exercise Evaluation
Report" of Se*ptember 19, 1984, and as therefore knowledgeable about the;

j offsite emergency plans developed for accidents at Limerick.

Prior to my employment with FEMA, I received a Bachelor of Arts degree ,

(, . in Political Science from The American Univernity in 1974 dad a Master of
*

i City Planning degree from the University of Per.nsylvnit in 1976.
| -

! Training courses that I have attended include: Radiological Emergency
'

Planning Seminar conducted at FEMA's National Emergency Training Center
between June 22-26, 1981, and involving such subjects as nuclear plant
operations and functions, offsite planning and preparedness and publici

meetings held to fulfill the requirements of 44 CFR 350.10; Radiological
Emergency Response Training conducted at the Nevada Test Site between
May 13-22, 1981, and involving such subjects as radiation - its properties
and effects, radiation monitoring instruments, protective equipment, public.

and press relations, meteorology and its effects on nuclear power plant'

; accidents, and response to radiation incidents; and Senior Officers Nuclear
Accident Course conducted at Kirtland Air Force Base between May 4-6, 1982,
and involving such subjects as nuclear weapons accidents, hazards and
response.

| My service with FEMA, beginning in December 1976, has included work with
:- =the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) in the area of floodplain

management. This' involved planning, policy interpretation and
implementation, along with extensive interaction with other Federal agencies,

Os State and local governments and the general public. I developed a "model"j
~ floodplain ordinance and assisted in the formulation of a standard form used

to evaluate communities' conformance with the regulations of the NFIP.*

;

!
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LEA-11
"

2()QuestionA: Is there' sufficient information in the draft Chester and Montgomery

County and school district RERP's to reasonably assure that there

will be enough buses to evacuate the schools, both public and

private, in one lift?
.

Answer A: The applicable standards with respect to this admitted contention are

described in NUREG-0654, Planning Standards C(4) and J(10)(g) and at

10 CFR 50.47(b)(3) and-(10).

These planning standards require in pertinent part that arrangements

be made to insure the availability of orgadizations which will be
'

O
,

used in school evacuations and to specify the procedures and means to

be utilized to carry out the evacuation.

The "one lift standard" in the context of this contention is one

adopted by the RERP's of the school districts in the Limerick plume

exposure EPZ. *

.

This planning standard has not been met. Overall planning is

incomplete regarding the provision of buses to evacuate all EPZ
_

schools in Chester and Montgomery County, both public and private, in

one lift. This is due to the fact that, in many instances, the

'

identification of needed resources, especially for private schools,

has not taken place.

L

/
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Where unset needs have been identified at the school district level,
,

,

the resources necessary to fulfill those needs have not-been clearly

j () delineated. This is evident in Appendix 3 to Annex I of the Chester

; County plan, which is blank, indicating that Chester County's bus

; needs have not yet been identified. In addition, Appendix I-3 of the

I Montgomery County plan recognizes required needs but does not address
1

how, or from where, these buses will be obtained. (FEMA refers
i

|- throughout this pre-filed testimony to draf t municipal and county

| RERPs. These plans were forwarded to the Board by PEMA in December
|

! of 1983, so FEMA has not attached additional copies of the draft

plans to this testimony.)

.

In addition, Annexes T to the two county plans acknowledge the '

O:
| necessity for agreements between the respective counties and
,

transportation providers. However, no agreements have been included

in the plans provided to' FEMA by the Pennsylvania Emergency

;. Management Agency.

.

' f .:

FEMA has expressed its concern over the status of evacuation
|

|
resources, most recently in its September 19,1984 " Exercise

i
-

Evaluation Report" as Category "A" Deficiency 2,' age 136, as well asp

in the " Interim Findings on the Offsite Radiological Emergency
.

Response Plans for the Limerick Generating Station," page 10, dated

I

. f April, 1984. Another, more detailed reference is contained in the.

FEMA /RAC " Informal Evaluation of the Offsite Radiological Emergency
.

Response Plan Site-Specific to the Limerick Generating Station," page

'15, dated April 27, 1984.
i

u
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Question 1: Is there assurance that bus companies are committed to providing

, sufficient buses to assist in an evacuation in the event of a
!

radiological emergency at Limerick?c

Answer 1: N current plans have not proceeded to the point where resources
* have been tied to specific transportation companies, and the (3

necessary letters of agreement have not been executed. Thus, there

is no assurance that an adequate number of buses.is available to

evacuate school children in one lif t.
,

Questida 2: Do the school district and county RERP's contain reliable letters of *

agreement with bus companies?

.

.

Answer 2: Since FEMA has not seen any letters of agreement concerning
,

transportation requirements, we cannot consent on their adequacy,
,

other than to state that we are not aware of their existence.'

.

|'
Question 4: Are school districts and county RERP's deficient because they fail to ;

indicate assignment of buses to particular schoolst
;

h

.

Answer 4: N concern expressed by thie question does not relate to school,

districts with their own bus resources (Methacton being an example).
. O-
| The school district and county plans do not call for the assignment
w .

.

of particular buses to specific schools. N re is no planning

| standard which would require FEMA to reject such plans simply because
|

buses were not pre-assigned to particular schools. N current

planning approach allows the various jursidictions the flexibility to
,,

, + - - .,..-.-.-.,,._,-,,-,----....,,,.,.,.,--n,,,,.,,,,,.,.,,, . . . __,.n______.n.,.,, ,r ,-e,aren r *"~.;."" -_.-~? ,
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Answer 6: FEMA does not believe the current plans provide reasonable
,

assurance that unset transportation needs have been or can be

obtained. We base this conclusion on our responses to Answers'A.

1, and 2 above.
.

I

' Quistion 7: Is there reasonable assurance that buses sent from other areas can
!

evacuate children in a timely manner, due to the fact that the,

RERPs fail to include assignment listings? -

|
c

Answer 7: There is no planning standard which mandates pre-assignment of

buses. As stated in our answer 4, we do not believe there is
:

currently a reasonable assurance of adequate buses to evacuate'the'

Chester and Montgomery County. schools, but this determination is

not based on the fact that the RERPs do not contain pre-assignment

listings.

,

! Qu7stion 9: Has Chester County obtained written agreements with bus companies
|

[ to provide transportation for school districts in the event of a

|
~

.

| radiological emergency?

!
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LEA-12

Are the draft Montgomery, Chester and Berks County RERPs capable of:

being implemented if there is no reasonable assurance that there will.

be sufficient numbers of teachers and staff required to stay at

school during a radiological emergency if sheltering is recommended

as a protective measure, or that there will be sufficient numbers of

school staff available to evacuate with children in the event of a

radiological emergency? Therefore, are children adequately protected

by the draft RERPs?

Answer B: The planning standards relating to this contention are stated at

NUREG-0654, Planning Standard A(1)(a),,(b) and (d) and A(4), and at

10 CFR 50.47(b)(1), in pertinent parts':

.

Each organization and suborganization having an operational role

shall specify its concept of operations, and its relstionship

to the total effort.

and

The individual in the principal organization who will be
..

responsible for assuring continuity of resources (technical,
n
( ,) adminsitrative, and material) shall be specified by title.

.

d
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FEMA believes that the history of response to emergencies shows a

willingness by individuals to perform their duties. In fact, in many

_

instances more people than just those predesignated in the various

governments' staffing charts volunteer their services. Individuals

who have a clear. understanding of their roles in an emergency plan do

not abandon those roles in time of emergency.

O
'
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iAccording to the school district plans, the respective

superintendents of schools are responsible for exercising "all

O twerier d 1 cc rd c ith <* Peiici t retta 67 <*-

school board and the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania" and

are " responsible to the school board (s) for all school emergency

plans and procedures assuring the ssfety of students and staff in the

event of an incident at the Limerick Generating Station." Finally,

the various school district RERPs state that "all students, school

-buildings, school equipment, staff and contracts will remain under

-the supervision and control of the superintendent of schools." Other

than the letter from the Pennsylvania State Education Association

(PSEA) expressing concern over the availability of teachers in the

' event of a radiological emergency, FEMA is not aware of any specific
O. .

,

-

| instance, either in Pennsylvania or nationwide, where'significant
,

num'bers of teachers have refused to assist in the protection of their

# ~ students in the event of an emergency.
~

1

4

Under such circumstances FEMA does not conclude that there will not

be adequate numbers of teachers and staff willing to remain at
~

schools for sheltering purposes or willing to evacuate with students

in the event of an evacuation.,

-Question 1: Has adequate consideration been given to parental / child behavior and

family decision-making patterns? Specifically has adequate

(
' information been given to families residing within the 10-mile EPZ

- regarding emergency planning?

7
. -. . _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ .
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. Answer 1: First of all, there is no plaaning standard addressing the need to

>

consider family decision-making patterns in analyzing offsite

emergency planning issues. In its September 2*, 1984 Order, the

Board stated that the issues which the intervecor raised in the

context of " parental-child behavior" and " family decision-making

patterns" must be ruled out, "... except as they would have a bearing

on whether staff and drivers would suffer conflicts between their

public and their private duties, and what sort of conflicts." See

page 8 of the Board's September 24, 1984 Order. Because,of their

training, most individuals involved in an emergency response develop

procedures to assure the safety of their families during emergency
4

conditions. This pre-planning should allow individuals to fulfill

their emergency duties with reasonable assurance that their families

are adequately taken care of.' - -

The second aspect of this question involves a concern over

information for the public at-large, as well as for teachers.

Regarding the latter point, in our discussions with PEMA it is

apparent that training of both school staff and adminsitrators,

conducted by Energy Consultants, a private consultant, has been

ongoing. FEMA has not had an opportunity to observe the training in

order to judge its effectiveness. Emergency information brochures

are in draft form and have not been distributed to the general

O e sti - r* dr ca t . 11 4 < r a r 1 1 = se a ra c.
LPublic Education and Information, will include such information as:6

* how individuals will learn of a nuclear accident; what to do if you
L
; are instructed to take shelter or if you are told to evacuate, wha;

i

f
=
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to take with you and what you should do if you need transportation;

school information; where to go if you have to evacuate, including a

map showing the major evacuation routes; rumor control numbers; and

other general information sued as how accidents are classified and

what is radiation. The school district plans also contain sample

letters to be sent to parents explaining the process the school

district will follow in the event of a radiological emergency at

Limerick. FEMA believes that this information is important to all

members of the public, including teachers, in order that they may be

clearly informed concerning the procedures to be utilized during a

radiological emergency response. There are no admitted contentions

relating to the adequacy of the distribution of 1-'ormation to the

public generally, or 'f brochures in particular.o

Question 2: Is there a raed for pre-identification of teacher volunteers and is

there any basis to assume that emergency responsibilities should be

considered part of a teacher's contractual obligations?

Answer 2: As stated in our answer to the overall contention, we expect teachers
_

to fulfill their responsibilities in protecting theit school

children, irrespective of the concerns raised by the PSEA. As the

infrastructure currently exists for the teachers to be on hand at a

school in the event that an accident at Limerick should occur, and

there is no definitive indication that the teachers would not remain

- with their students, there does not appeat to be a need to

predesignate teacher volunteers.

M
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gsstio2 3: Ras there been a determination as to which school district buildings

are adequate for sheltering purposes?
,

Answer 3: FEMA has not been informed of any determinations as to which school

district buildings are adequate for sheltering purposes. On the

other hand, there are no planning standards which require such

determinations to be made. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has

adopted the policy that if a protective action is necessary it will

.be implemented for the' entire 10-isile EPZ. Thus, if sheltering was
O. .

'

decided as the proper course, it would impect all areas within

approximately 10 miles of the plant. The. Bureau of Radiation

Protection, along with PEMA would reach a decision whether to
I~

shelter or evacuate based on a number of different factors. The

" Bases of Protective Action Recommendations" is contained as Section

10.2 of Appendix 12 to Annex E to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

| Disaster Operations Plan.

I'

.

Is post-training surveying necessary to determine if there isQuistion 4:

j. reasonable assurance that teachers / school staff are willingly making
|
;. an informed decision to volunteer to participate in the event of a
|.
"

radiological emergency, and to evaluate-the effectiveness of the;

-training program?

~

//
|

|
*

-
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Answar 4: Thero io no plcuning etcaderd mandeting cuch post-trcining

surveying. As the Board has stated on page 10 of its September 24,
' 1984 ruling, "neither regulations nor guidance explicitly call for

these, and similar remedies proposed under other contentions."

Just as there has been no contention filed concerning the training
(3

of volunteer municipal workers or their reliability in the event of

an accident at Limerick, FEMA sees no reason to specifically focus

on teachers. As was stated earlier, there is no indication at

'

present that teachers will not respond to an emergency at

Limerick. Thus, FEMA does not see a requirement for post-training-

surveying of teachers.

Qu7stion 5: Are unannounced evacuation and sheltering drills necessary to

determine the effectiveness of training programs?

*: Planning standard N of NUREG-0654 and 10 CFR 50.47(b)(14) call for
,

! periodic exercises to evaluate emergency response capabilities and

for drills to develop and maintain emergency response skills.
.

Paragraph 1(b) of Planning Standard N specifies that "some

exercises shall be unannounced." However, it is not essential that
.

all exercises be unannounced. FEMA believes that drills and

exercises are always a good mechanism for testing the viability of

plans. Because of our concern over the lack of complete planning
! for school children and the fact that the exercise took place

- during the summer, FEMA highlighted the need for some type of

demonstration of school district evacuation plans. FEMA has made
v

arrangements with PEMA to hold such a drill on November 20, 1984.
U ,*
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Question 6: Should the school distict RERPs require trained school staff on

buses in the event an evacuation is ordered?

O
Answer 6: There is no planning standard which mandates that there be school

staff on evacuation buses, nor does FEMA believe that the lack of

school staff on buses would necessarily preclude efficient

evacuation of school children. The school district RERPs call for

training of school staff (see Section III of Pottstown School

District RERP, for example), so we assume that any school staff on

evacuation buses will have received training. Most school district

plans reflect the fact that " designated risk school faculty / staff

will accompany evacuated students to the designated host schools in

.

the buses or in their private vehicles..." (see Section II(G)(3)(d)

O .
.,

*

of Pottstown School District RERP, for example).
.
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LEA-13

:

: Must t.here be specific and adequate plans for children in day care,

nursery, and pre-school programs in order to provide reasonable

assurance that this particularly sensitive segment of the

population is adequately protected?

Answer C: There is no planning standard in NUREG-0654 or in 10 CFR 50.47

which describes any special planning mandates for these types of

institutions. The Board has determined that there is no

requirement for separate plans for each of these institutions in
,

,

the plume exposure EPZ. Based on a review of the county and

municipal RERPs supplied by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
,

| \/ assurance cannot be provided that adequate and specific
1

arrangements have been made to provide for the protection of

children in day care, nursery and pre-school facilities, as there

is no specific reference to these facilities in the appropriate
|

municipal or county plans.

;

| FEMA relies on the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and county and

, municipal governmental RERPs for documentation of procedures to

address these various institutions. Although there are no specific

FEMA or NRC mandates that require detailed site-specific plans for

(Q,,, each and every school or institution in the EPZ, adequate
!
'

- arrangements should be made for these children.

!
i

!

/)/
l
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i

~ ~ Based upon information supplied to FEMA on October 11, 1984 it

appears that planning is proceeding for day care, nursery, and pre-

school programs. On that date, a "model" Radiological Emergency

O Response Plan for Day Care Centers / Homes or Nursery Schools for

Incidents at the Limerick Generating Station was provided by PEMA to

FEMA.

Quastion 2: Is the general transportation survey sent out to the public

sufficient to determine the needs of pre-school, day care / nursery

school and summer. camps?.

Antwer 2: The general transportation survey sent out to the public has not been

submitted to. FEMA for review. Therefore, FEMA can make no

() determination on its adequacy.
,

Qu7stion 3: Do present municipal and county RERPs adequately identify day care,

nursery, and pre-school centers?

| An:ver 3: The municipal and county RERP's which have been submitted to FEMA do
1

not identify these institutions in the respective municipalities and
!

| counties. As stated in the overall response to this contention, FEMA
!

~

relies on the Ccanonwealth of Pennsylvania, the three counties, and

f

l- the municipal governmental RERPs for identification of day care,

~es nursery and pre-school centers. Only these governmental
():>.

; jurisdictions have detailed knowledge of local day care, nursery and
I
| pre-school centers. LEA-27 suggests that all of these institutions
|
'

have not been adequately identified.

I
i /r
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Question 4: Should pre-assignment of transportation resources to these

potentially difficult and sensitive members of the population be

(} arranged and coordinated by the municipality within which the

facility is located?

.

Answer 4: There is no planning standard which mandates pre-assignment of

transportation resources to these types of institutions. Therefore,

it is not essential that pra-assignment of transportation resouices

to these institutions be performed.

Question 5: Would any decision to shelter be a last resort because of the

extremely volatile nature of this special population, as well as

th'eir parents? "

(
L Answer 5: The basis for decision-makers to opt for sheltering rather than

evacuation are contained in Seclion 10.2 of Appendix 12 to Annex E to

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Disaster Operations Plan. There is'

j no mandate that sheltering considerations for-this special population

be different than those for the general public.

Question 6: Is the participation and commitment of the staff to implement'

planning essential to its workability, since very young children need
..

to feel a aense of continuity and trust in their caretakers?

O
r
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Answer 6: Although there is no planning standard relating explicitly to this

issue, FEMA believes that the participation and commitment of the

staff of these institutions to implement planning is essential to its ,

workability since very young children need to feel a sense of

continuity and trust in their caretakers. The history of disaster

response has consistently shown that individuals charged with

emergency responsibilities, including teachers, meet their

responsibilities when faced with emergency situations. Continued

improvement in training and public education will provide a higher

confidence level to emergency responders regarding the safety of

their families.

O -

.
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LEA-14

: Are the school district RERP's and the Chester, Berks and

Montgomery County RERPs deficient because there are inadequate

provisions for units of dosimetry /KI for school bus drivers,

teachers or school staff who may be required to remain in the EPZ

for prolonged periods of time or who may be required to make

multiple trips into the EPZ in the event of a radiological

emergency due to shortages of equipment and personnel?

Answer D(a): NUREG-0654, Planning Standard K(3)(a), requires that each

organization with offsite emergency planning responsibilities

"sha21 make provision for 24 hour per day capability to determine

\'' the doses received by emergency personnel involved in any nuclear

accident, including volunteers." In addition, Planning Standard

J(10)(e) of NUREG-0654 states that State and local organizations

responsible for offsite emergency planning must develop plans which,

| contain, among other things, " provisions for the use of
l

radioprotective drugs, particularly for emergency workers ... whose

immediate evacuation may be infeasible or very difficult ...." At

this time FEMA is unable to conclude that the school district

RERP's and the Chester, Berks and Montgomery County RERP's are
_

adequate with respect to the provision of units of dosimetry /KI for

(,,) school bus drivers, teachers or staff. However, FEMA wishes to

H defer delivering a final opinion on this matter until LEA-ll has

been resolved. We expressed our viewpoint in response to LEA-11

//

_ . - _ _ _ .-
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that currently there is not adequate assurance that all school

students can be evacuated in one lift. If it is determined at a

r~N later point that enough bus resources are available to evacuate

V
students in one lift, then teachers, staff and students will be in

the same situation as the general public in that there will not be

a need for KI and dosimeters for them. If LEA-11 cannot be

resolved in a positive manner, i.e., if the evacuation of all

school children within the 10-mile EPZ cannot be accomplished in

one lift, then FEMA would feel there is a need for dosimetry /KI for

school bus drivers, teachers or staff.

.

.

Question 1: Are the school district and county RERP's deficient because plans

for distribution of dosimetry /KI kits for bus drivers are

| O . .

(_,/ . inadequate? .

Answer 1: As stated above, until the 4psues raised by LEA-11 have been

resolved, FEMA wishes to defer final comment regarding this

j question. If dosimetry for bus drivers becomes a necessity, then

an adequate distribution scheme will be needed.

!

Question 2: Are the number of units of dosimetry /KI available at county

transportation staging areas adequate?

|

| : According to telephone conversations with PEMA and county RERP's

, provided to FEMA by PEMA, there is a general lack of certain items

j of dosimetry and KI, and this would impact on any equipment to be

provided at transportation staging areas. It should be noted

/f
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that Annex I - Transportation, page I-1 of the county plans does

not make reference to transportation resources at transportation

() staging areas being positioned and assigned for the purpose of

- evacuating school children. The need for dosimetry should be

-deferred until LEA-11 has been resolved.

.Qurstion 3: Should sufficient units of dosimetry /KI be distributed to each

school district for use by school staff?

Answer 3: FEMA wishes to defer making a final statement as to the need for

dosimetry for school teachers and staff until the policy of

evccuating school students in one lif t has been resolved.

.

OQuestion 4: Must school staff be trained in the use of dosimetry in the event
;

that sheltering is recommended as a protective action?
'.

,

-

,

faswer 4: There is no_ planning standard which requires training in the use of

dosimetry for the general public. As we noted in our responsa to
,

LEA-12, the implementation of sheltering as a protective measure

would be on an EPZ-wide basis and would only be instituted under
| cpecific conditions. Thus, such sheltering would affect the public

at-large in all sheltering situations. FEMA therefore does not
_

believe it is essential to train school staff in the use of

( dosimeters, at least to the extent that there is a reasonable

k- assurance the one lift standard for schools can be met.
|
|

JC<

^
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Qu;stien D(b): DO.th3 Chastor, Berko cud Montgomery Csunty cchsel district RERP's

. fail to provide reasonable assurance that school bus drivers,

teachers or other school staff are properly trained for

radiological emergencies?

O
Answer D(b): NUREG-0654, Planning Standard 0, and 10 CFR 50.47(b)(15) mandate

that there be training for those who may be called upon to assist

in the event of an emergency at Limerick. Immediately pr,ior to the

filing of this pre-filed testimony, FEMA received from PEMA plans

for training, among other individuals, school teachers and staff

* '
and bus drivers who might be called upon to respond in the event of

f'[14A MtL< . s.mdw|~//p>. }&a a.t u.jU.2i$)
a Limerick emergency. FEMA has not had an opportunity to analyse'
s b$. Uph S (CHA's kv-p'U:Y / *$ k $d.*. !bfdkthecontentofthesetrainingplans,,sowear7notabletoassess
( N & W O M G W w G W.ch A & ff 5 6 3their adequacy at this, time. WPdo note that the majority 6f the
(Lm " (LCA-w)

! school district RERP's explicitly call.for. training of-school

teachers and staff. However, at this time FEMA is unable to make a
'

- definitive determination.regarding the adequacy of training of bus
,

drivers, school teachers and staff.

Question 1: Should school staff and bus driver training include procedures for
,

dealing with contaminated individuals and equipment?

.

.

An"wer 1: NUREG-0654, Planning Standard L, and 10 CFR 50.47(b)(12) require
:

thet arrangements be made for provision of medical services for

contaminated people. NUREG-0654, Planning Standard K(5)(b) also
~

calls for establishing "the means for radiological decontamination

"
of emergency personnel wounds, supplies, instruments and

.

O
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O
equipment..." The various county plans have established the

procedures for dealing with these issues under Annex G. Medical

Support, and Annex M Radiological Exposure Control. This standard
,

does not specifically mandate such training for school staff end
,

bus drivers. Therefore, FEMA does not believe there is any>

,

requirement that school bus drivers and school staff be trained for

dealing with contaminated individuals and equipment.

.

Question 2: Should school bus drivers, teachers and staff be trained concerning

the risks of exposure to radiation and the proper use of necessary

i
'

equipment?* *

\

[ snNwt/
Answer 2: FEMA at this-time does not have sufficient information concerning

4
the model training plans for school bus drivers, techers and staff

4
,

which have been developed for use in the Limerick plume exposure
h>1 MA' , AS: w m / T/is & d h w ) w w emwI

EPZ nor of dhe actual training which has been provided, .4e state
meu b (5 )
g definitively what the training relates to and whether the training

i- is adequate. Therefore, we are currently unable to determine
|
- whether the school district RERP's and implementation of those plans

,.

fail to provide reasonable assurance that school bus drivers,

.

teachers and staff are properly trained for radiological

" emergencies. .-

Question 3: Should school district RERP's provide assurances that bus drivers

are familiar with the routes to which they are assigned?

x
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Antwer 3: FEMA does not question the proposition that bus drivers who r.ay be

called upon te % sist in the evacuation of school children should

be familiar with the routes to which they may be assigned.

Nevertheless, at this time FEMA is unable to state definitively

whether or not the current school district RERP's, in conjunction

with the proposed training activities for bus drivers, provide

reasonable assurances that the bus drivers willcbe familiar with

the routes to which they may be assigned during radiological

emergencies.
?
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.
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LEA-15

astion E: Are the Chester and Montgomery County RERP's and the school

district RERP's capable of being implemented if the provisions to

provide bus drivers who are committed to being available during a

radiological emergency, or even during preliminary stagcc of alert,

are inadequate?

^
An'wer E: NUREG-0654, Planning Standard C, and 10 CFR 50.47(b)(3) require

that procedures are developed to provide a reasonable assurance

that adequate numbers of bus drivers will be available during a

radiological emergency. As we explained in our response to LEA-11,
.

/ at this time the necessary procedures to assure the availability of
5

c'( ) adequate n,umbe'rs of bus drivers to evacuate dll school children

within the 10-mile EPZ within one lif t have not been developed.

Qu ~stion 2: Are there letters of agreement that indicate that bus companies are

able to provide adequate numbers of bus drivers in the event of a

radiological emergency?

.

Answer 2: NUREG-0654, Planning Standard O(4), indicates that there is a need

for letters of agreement with bus companies in this regard. FEMA

- stated in the response to LEA-11, Question 2, that we cannot ,y
u, -

(-) comment on the adequacy of letters of agreements with bus y
%/

_

companies, as we have not had the opportunity to review them.

Letters of Agreement were not included in the copies of the

i Montgomery and Chester County RERP's supplied to us by PEMA.
t

'by i

1
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Qu;stien 3: Is th2ro cny indicatien of tha terms of ceployatnt centracto

.

between bus companies and drivers and is there assurance of pre-

identification of bus driver voinnteers assigned to carry out an

evacuation in the event of a radiological energency?
1

O
Answer 3: The planning process which has been reviewed by FEMA has not

progressed to a point where the details of bus evacuation of

school children have been clearly described. FEMA has not

reviewed, or been asked to review, the terms of employment

contracts between bus companies and drivers. Nor is FEMA aware
..

of pre-identification of bus drivers who would be assigned to

carry.out an evacuation in the event of a radiological

emergency. It is noteworthy that there is no planning standard

which mandates the pre-identification of bus drivers who would be

assigned to assist in an evacuation. FEMA believes that once a
,

I' bus company has agreedEto provide its bus resources for the

i evacuation of school children from the 10-mile EP2, such company

has committed itself to ensuring that' bus drivers are available '

to drive the buses in the absence of indications to the contrary..

.

E 'Quistion 4: Is there assurance that bus drivers will be familiar with the

routes they are assigned during a radiological emergency?.

I

Annwer 4: FEMA stated in its response to LEA-14 that provisions should be
_

made to familiarize bus drivers with the routes they are assigned

l) in the event that it is necessary to evacuate the schools as a

r result of a radiological emergency. From our review of the plans

there is no indication that the mechanism for such
.

|

familiarization currently er.ists.
!

! < r
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Question 5: Is there any assurance that bus drivers are aware of their role in
,,

providing transportation from host schools to mass care centers?

||| Answer 5: We assume that as part of their training, bus drivers will receive

all the information they would need to perform their duties during

a radiological emergency, including the need for certain bus

drivers to provide transportation of some school students from host

schools to mass care centers. FEMA is aware that training of bus

drivers is being conducted by Energy Consultants, but at this time
.

FEMA is not familiar with the specifics of such training and is

therefore unable to comment on the adequacy of such training.

Question 6: Is there any basis to assume that bus drivers will carry out their

responsibilities to assist with an evacuation of the EPZ and is bus,_ ,

\?

-# driver training essential to developing confidence in the -
,

~

workability of both the school district RERP's that the bus driver

*

participates in, and other planning measures that will involve

members of families of bus drivers?

Answer 6: Regarding the first question, FEMA stated in its response to
,

questions in LEA-12 that the history of response to emergenices

shows a willingness by individuals to perform their duties.

Individuals who have a clear understanding of their roles in an

emergency plan do not abandon these roles in time of emergency.

Concerning the second question, FEMA believes that both a

' comprehensive training program for responders, including bus

2C
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'drivers, and a good public information program generally, are,

needed in order to give everyone involved in, or affected by, a

radiological accident at Limerick, a clear understanding of the

() response mechanism. However, at this time FEMA is unable to make

_any determinations as to the adequacy of the on-going bus driver

training.

Qunstion 7: Must an evaluation of bus driver availability be done in the

context of other bus driver needs?

:An:ver 7: FEMA expects that if the procedures for the evacuation of school

children have been adequately completed, the one-lift standard

called for in the school district RERP".s would clearly establish
i

that the evacuation of school children has priority over any other

- *

responsibility (if any) given to specific bus drivers by emergency

management authorities.

.

j.
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LEA-22

.

Question F: Are the state, county, and municipal RERP's inadequate because farmers

who may be designated as emergency workers in order to tend to

- livestock in the event of a radiological emergency have not been

provided adequate training and dosimetry?

Answer F: NUREG-0654, Planning Standards K(3)(a) and 0 require that the

Commonwealth, county and municipal RERP's must provide for training of

emergency workers and availability of dosimeters for emergency

workers. The RERP's do call for training and the provision of

dosimeters generally, but not to farmers in particular. As was noted

in FEMA's April 1984 " Interim Findings" and the " Informal Review" of .

April 27, 1984 there was a concern over the general lack of dosimetry
:

for emergency workers. As farmers who would re-enter an evacuated

EPZ or remain in the EPZ would be classified as amergency workers in

the event of an evacuation, this concern would have an impact on ,

them. At present there is no reasonable assurance that adequate

dosimetry is available for farmers who would need to reenter or

remain in an evacuated plume EPZ nor is there any indication in the

plans of specific training for farmers. However, PEMA has informed

FEMA that ECI, a consultant to the applicant, has been conducting

training sessions oriented towards farmers. In addition, immediately

prior to the filing of this pre-filed testimony FEMA received a

document describing proposed training for farmers in the Limerick

puu d 45.7ts i y a sed & O!.~ %- kO EPZ. We have not at this time had an opportunity to determine the

adpt. (m .wuer b (7) a'n)
adequacy of such training plans or, for that matter, of any training

.

.for farmers which has actually taken placa.

. - -
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Question 1: Do the county RERPs fail to provide the actual number of farmers in

the EPZ who may require dosimetry, including making provisions for

() multiple reentries and for insuring enough units are available to

cover farmers over a period of several days?

Answer 1,: The current county plans do not indicate the number of farmers in the

EPZ who may require dosimetry. FEMA believes that some type of

survey should be conducted (if it has not been already) to determine

at least the approximate number of farmers who might need dosimetry

.in the event of a radiological emergency at Limerick. In our

response to the overall contention, FEMA noted that there is not

currently adequate assurance that sufficient dosimetry exists for

emer.gency workers. This conclusion relates to farmers, to the extent
!

the'y are emergency workers. If adequate dosimetry is obtained, the

RERP's should address the issue'of multiple reentries, as any self-

reading dosimeter is reusable only after having been recharged.

Question 2: Must the county RERP's clearly define " livestock" to include fowl,

horses, cows and sheep, and should the term " farmer" include people

owning or operating farms, not limited to USDA lists?

|

Answer 2: In discussions with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, FEMA was
..

informed that livestock is defined as a red meat animal and that

(). poultry would be considered a separate catagory. In both instances

.

I

4
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FEMA sees a justification for farm rs to reenter an evacuated plume

emergency planning zone. USDA utilizes the definition of " farm

- operator'' developed by the Agriculture Division of the U.S. Bureau of
'O

the Census and contained in the Census of Agriculture, Vol. 1,

Appendix A,1982." It would appear that nothing in the above-

referenced document would be at variance with the terminology for

*

" farmer" that has been suggested by LEA.

Question 3: Should an informational brochure be regularly mailed to each farmer

with livestock explaining their-status, their rights, reentry

information and conditions, location and distribution of dosimetry,

and information relating to the effects of radiation exposure to

humans and animals?

I

Answer 3: There is no planning standard which requires the distribution of
.

informational brochures to emergency workers generally, or in

particular to farmers who are defined as emergency workers. However,

there is certainly no prohibition on the distribution of

|-
informational brochures to farmers. The Pennsylvania Department of

' Agriculture has printed a pamphlet entitled " Farmers Emergency

Information, What You Should Know About Nuclear Power Plant

Incidents" (copy actsched). This information has been distributed to

farmers in the vicinity of TMI. The document appears to address in-: -

gJ adequate detail the overall concerns raised by LEA and it would be
! ,

.

helpful to distribute copies to farmers in the Limerick area.
..

|

|
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Qu7stion 4: Should regular training be offered and should it cover the points

|listed in Question 37

Antwer 4: NUREG-0654, Planning Standard 0, and 10 CFR 50.47(b)(15) require

training for emergency response personnel. Therefore, to the extent

farmers are considered emergency workers they should be offered

regular training covering the issues described in question number 3.
.

As we have stated elsewhere in this pre-filed testimony, immediately

prior to the filing of this testimony FDIA received a document1

describing proposed training for farmers in the Limerick EPZ.
,

[- However, at this tfme FEMA has not been able-to determine-the

adequacy of these training plans. /ud. b AMn *#"f
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LEA-24/F0E-1*

Question G: Is there any assurance that plans for evacuation of the 10-mile

O radius will not be impeded by traffic congestion in the vicinity of

Marsh Creek State Park, Exton area and Valley Forge Park, King of

Prussia area? Should these areas either be included in the

Emergency Planning Zone or should adequate pir.as for traffic
.

control and direction be made to avoid edserse effects on EPZ

evacuation?

Answer G: NUREG-0654, in Planning Standard J, Elements J(10)(i) and J(10)(1),

calls for " projected traffic capacities of evacuation robtes under

emergency conditions" and " time estimates for evacuation of various

/~'i sectors and distances based on a dynamic analysis ... for the plume .

(_/,

exposure pathway emergency planning zone." This-information is

contained in the " Evacuation Time Estimates for the Limerick

Generating Station Plume Exposure Emergency' Planning Zone," Final

Draft, prepared by HMM Associates, Inc. for the Philadelphia

Electric Company, and dated May 1984. FEMA is unable to determine

whether the areas of concern which are adjacent to the plume

exposure EPZ were included in the HMM evacuation analysis. To the

extent the HMM study did est analyze the impact of traffic

- congestion in the areas of concern outside the Limerick EPZ, there

is not an assurance that evacuation of the EPZ will not be impeded-)
LJ by such traffic. Where areas outside the EPZ might have a direct

EiS
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O
impact on the amount of time it would take individuals to evacuate 1

|
the 10-mile EPZ, that information should be included in the |

evacuation time estimate study, as it is essential information thst

A.
would affect the length of the evacuation time. It should be

emphasized that there is no " acceptable" limit for evacuating a

plume exposure EPZ. The information is important, however, for the

decision-makers at the state, county and local level as part of the

data needed for them to be able to opt for either sheltering or

evacuation. In order to make an informed decision, the various

governmental officials must feel confident that the information

available to them is as comprehensive as possible. This should
'

include an evacuation study with-all pertinent data. If the HMH

study concludes evacuation of the plume exposure EPZ would be

adversely affected by traffic congestion in those areas of concern

outside the EPZ, then it would be incumbent upon the appropriate

authorities to make the necessary plans to provide for the

equipment and manpower to assist in traffic control during an
'~ evacuation. -

-_
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LEA-26

.

Quistion H: Are the dr..ft county and municipal RERP's deficient in that they do

not comply with 10 CFR 50.47(b)(5) because there is no assurance of

prompt notification of emergency workers who must be in pl.ca before

an evacuation alert can be implemented, and because there is no

assurance of adequate capability to conduct route alerting?

An wer H: NRC Rule 10 CFR 50.47(b)(5) requires "that procedures have been
*

established for notification by the licensee, of state and local
'

.OL

|
response organizations and for notification of emergency personnel by

{

i all organizations..." There is no mandate that all emergency workers

must be in place before protective actions can be implemented. FEMA

believes that the procedures drafted in the county and municipal

L
RERPs comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(5) and NUREG-

0654, Planning Standard E(2). The county RERP's, in the Concept of

Operations section, state that in the event of an incident at the

Limerick Generating Station, Montgomery, Chester and Berkt. Counties

'will base their respective response actions on the specific incident
;

g
classification adopted by the licensee.

! O
E Procedures are outlined in the Concepts of Operations of the three

county RERP's for sequential emergency respons6 actions approriate for

| each incident classification. For example, at the Unusual Event

stage, county Emergency Operations Centers are notified. At the

. . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ . . . _
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'

- Alert stage, selected county personnel are mobilized and the county

EOC's are activated. In addition, municipal EMA (Emergency

Management Agency) officials are mobilized and emergency services are

() placed on standby (references Annexes C, E, F and G). These

procedures were demonstrated during the July 25, 1984 RERP exercise.

Timely activation of the various EOC's took place at the Alert and

Site Emergency phases, well before the simulated evacuation was

declared. However, as noted in the Interim Findings, the specifics

of the notification from the utility to the counties is incomplete

from a planning standpoint. The review of Planning Standard E on

page 6 of the report cited the need for specific details "as to the

method to be utilized and the organization (s) who will be performing
,

the notification to the counties, at each classification level."

.

-

There is no planning standard which require the installation of
,

redundant or supplemental alert and notification systems, such as

route alerting. Therefore, the capability of supplemental systems is

not essential to FEMA's review of the primary, i.e. siren, system.

Question 2:- .s the phone notification system of emergency response organizations

by the County EOC, prior to public notification, a complex process?

If phone calls for notification and verification are to be used, will

,_

the notification of essential organizations and staff delay siren

activation?
'

-

d

)I
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Answer 2: FEMA feels that any notification of emergency response personnel must+-

be as rapid as possible. However, as was stated in the response to
s

the overall contention, the activation of the public alert and |

notification system is not contingent upon the complete notification

of" essential"orhzations. As Annex C to the various County

RERP's clearly states, the director of the respective county

emergency management agencies has the overall responsibility for the

activation of the public alert and emergency broadcast systems. If

it was critical, in a fast-breaking incident, to activate the public

alert and notification system in virtually an instantaneous manner,
, .

the contacts necessary to do so would be minimal. If an accident is

- a slow-moving event, the system established to partially activate the

EOCs at Alert and fully mobilize at Site Emergency should allow

enough time for the various emergency response organizations to bep
C/

notified.
-

Qu:stion 3: Do the municipal RERP"s fail to indicate the number of volunteer fire

- company personnel that would or could be available at the time of a
.

radiological emergency?

.

Antwer 3: The municipal RERP's do not indicate the number of volunteer fire

company personnel which would be available at the time of a

_

radiological emergency at Limerick. However, if the testing of the

primary alert and notification system proves successful, then FEMA
t

-

.does not view route alerting as a necessity, but rather as a
.

supplement to the designated system, i.e., sirens.
.

$b .-
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Question I: Are-there specific and adequate plans to protect Camp Hill Village

Special School, Inc. in East Nantmeal Township, Chester County and

for Camp Hill Village School in West Vincent Township, Chester County?

Answer I: The ASLE has specifically stated that there is no need for specific

plans for each school. FEMA does not require that individualized '

plans be developed for each school, only that the composite planning

effort by the responsible jursidictior.s adequately address the needs

of all of the schools under its control. As FEMA concluded in

response to LEA-13 we do not believe that adequate arrangements have
,

at'this time been made to insure the protection of people in these

institutions in light of the fact that the Chester County plan makes

no reference to these facilities.
~

.

-Question 1: Have written plans been developed for either facility?

Answer 1: No written plans have been developed relating to these specific
!

facilities to FEMA's knowledge. However, as we stated above, there
,

are no planning standards which mandate such specific plans.

I

-Quistion 3: Have equipment needs, including transportation r.eeds, been assigned?j-
I . - .
.

('") Answer 3:
-

'

There is.no assurance from a review of the applicable township plans

that adequate arrangements have been completed for providing the
|

| necessary equipment, including transportation, to the referenced
:

institutions.

| .n

L >'
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Question 4: Has the evaluation of adequacy of school buildings for sheltering j

purposes been assigned?

Answer 4: As stated in our response to LEA-12, Question 3, there are no

planning standards which require an evaluation of school buildings

for sheltering purposes. If sheltering is chosen as the most

appropriate protective action, it will impact all areas (and

structures) within approximately 10 miles of the plant.

Question 6: In the event that responsibility for emergency response planning is

passed on to the municipality, has it been determined that, either of

the municipalities involved are able to meet the needs of these

schools, due to the fact that there are large numbers of mobility-

and intellectually-impaired individuals involved?

Answer 6: Final comment will be deferred until the planning process has been

finalized and reviewed. At this time FEMA is unable to make such a

determination.

.
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LEA-28

- O
uestion J(a):Q Is there assurance in the county or municipal RERP's that the

National Guard will have time to mobilize to carry out its

responsibilities with regard to towing and providing emergency

fuel supplies along state roads?

Answer'J(al: NUREG-0654, Planning Standard E(2), calls for each organization to

" establish procedures for alerting, notifying, and mobilizing

emergency response personnel," while Planning Standard A(1)(b)

calls for each organization and suborganization having an

-

operational role to "specify its concept of operations, and its

relationship to the total effort." The county RERP's state that

&- . () assistance from the National Guard "will be furnished on a minimum
.

, - essential basis required to minimize the effects upon the civilian

population caused by an incident at the Limerick Generating

station and will be terminated at the earliest practical time."

.

Such emergency assistance, which could include towing and

providing emergency fuel assistance, "will be furnished in

coordination with and supplementary to the capabilities of

municipal and county governments and other state agencies and
'~

departments." (Annex H - Montgomery County RERP, Draft 5; Berks

. County RERP, Draft 5).

.

T
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Primary and initial emergency response services are the

responsibilities of the state, county and municipal authorities.

Therefore, mobilization time of the National Guard should not

detract from an effective response.

Question J(b): Is there assurance provided in the municipal or county RERP's that

there are sufficient resources available to provide towing,

gasoline, and snow removal along non-state roads? According to

PEMA, the National Guard has neither the resources for snow'

removal nor the responsibilities for it, according to the

Commonwealth's Disaster Operations Plan.

Answer J(b): NUREG-0654, Planning Standard J(10)(k), calls for the

"identificatioti of and means for dealing with potential ..
,

i impediments ... to use of evacuation routes, and contingency

measures." Currently, there is not assurance that the county and,

municipal RERP's contain adequate procedures for providing

resources for towing, gasoline supplies, and snow removal. The

municipal plans state that snow removal and debris removal are the

responsibility of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

(PennDOT) and municipal road maintenance departments. Additional

information, including more specific implementing procedures,

.

L1etters of agreement with towing services, gas stations, etc. and

!- resource requirements is needed.

-

I

|

|
|
.
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As first noted in the April 1984 " Interim Findings" and the |
|

" Informal Evaluation" dated April 27, 1984, removal of traffic

: O i 41 t d 7 1 c . a vi 1 er < 1 rc -

have been identified as the responsibility of the Public Works

Officer / Group of the three risk counties and/or the local

municipalities. Documentation of resources to support municipal

and county needs for addressing these issues remains incomplete in

many cases. Once all of the necessary assistance has been

identified, agreements, letters of intent, or statements of

understanding, as required in the county and municipal plans,

should be included in the appropriate RERP's. At this time the

planning in this context is inadequate.

.
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PURPOSE OF THIS BOOKLET
This booklet provides information to farmers and

-

livestock owners on how to protect livestock and
poultry should a nuclear power plant incident occur. It
supplements the emergency information given in
"What You Should Know About Nuclear Power Plant
incidents," developed by the Commonwealth of, ,

har Far, Pennsylvania for people living near nuclear power
plants. This booklet also supplements information

k> This booklet contains general information on the
- supplied by the county Emergency Management---

needs and care of animals and specific information on ,

hrg ,.g what you may be asked to do if an incident should |
Agency (EMA). a ,r j

4 .#-7 occur at Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Station. - ~~ ~7 g
.(

k@g. (. The protective actions outlined in this booklet are
-

-

d I'+e #
supported by stato, county and municipal emergency -QQ b I ff''plans., 7;j ,.

J
,-

t
.

| The likelihood of a serious accident at a nuclear -

,#

power plant is small, but it can happen. A popular mis-4 ,

conception is that a nuclear reactor could explode like L
--
- - -

* * '

an atomic bomb in the event of a riuclear accident.
-

The fact is that nuclear reactors are designed so that it D.'
" is impossible for them to explode like an atomic bomb. M=r.3 W 2| %

M N
If an explosion would occur because of a malfuriction

-_-

in the reactor,it would have the same offeet as a boiler f __'

reactor accident is exposure to ionizing radiation. |
.

.-| g ---Q%
|, ,

exploding. The most probable hazard from a nuclear .

g.,%
g

,

s -- A,

*. ..
,

c' 6 .u,,.y wg -1 m...

~3- - -- Please read this booklet carefully and discuss the 3- ~ -- ~x , e

information with your family. Keep it in a convenient WHATIS A NUCLEAR
-"

place for future use.-

POWER PLANTINCIDENT?
Remember, it is important that you know the alert

system. If an emergency occurs, turn your radio or TV The most frequently thought of nuclear power
on and respond quickly but calmly. plant incident is the abnormal release of radioactive

material by a nuclear power plant. But a nuclear power
Penrose Hallowell Plant incident may not involve an active release of

h-J radiation..j. Secretaryof Agn.eulture
Nuclear radiation is energy in the form of invisible -

i. particles or rays that are given off by radioactive
!- materials. There are three general types of radiation;'

Alpha particles, Beta particles and Gamma Rays.,.

y e, ; Alpha particles offer little hazard unless the radioac-
i . . *r tive materialis ingested or inhaled. Beta particles have' '

a low penetration ability and are stopped by things( such as a layer of skin, a sheet of plastic or a piece of
f wood. Gamma Rays are identical to X-rays and can

- ) easily penetrate low density materials. The radioac- '

)"SE tive materials having the greatest impact on agricul-.
'

ture are the radioiodines. Radioactive iodine is5. Important because of its abundance in a reactor ano
f its af finity for the pasture-cow-milk-food chain.

G.r. Accidents not requiring protective action by the '
.

i

ger.eral public may sti!I require removal of dairy cattle
and/or feed from the contaminated area.

| |
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p hearing an " Evacuation" advisory should shelter their

.

animals if enough advance waming is given. Shelter- HOW MUCH 'tPACE IS REQUIRED,

c:r ing gives some protection from airborne radioactive IN THE SHELTER.u{ particles and makes it easier to supply feed and water
q without contamination. Decide how many animals need shefter and dater-..

Farmers affected by a "Take Shelter" or "Evacua. mine priorities for sheltering stock. Providing shelter,a .

W tion" advisory should contact their county Emer- and care for all livestock is usually impractical and
gency Manegement Agency (EMA) as directed by the impossible. Plan to give dairy cows and best breeding;

Emergency Broadcast System (EBS). I stock the most protected areas. If an evacuation is. T

(g The basic objective of protective actions is to I
called and there !s time, place the calves, especially

fr reduce the amount of radiation received by the farmer newboms, with valuable lectating cows. Try to milk all
and his livestock. Farm operators near a nuclear cows BEFC9E evacuating. The following chart canu: -

power plant should take advantage of all their help determine space requirements.*"
"

'N resources, plan ahead for adequate livestock shelter,-

ventilation and protection of feed and water. Poor SPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR LIVESTOCK IN~ :-( ver tilation or lack of water can harm animals just as CLOSED BUILDINGS,] readily, if not more so, than radiation.
Dairy cows cow biproduceen Dry cow weening ceivw
20 cows orless . 30 square feet3 WHATTYPE OF SHELTER ' ' *** * " "*" '" **""* '"'. 2o squwe feetco wieb. SHOULD BE USED? **'v""a " '"*nths o m o n n o . n m . 15 20 squwe fut

.. .

calves 6 anonths to 1 year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2o 30 square feet} Sheltered animals are protected from potentially
gg contaminated air and radioactive materials which are

,,,g,,,

ug deposited as the radioactive cloud passes. Livestock seef cow whh calf . . . . . . . . . . 15o squwe feet
But cow dry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 squae futA- housed in farm buildings can receive some protection waning calvesd from direct radiation exposure. **lves up to 6 months . . . . 15 25 squere feetg Plan ahead for shelter by deciding which buildings **''" 8 "*"'h"" ' Y**'' '2m oquem fut

4 offer the g.satest protection. Barns, milking parlors,ds machine sheds, garages, com cribs and swine or sheep
Ewo wMh lemb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 squwe feetS poultry buildings are all possible livestock shelters. Ewe, dry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 squere feet

$. Some buildings offer greater protection than others Weening lemb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 square fest
depending on their construction:e

swkwm
Brood sow with sitw . . . . . . . . . 40 squwe fut.

Brood now, dry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 square feet

PROTECTION OFFERED BY COMMON
weening pigs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 square feet |
Fettening Hogs '

,

.

FARM BUILDINGS 100 pounds . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .4 squwe fut
- Percent of outside radiation 200 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 square feet

received by animals inside the+-
penAtrybusiding Type of Buil6ng Laying hans . . . . . . . . . . . 2 square feet per bird

'-
.

5-1o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Large bems, concrete or masonry Boilers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 square feet per bird'

20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Murti-story poultry houses, WY' 4 84u*re feet per bird
masonry

) mo4o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .twee frame bund
. 2o4o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .run moonry or .ngs [

concret. b'*ck b
hoshuuee WHAT ABOUT VENTILATION?J 30 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .conventionet frame bem* |7 *

30-90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Other poultry houses A primary limiting factor in sheltering livestock is
So . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Conventional hoghouse (part Ventilation. Listen to your Emergency Broadcasting

.

@ 8040 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pose bems, noefing sheds, etock
System iEBS) announcements to obtain informationconcrete) -

on radiation exposure conditions.! f
,

**a''ned unde roof
Livestock confined in a roofed building and being#

fed uncontaminated feed and water will still be
exposed to radiation from contaminated air entering '

the building. Therefore, outside air entering the build-
ing should be kept to a minimum.

._
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DO NOT USE FANS FOR VENTILATION. If you rations and water for several months. Additional pro.
M must, plan to set them on low spaed to reduce the air tein willbe needed to build tissues.

"
intake.'

'"
RECOMMENDEDi'ENTILATION IN DARYCOws WATER / DAY FEED / DAY

". ANIMAL SHELTERS in Production a seuens summw 20 pounds hay

S Animal Cubic Feet Mhatel Cubic Feet Mimnel 7 h 9'"*"" *i"'''
- ,i ..[ an w ei anwns Dry =ws s paons eummw mo pounds hey

7 % geNons winter'd Winter Summer a

Weerung calves 6 geuons summer 3 12 pounds-k % g

400 pound catf 30 So hay'-
3 genons wintw.9 000 pound deiry 70 200 ,

* *: 10o0 pound 100 225 Cow (pregnant) 7 genons summer 1015 pounds of
.M 1600 pound 130 300 6 gallons winter legume hay'

~8 Hon % 6 Cow with calf 9 genons summer 1218 pounds of2

$ 8 geHons winter legume heyShup
; Nursang owe 10 30 Coff (400 poundel 6 genonssummer s.12 pounds of
.4 60 poundlemb 7 20 4 geNone winter legume hoy

Swine Swine.

Sow and etter SO too arood now with atter 4 puans summer a pounds groin
100 pound hog 16 40 3 gecons winter
2MW W 25 M ~

Brood now (pregnent) 1-2 genons summer 2 pounds groin
**5 1 genon winter

Ventilation needs are the judgernent of the herds- 150 pound giet or boord ige #on 3 P'""d* 8''i"men. Remember, it is better to have some radioactive
contaminstion than losses from overcrowding, heat sheep

" * * * * " " ''"*"* 5 Pa"ds h*yand poor ventilation.
Ewe. dry 3 quarts 3 pounds hay
*""'"O*"* 2 ns 3 ponds n.yWHAT ABOUT FEED AND

a WATER FOR ANIMALS? D'

5 pnonsrioo birds mesnoobirds
8'oitws s puonanoo birds toibsnoo birdsPlan to protect feed and water from radioactive

contaminants. If animals ingest contaminated feed Tudevs 12 getionan oo
birds 40lben00 birdsand wstor, they will be exposed to internal radiation. ,.

Give animals uncontaminated feed and water until
questionable samples have been analyzed and deter. Farmers should make plans to protect their animals
mined safe. j BEFORE an actual nuclear power plant emergency

Feed stored'in buildings is protected from con. occurs. Farmers are advised to gather as much infor-
tamination. Feed stored outside can be protected by metion as possible to determine the best method for

8 placing plastic or canvas covering over it as soon as protecting livestock should an incident occur.
warning of anincidentis heard. i

_ _d.TWWN.I'uM^ 'i '#. $.
ff

~

'

t The animals' most crucial need is safe water, even : +

more so than feed. Water from a covered or deep well I .3 ' ~ . .-

,

or running spring is safe for livestock. Sf8 '.k ''.7% ''

(d , *.. f[hd
s - i-

,k,

iLivestock care and maintenance may not be possie @, Qt
'

, ; Q, d - ';; p', , 4 ffble for the first 48 hours after an evacuation advisory. .y .

For this reason, the farmer should plan to provide a .% 4 g.s.G.gf ,- y 2, p M!?.".s,g
' n h'C' t'. 7

''(d minimum emergency supply of water and withhold i.1 % #'
'

: v
'" feed untII care is possible. The lack of feed will help N.'&.' " '

%gg.,.gg, ig
.x .

reduce the need for water. Decreased water intako ~ . + +
~m

.

~p ..,, q
willhelp reduce milk flow, l V,

, . .

QM46.w 'N.' M, $, M M i9After the first 48 hours or more, f sed livestock one- u
' i-JsG&.c !half their normal feed for a day; gradually increas's the,.

r amount by one pound a day per animal until th'ay are ?~ 'M?ncFjeM d

back to their normalrations. W' 4-
#_

, -

'"Animals can survive on the following minimum .

_ __
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WHAT ABOLT CROPS & FOOD? 15 Lactating dairy cows should be removed from pas-
ture to protect milk supply. Animals should be givenProtective acti eis for crops, fresh fruits and vege-
uncontaminated feed and water. Feed stored in build-

'

tables and other iood products depends on when the ings is protected from contamination. Water from a.

contamination occurs as well as the type of crop. I
covered well or running spring is safe for animals.

Contamination just before or during harvest time Sheltered animals. receive some protection from.

requires washing or peeling of fresh fruits and most radiation exposure.
vegetables before consumption. Root vegetables are A limiting factor in protecting livestock is ventila-,
protected by the soil. Wait to harvest them until deter-

tion. It is better to have some radioactive contamina-mined safe by authorities, i tion than losses from over crowding, heat and poor
Contamination of field crops at harvest time can be ventilation.

*
...

minimized through storage. Radioactive decay will Milk and other food products produced in the area
'

i reduce contamination of field erops with time. of contamination will be tested by en appropriate
: Other foods may also be cannsd or frozen to allow agency. Their advice should be followed.
Y - time for radioactive decay. Farmers affected by an " Evacuation" advisory'e , should contact their county Emergency Management=1,- Agency to receive dosimeters, potassium iodide and aF .< pass to enable them to care for their livestock.
-)V 7 ,m ,_ 9_

' '' * =r---
^ Good judgement and a cool head will be helpfulin_419'. protecting the Agricultural Community in the event ofp. t

.- @T*%M.y '1. ! -

. %y; - a nuclear reactor accident.
.

' .
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4
.EM At other periods in the growing cycle, effects of
'"* contamination should be limited depending on the

h= length of time before harvest.

%@ Further information on protective actions for crops O
h and food products will be available through the Emer- -

'f . , *

4 ,.
_ 7_, W - --- - __ r h ,.'L- g .4 gency Brondcast System (EBS).

_.:.- ... h jw-u i 'tf .

$ :aM =.:.I
''

my SUMMARY (; ".,,9 -i ~
, .

M The basic principles of protecting livestock (and - ' D'd

4. . ' people) against radiation are easy to apply The objec- /*: f Wfr , .
.

'. N A ,/
,

-% tive is to reduce the total exposure to radiation. | ' '

5_ 2L IF AN ACCIDENT OCCURS: $ *M N '
,,

Siren alert systems will signal the public in the '

%N vicinity of a nuclear reactor that a problem has
.,

/ -yh occurred. Tum on your radio or television for more i

.

,

.' ,(p.; 4 information.
,

*

g'9]:
.

T Emergency Broadcast System announcements 1
-].f.. (radio and or television) will provide instructions or G pp5*=- (,

__ g directions to the public. Public information state-
q ments will be issued over the same system.
M .- Two primary protection action options for the
M general public are sheltering and evacuation. It is
76;*$ important that you respond quickly but calmly when
89 notified that any protective action should be taken.

..
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I JUDGE HOYT: The exhibits described by
*

2
-

counsel, which are FEMA's Exhibits 4 through 8 will
!

3

p%)
be received into evidence as Exhibits E-4 through E-8.

4 (The documents were

5 received in evidence as
'XXXXXXX

0 FEMA Exhibits E-4, E-5, E-6,

7 E-7, and E-8.)
8 JUDGE HOYT: All right. We have the first

9 round of cross-examination.to begin with Mr. Conner.

10 MR. CONNER: I'm sorry?

II JUDGE HOYT: I'm sorry. I believe Miss Zitzer
-

12 begins the cross-examination.

q(_
13 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, we haven't determined

Id any time limitations for these witnesses.

15 JUDGE HorT: We are going to accord you two
I0 hours, Miss Zitzer. Again, because of the timer that I

17 have, I will give you one hour, and when you hear that

18 buzzer, you will know you have another hour to go.
I9 MS. ZITZER: I will move along more quickly, if

20 I can.

21 MR. CONNER: Could I inquire, the Board had

(qe
22._/ indicated earlier that it might wish to run late tonight.

&
23>

I was trying to get some idea of --

#
JUDGE HOYT: Well, I think by "ltte," we are

AceJederal Caporters, Inc.
{

25 '

probably going to get the first hour of Miss Zitzer's
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I*~

crucs-examination in and perhaps that is going to be about

2 as far as we can go this evening.

3 MR. ANTHONY: Judge Hoyt, could I have an
v

4 indication of the time that I would be alloted, please?

5 JUDGE HOYT: We had not alloted you any time

6 as yet, Mr. Anthony. If any of these contentions are

7 yours -- I think perhaps --

8 MS. ZITZER: LEA 24, I believe, is, your Honor.
,

t

; 9 '

MR. HASSELL: LEA 20/ FOE-l is addressed.
t

10 JUDGE HOYT: .Yes, Mr. Anthony, we will allot

I I
i you 15 minutes cross-examination time. You may take
!
L I2 that eit:her'at the conclusion of LEA's or not.

13 -

Before you say anything else, Mr. Anthony,;

'

I4 let me explain to you what the problem is. We are

15 giving LEA two hours for the entire cross-examination

16 which is a number of the contentions. Your cross-

17 examination is on a very narrow, limited area and is,

18 in fact, disproportionately generous in comparison to

'
the amount of cross-examination that LEA must prepare 'or

20 conduct here as to all the contentions.
.

'2I '
MR. ANTHONY: I didn't mean to take anything

22
| away from LEA. I think LEA needs at least two hours.
|
"

23 What I think is very important is the makeup of the EPZ,

24
. and I need --
' Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE.HOYT: Mr. Anthony, I am going to cut you off,

i

,.
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I right at this point because we have got to continue here.
'

i

|

|2 Miss Zitzer, we want to cross examination and

3 your first hour now.

4 MR. ANTHONY: I would like to ask --

5 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, we just don't have

6 any time for these arguments today. We have got to e

7 continue ahead.

8 MR. ANTHONY: Well, I need half an hour.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, I have indicatec

10 to you -- this makes the third time, and I don't intend

II to do it again.

I2 Miss Zitzer, begin your cross-examination.
,,)| *

' ' - 13 MS. ZITZER: Thank you, your Honor.

I4XXXXXX CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MS. ZITZER:

I6
Q In the introduction to your testimony on

I7 the admitted contentions that was filed November 2,

18 I believe you make reference to your testimony having

" been based cn the set of 60 draft offsite radiological

20 emergency response plans that had been provided to FEMA
.

2I !by PEMA.
-3

22 MS. ZITZER: I would like to ask Miss Mulligan

23 to tender to the witnesses a copy of the letter and attached :

|
24 list of exhibits that was received into evidence as

Ace-Federst Reporters, Inc.

25 LEA Exhibit E-1 to verify that that is the list of exhibits
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.

that is referenced in the introduction to the testimony.

2
(Miss Mulligan distributes . document.)

, . 3) MS. ZITZER: It is attached to a transmittal

letter from --

5 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Zitzer, in order to

6 facilitate your handling of this, why don't you have

7 Miss Mulligan do these things in advance. It just takes

8 so much of your time and it makes .it difficult for you.

9 MS. ZITZER: Thank you.

JUDGE HOYT: All right. Go ahead.

11 (Pause.)

- 12
JJJDGE HOYT: Miss Zitzer, why don't you frame( '.3 ,

i i

13 '
'

your question.

Id BY MS. ZITZER:

15
Q Have you had a moment to review the list

16 of plans that was attached to the December 6, 1983

I7 letter from the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency

18 to the Licensing Board?

19
A (Witness Kinard) Yes.

20
,

0 To the best of your knowledge, is that list of

'
21 plans the set of 60 draft plans which you referred to in-.x

: )
22 the introduction of your testimony?

,

23 A To the best of my knowledge, it is.

24
Q h du mehe M q &at EM h man |

Am-F. der : ceporters, inc.

25
that updated plans have been prepared by Energy Consultants.

I
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~

I I believe-that the parties to the proceeding received

2 a December 26, 1984 letter to FEMA from the Nuclear

I -3 Regulatory Commission indicating that the copies of

4 -the draft plans that had been received into evidence in this

5 -proceeding were being forwarded to FEMA for the purpose
'

6 of informal review that had been requested by the Nuclear

7 . Regulatory Commission.

8 Is that correct?

3 A Yes. That is correct.
.

,

10p Q I believe that that letter was transmitted
.

Il to'the parties to this proceeding by Mr. Hassell on
.

12

LQ.~
Dec. ember 31, 1984.

~ ~

.

'13 In that December 26,'1984 memorandum from
.

Id Earl Jordan to Mr. Richard Kr'imm'of FEMA, I believe

15 that a request was made that FEMA would provide a

16 supplemental interim finding for Limerick by. March 1, 1985.
P

17 Is that correct, to.the best of your knowledge?~

18 'A (Witness Asher) The name of the person is

I''

' Edward Jordan, and that is correct.

20 g. Thank you.

21 I believe this morning we received a copy of

. ' 22 .a memorandum from Mr. Edward Jordan, the Director of
7

23 the Division of Emergency Preparedness -- strike that.
,

24 -I made a mistake.
Am-Federd Repo,to,s, Inc.

25 .I believe this morning we received a memorandum,>
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'I
~

dated January 23, 1985, from Mr. Richard Krimm, of FEMA,

2
to Mr. Earl Jordan of the -- Edward Jordan of the

3 Office of Inspection and Enforcement of the Nuclear

4 . Regulatory Commission which indicated that FEMA would

5 prepare a supplemental interim finding to the NRC on the

6 revised plans by May 1, 1985.

7 Is that information correct, to the best of

8 your knowledge?

9 A Are you referring to a memorandum dated

10 January'237

I
Q Yes.

12 A And the date that we would provide such a

13 report would be May 1, 1985?
.

Id
Q By.May 1, 1985, yes.

15 A That is correct.

I0 MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, I had predistributed

I7 to the parties, but I don't believe-to the Board, the
.

18 document which Miss Zitzer just referred to. Maybe

l' if she is going to mark the -- I don't know whether she is

20 planning to mark the exhibit, but I can certainly distribute

21 . copies to the Board and, if necessary, the court reporter

22END'18 now.
"

23
.

24
Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25

u
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.

T19 MM/mml1 JUDGE HOYT: Are you going to want this marked,

2 Ms. Zitzer?

'

3 MS. ZITZER: I think it might be helpful, if

4 there would be no objection. I intend to reter totthe

5 exhibit.

6 (Document distributed to Board and parties.)

7 MS. ZITZER: Would that be LEA Exnibit E-71?

~

8 JUDGE HOYT: Very well,a multipage document with

9 a cover sheet indicating Memorandum For Edward L. Jordan,

10 dated January 23, 1985, multipage document, will be marked

11 as LEA Exhibit E-71 for identification.

,_ xxx 12 (The document referred to was

( )
''

13 marked LEA Exhibit No. E-71

xxx 14 for identification.)

15 MR. HASSELL: Judge Hoyt, the Staff is not clear

16 precisely what LEA Exhibit 71 encompasses. I would like to

17 know.
I

18 JUDGE HOYT: What we have before us,and what I have

19 marked as LEA E-71 for identification, Mr. Hassell, is a

20 multipage document, the first page of which is a Memorandum j
i

21 For Edward L. Jordan, Director, Division of Emergency
'

'' 22 Preparedness and Engineering Response, Office of Inspection

23 and Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I

24 Tne second page is a Memorandum for Richard W.
Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 Krimm, Assistant Associate Director, Federal Emergency
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>.
mm2 1 Management Agency, signed by Edward L. Jordan, Director, dated

2 December 26th, 1984.

3 There is a second sneet which is a list of' ')
4 cc's beginning with the name Richard W. Krimm and ending

5 with the name R. R. Bellamy, R'gion I.e

6 Fourth page of this document is Applicant's Exhibits,

7 Emergency Plans.

8 I think this document has previously come into the

9 hearing as the list of the Applicant's Exhibits. It is a
,

10 two-page document, beginning with Risk County and ending with

11 Montgomery County. That is a two-page document.

12 The next page is a letter from John L. Patten,
,

( !

13 Director, Pennsylvania Emergency Managehent Agency, to"

14 Mr. Paul -- and it looks like P. on this copy. I am not

15 sure whether it is P. or F. Is that Giordano?

!

16 WITNESS ASHER: It is Giordano.

17 JUDGE HOYT: Paul P. Giordano, dated January 14,
,

i

18 1985. I

!
19 MR. HASSELL: Thank you very much, Judge Hoyt. !

|

20 MS. ZITZER: I would like to note that last
~

i

21 letter was received into evidence as Commonwealth Exhibit i

.

I
22 E-10. ,

!'

23 JUDGE HOYT: During the time that we have done

24 all this, Ms. Zitzer, I would like to note to you that tr.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Board has tolled your time for this housekeeping mission.
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Imm3 Mr. Conner?

2 MR. CONNER: I think it might be well to note

<{ }
3 for the record simply that all of the attachments to LEA E-71

4 had been received one way or the other. And are otherwise

5 identified as exhibits in the record.

0 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Very well, Mr. Conners.

7 MS. ZITZER: Thank you very much.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Your time will begin to
.

9 run now.

10 BY MS. ZITZER:

'1'
Q At this time has FEMA conducted any kind of a

12,ew review of the list of exhibits which is included in LEA
*.t j

13 Exhibit E-71, which are' Applicants Exhibits which have been

I# received into evidence in this proceeding?

5 A (Witness Asher) No.
,

,

16
0 I would like to turn to the update that you

I7 filed 'o your testimony, and I would specifically like toc
I

8 refer you to the section entitled School District Emergency

19 |

| Planning (LEA Contention 12).

0 (Witness referring to document.)

21 In the first paragraph, you refer to your
.

~

testimony where you state:
.

23 "Because of our concern over the lack of

24
bAm Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
that the July 25th exercise took place during the
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mm4- 1 summer, FEMA highlighted the need for some type of,

2 demonstration of school district evacuation plans."

3 My question to you is, what information is your
'

3 .

'd current knowledge of the status of school district evacuation

'S plans on?
.

6 I would particularly like to know if there is

7 anything'other.than the draft plans that were reviewed by

8 FEMA that are the subject, I believe, of the RAC review
.

9 and the Interim" Findings that.have been identified as FEMA

10 Exhibits 6 and 7? '

.

11 A That-has been the only review conducted. Currently.

12 we have in-our office, plans that have been labeled. School

'

'

13 District Plans for the 13 School Districts within tne EPZ.
*

14 We have not concucted a review at this time.

15 Q And the plans that you stated that you have, are

16 those~the copies of the pians that were transmitted to you by
,

17 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, that are the versions

18 that have been received into evidence during this proceeding?

19 A I can't attest to that because I have not reviewed
J

20 those plans.
,

21 Q Okay.-That's fine.

22 .You then continue to explain that arrangements

'

.23 have been made with PEMA to hold such a drill on November
.

24 20th, 1984 and go into an explanation of the fact that that --
- nosonen, ins.

25 -that the. drill, November 20th, 1984, was not on the scale

i
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'Imm5 ' originally anticipated.
'

2
Were you provided any information witn regard to

p .h why that situation resulted?3 *

0 MR. CONNER: Objection.-
,

5 What situation are we referring to?
n

'O MS.'ZITZER: The testimony states that the scale

7 of the November 20th supplemental: exercise was not of a

8 ' scale of which we anticipated.

JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

'10'
^'

Proceed. 'If you have an answer, please answer

'
the question.-

'

.

i
'' 2

- WITNESS ASHER: Would you repeat the question agairt,
,

-

J3 yp ,,,,7

" BY MS', ZITZER:,

"
Q Certainly.

From your testimony it appears that the scale of> '

,

II the November 20th, 1984 supplemental exercise, was-not

II of the-scale originally anticipated.

My questi'on-is, particularly with regard to

320
,

school district participation, were you provided any informa--

'2I tion as-to why that occurred?
.

' ' ' 22 A (Witness Asher) We were provided :no - information
,

.

23 .as to why it did not occur, other than the conversation..

'

with Mr. Don Taylor from PEMA. We were-informed that what
Ass.pessem nesensri, Inc.

had been previously proposed at a meeting at*' .

.

_.
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I Eagleville in regards to the school districts, would not
mm6

2 take place and therefore it would be of no value for us to

O
() ' C provide a service.

4 Q And in the last paragraph of -- strike that.

5 In your' testimony you state that PEMA decided

6 not to send observers to the various participating school

7 districts.

8 Is that the reason why they were not sent?

9 A Yes, it is.

Q You then continue to state that FEMA has provided

'
an update to the Commonwealth on the current status of

12p) Category A deficiencies i entified as a result of the July
w ~

13 25th exericse, specifically in a letter ddted January 8,

Id
1985 to Mr. Patten, which is attached to update as FEMA

15
Exhibit 8.

16 You refer to that letter and state specifically

I7 that FEMA has requested a meaningful demonstration of the :

18
various school > districts.' capabilities to evacuate their

19
students.

20 '

_
What would you determine to be a meaningful

21 demonstration of the school districts' capabilities?c.
t )
t.'

22
.

Meaningful demonstration would be to displayA

23 the ability or those school districts to implement the-

24
,, , ,

plans that have been provided.

25
Q Can you be more specitic as to the scale of
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Imm7 implementation of participation you would expect from the !

l

2 school district in order to demonstrate in a way that

3-(] would-be meaningful, according to your definition of that.

4 A It has been FEMA's policy to observe a random

5 sampling of an evacuation of a school or class in a particu%

0 lar school district. And to be able to observe or at ?. east

7 be made knowledgeable of the availability of the transportatic.n

.8 needs.

9
'O Could you be more specific with regard to what

10 you would expect to be a meaningful demonstration of --

11
with regard to the transportation needs being provided?

I
A If we could be provided with letters of agreement

;

V '13 that would show that there was sufficient capability in the

I# way of transportation to provide-what is in the plan, which

we understand to be a one-lift effort.

16
Q Would you expect the letters of agreement to

I7 indicate the number of buses to be provided?

A 0654 does not demand that that has to be a part

19 of the letter of agreement.

20 However, in my own professional opinion, I think
-

21 it should be.
./N

Q I believe you stated that it has been FEMA's policy

23 to observe what you described as a random sampling of a

24
school or a class evacuation.w% g,

l' 25
Would you expect such a demonstration

-- . - . _ . . - . - , _ - _ _ - . . _ . , , _ _ _ . _ _ ,
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mm8 I within each of the 13 risk school districts?

2 A It would be the only way that we would have an

3
f opportunity to determine whether or not each one of the

4 school districts dic have the capability.

5 0 You indicate in your supplement that FEMA is

6 awaiting a' response from the Commonwealth.

7 Have yon receivea any response at this time?

8 A I have had some conversations with Mr. Con Taylor,

9 who is the Attorney and Exercise Officer for PEMA, who

10 conveyed to me via telephone that he is attempting to

II arrange such a demonstration currently, but could give me

12 no projected time.
; )
C'

. 13 (Pause)

"
Q Turning to the attachment to ---< update to your

15 testimony, which has been marked as FEMA Exhibit 8, the
i

January 8th letter to Mr. Patten, you refer in the third

I7 paragraph to the Category A' deficiencies that were identified

18 as a result of the July 25th exercise.

In the second sentence you refer to Category A

20 uleficiencies one and three.
-

21 Specifically with regard to Category A deficiency

> 22 number one, which I bel.ieve at page 135 of FEMA Exhibit E-4,

23 I believe it refers to the. lack of.24-hour emergency i

response within the following jurisdictions.
,

25 Now, this information is also covered in your
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mm8 1 testimony on the deferred contention 2, which it might be

2 helpful for you to have available to turn to.

.(~} 3 To the best of your knowledge, have you received
v

4 any information to identify to your satisfaction, that the

5 staffing deficiencies at the municipal level that had been

6 identified there, have been resolved at this time?

7 A (Witness Kinard) Not in a formalized sense.

8 We would' expect to receive plans that had been agreed to or

9 signed off by all the various. jurisdictions that the staffing

10 levels contained in those plans are accurate to their
.

11 satisfaction. .

|
12 We are aware, as we have said in ou.r testimony

.
, ,

\~'
13 here, that through * discussions with Energy Consultants and

14 with PEMA that this issue is being addressed, but it has not

15 been finalized from our standpoint.

16 MR. CONNER: I would object. I would ask for i

17 either clarification, or that the answer be stricken.

18 We have had trouble.before in distinguishing

19 between the nature of the review necessary for Interim

20 Findings as distinguished from the formal submittal for the
-

21 so-called final finding.
g
')' 22 I don't know th& Mr. Kinard intended to use the

~

particular words in his answer, but I am afraid it might i23
!
I

24 confuse the record if there is a possible confusion here
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 between what might be required for the ultimate, final,

l - - . .-
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Imm9 formal findings pursuant to Part 350, as distinguished from

2 what might be required to make the Interim Findings

3 contemplated by the Morandum of Understanding between

4 NRC and FEMA.

5 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Conner, I would anticipate with

6 great expectaticn that you will develop that fully on

7 cross examination.

8 MR. CONNER: Okay. But I still renew my motion

9 to strike the question on the ground that distinction is not

10 made.

JUDGE HOYT: The Motion, if it is a formal Motion,

2'

/ ) Mr. Conner, is denied. -

U
13 You may, however, develop it on cross examination

I# and renew the motion, if the misunderstanding be as you

15 have characterized it.
;

6
Ms. Zitzer?*

II MS. ZITZER: Thank you.

O BY MS. ZITZER:

~ I9 !
Q At page '4 of your testimony on the deferred

20
_

contentioris, your testimony states that the names of response

21g, personnel would have to be officially recorded in the plans

22 before FEMA would regard the situation as being resolved.
.

Is that still the case at this time?

24 |
A (Witness Kinard) Yes, it is. 8

.., % %
25

0 When you say that it would have to be recorded
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1

in the plans, from whom would you expect to receive that

2 .

'

information?

O'- - 3
A (Witness Asher) 'It has been FEMA's policy to

r.

receive that from the State or from the Commonwealth in

5
.this case, although there is, within our Memorandum of

6
Understanding with NRC, a possibility for NRC to submit those

7
cnd 19 plans to us for an Interim Finding.'

8

9

10

11

.

12 .g-q4 .
,

. 'd .
-

'

13 -

.

14

15

16
,

.

17

.

18

.

19

20
_

21y

U
22

.

23

'24
Am.Federes Reponen inc.

25

.. .

- - _ . . . - _
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0 So in this case the source of the plans which you

2
would anticipate reviewing to determine if the correct infor-

mation was contained would either be the plans as provided to

#
you by the NRC in its request for an interim finding or from

the Commonwealth, is that correct?

0 A That is correct.

7
G I would like to move on in the deferred contentions

8
to contention three which deals with Buck's County role as

9
a support county. In your supplement you refer to Bucks.

10
county's performance in the November 20th exercise. I believe

11
you state that the exercise evaluation report reflects the

12c-

( ) fact that Bucks County displayed its support capabilities

13 for Montomgery County in an adequate manner. Specifically,

14
what facilities were activated by Bucks County? It might help

15
you to refer to pages 27 and 28 of the November 20th drill

16 ,

report if necessary.

17
A (Witnesses reviewing document.)

18
G It might help if I rephrase the question. My

19
question relates to specifically the extent that Bucks County

- demonstrated facilities that it would activate in its role as

21
a support county for Montgomery County?

2
A I believe that they were obligated to open, man

23 and operate a reception center and a mass care facility which
24

*Ace-Federal Ceporters, Inc.

25
A (Witness Kinard) If I could also add, this

L_
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I reception and mass care center operation was coordinated through
2 the Bucks County emergency operation center.

) 3 g Is it FEMA's position that based on the activation

4 of the emergency operation center, the reception center and

5 the mass care center as described on pages 27 c.nd 28 of.c

6 FEMA Exhibit E-5 that Bucks County has displayed its ability

7 to implement the support plan which has been developed?

8 A (Witness Asher) Yes.

9 g Are you aware of the fact that Neshaminy Mall has

10 rescinded its agreement to act as a reception ccnter?
11 A We have received nothing in the way of that

12 information at our office.-x

( -)
13 G Has anyone informed you whether or not Mr. McGill,

14 the Bucks Cour.ty coordinator, has determined the Bucks County

15 support plan to be a final plan in final form?

16 MR. CONNER: Objection, the same question as to what

17 does this double meaning of " final" mean as distinguished from

18 what Mr. McGill or what the county might certify and so forth.
19 JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, can you limit that

20 question so we can have a more intelligible understanding of
21 what it is you are trying to do here.

22 MS. ZITZER: I will try. The problem is the phrase
"

i
23 came from Energy Consultants so I am not exactly sure what |

|
24 they were referring to. I

AceJederal Reporters, Inc.

25 (Representatives from LEA conferring off the record.)

. _ _ _ ..
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I BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

2 G Has anyone from Bucks County provided you any |

-

3 information whether or not Mr. McGill has determined the)
,

4 Bucks County support plan to be in final form?

5 A (Witn ss Asher) Yes.

6 G What information have you been provided?

7 A I have a letter dated January 22 addressed to me

8 from a Mr. William H. Rieser, county administrator, that I

9 believe you have.

10 MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, at this point I would like

11 to state that I have predistributed this letter to all the

12,c \ parties anticipating that it might come up. I have copies-

,, L_ ) .

13 for the Board which I can distribute.
I

14 JUDGE HOYT: If you will, please. That is 1985,

15 is that correct, sir?
,

16 WITNESS ASHER: YEs.

17 (Above-referenced document supplied to the witness,

18 the parties and the Board.)

19 JUDGE HOYT: Please continue with your questions.

20 MS. ZITZER: Could I request that this letter that
_

21 has just been provided by marked as LEA Exhibit E-72 form

: ;

v> 22 identification.

,
23 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. The letter previously

24 identified by the representative of LEA, January 22, 1985
Am. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 William Rieser, county administrator, County of Bucks, addressed
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j to Mr. James Asher, Federal Emergency Management Agency,

2 Philadelphia, will be marked as LEA Exhibit E-72 for identifi-

f'; 3 cation.
v

XXXXXXX 4 (The document referred to was

5 marked LEA Exhibit No. E-72

6 f r identification.)

7 BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

8 G Mr. Asher, is the letter which we have just marked

9 as LEA Exhibit E-72 the information that you have just

10 referred to?

11 A. (Witness Asher) Yes.

12 O If you became aware that Mr. McGill was making
,

('' :

13 changes in the plan and I will give an example of having to

14 obtain an agreement for a reception center in lieu of the

15 Neshaminy Mall location, would you have any concerns about

16 the representations made that the plan is in final form?

17 MR. CONNER: I object to that question coming as it

18 does right after this reference to this letter which incidentally

19 misstates the transcript, it would presuppose something about

20 finality would be built into this question about changing

21 something in the plan such as the mall.

22 Obviously any emergency plan is going to be changed
'

mreorb.essfrequentlyovertheyearsasconditionschangeand23

24 People change and to suggest though that this is in some way
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 connected to the previous sentence by its juxtaposition in the
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I
transcript with Mr. Reiser's letter, I think is unfair. Unless

2
that is clarified, we think this question should not be allowed.

_

3( *

x> MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, if I may be heard, I would

4
think that this would be something that could be clarified

5
very easily by Mr. Conner on his cross.

6
JUDGE HOYT: I think that is pretty much correct,

7
Mr. Hirsch, as far as that portion is concerned but if thete

8
is a misquote in this transcript I want that straightened out

9
now.

10
MR. CONNER: The misquote that I was referring to

11

is in the letter.

. 12
j JUDGE'HOYT: That is correct. That is whtt I am,

vs .

13
*

saying to you, Mr. Conner. What I am saying to Mr. Hirsch,

14
will you get page 17,234 and find out if this is misquoted in

15
there.

16
MR. HIRSCH: Very well. I will do that. I don't

17
have . that page of the transcript with me but I can obtain it

18
from NRC counsel.

19
JUDGE HOYT: I believe we can make that available

20
- to you.

21

4 MP. HIRSCH: I am sure that the staff can make that

22
. available to me right.:now. I don't want to put any words in

'
23

Mr. Asher's mouth but I don't believe that anyone at FEMA was

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc. aware that there was a misquote from the transcript.

25
MR. CONNER: If the Board please, I said the error is
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1
in the letter. The quoted part in the second paragraph appears

_
to be more or less accurate, it has three dots in it, from the

'- transcript. The fact that it is suddenly equated to finality

4
is what is the vice of the letter.

5
JUDGE HOYT: If that is your only problem, you can

6
correct that impression in this record on your own cross.

7
MR. CONNER: If the Board please, I have a limita-

8
tion on cross and if I am going to have to clean up the

9
statements that other people are making incorrectly on the

10
record, I would need more time. *

11
JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Conner, if that is your only concerni

e 12(,m) in order to keep this record clear of apy misunderstandings,

13
I think this Board nas tried to be as fair as possible and

14
we certainly will provide that time to you if that becomes a

15
burden. But I do think it is better handled by you on cross.

16
All right, Ms. Zitzer.

17
BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

18
G Do you recall the question?

.

19 Is

|
A (Witness Asher) No, I don't.

- 0 I was afraid of that.

Has it been represented to you in the information

~J 22
you have received and you may not have had time to review it

23
yet whether or not the Bucks County support plan is a final

24
Plan?Aa-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
A I have no such information. I have received none.

.
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I G Are the concerns stated in Mr. Reiser's letter of

2 January 22, 1985 something that would be taken into consider-

(~'; 3 ation at the time that you would review the Bucks County
v

4 support plan?

5 A No. I don't believe so. All it says here in this

6 letter as I interpret it is that there some question e.s it

7 being a final draft and Mr. Rieser says it is not a final

8 draft and regardless of what draft it is, if it is submitted

9 to FEMA through the proper channels, we will review it.

10 G All right. I believe in your prefiled testimony

II on the deferred contentions on contention LEA-23 which is
c

12 on pages five, six and seven of your pre-filed testimony,
"

7_,

( ;

'#-
13 the deferred contentions --

14 MR. HIRSCH: If I could ask for a clarification,

15 my copy of the testimony indicates that the witnesses' response

16 to LEA-23 in the deferred contentions is on page eight and nine,

17 the last two pages of that testimony.

~

18 MS. ZITZER: I am referring to contention LEA-3

I9 wnich is Bucks County. -

20 MR. HIRSCH: I misunderstood. I thought you were -

- |
21 referring to 23. |

22 MS. ZITZER: No. I apologize. What I now want to
s

23 do is go to the testimony on LEA-3. We just reviewed the

24 update to it.
Ace-Federal Repo< ters, Inc.

25 BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)
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l G My questi_n is, based on the update which you

2 have provided, is the testimony that is contained on pages

(; 3 five, six and seven still current?
.]

4 A (Witnesses reviewing document.)

5 JUDGE COLE: I don't think that is the update.

6 That is the testimony.

7 MS. ZITZER: Let me rephrase that.

8 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Mr. Hirsch, I think, has

9 indicated to you which one of the documents you should use.

10 BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

II B I understand that there was an update made to

.

12 contention LEA-3 with regard to the prefiled testimony. -

I )''
13 Specifically I am referring to pages five, six and seven

14 of your testimony that was prefiled on the deferred contentions.

15 My question to you is does the update which you have provided
i

16 in any way change the comments which are made on pages five, '

17 six and seven of your prefiled testimony? I specifically think

18 I would need to refer you to the conclusions at page seven.

19 A (Witnesses reviewing document.)

20 (Witness Kinard) I would have to say that the fact
,.

21 that Bucks County did participate in the November 20th

22 supplemental exercise in an adequate manner plus the fact
b.
'

23 as Mr. Hippert, I believe, has testified that negotiations I

24 are currently going between PEMA and Bucks County to attempt
Am. Federal Reporters, Inc.

.

25 to resolve their concerns that the situation appears more

- -
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I
optimistic than at the time we wrote these prefiled on the

2
deferred contentions.

/ i 3
(/ G When you say that the situation appears more_

'
4

optimistic, can you be more specific with regard to whether

5
or not at this point in time FEMA has any concerns specifically

6
as referenced intthe last sentence of your testimony on LEA-3

7
which is the first full sentence on page seven of your

8 testimony?

9
A I would have to say tnat we still cannot make a

definitive statement that Bucks County would implement their
,

11
plan but I cannot make a definitive statement that they would

12
(~) not implement their plan either. .

'J
-

G Thank you. Mr. Asher, did you have something to

14
add to that?

15
A (Witness Asher) No.

16
G All right. Thank you. Moving on to the prefiled

17 testimony on LEA contention five which is at pages seven and
18

eight of your testimony, at the bottom of page seven you

19
state that appropriate letters of agreement with municipclities

. and school districts are to be included in the respective

21

d, municipal and school district plans. To the best of your

;
-'

22
knowledge has FEMA yet been provided with those letters of

b

23
agreement that are referred to there?

24
A (Witness Kinard) The plans that we have reviewedAm-Federal Ceporters, Inc.

25
to this point which as noted in our introduction are the plans
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I that were submitted to us by PEMA in December of 1983 are the

2 only plans that we have reviewed. So I cannot testify to the

() 3 extent of the availability of letters of agreement other than

4 what I have heard Mr. Campbell testify to over the past day

5 or so where he has apparently obtained certain letters of

6 agreement with bus companies for schools.

7 g would you expect to see finalized letters of

8 agreement in plans and I specifically refer to county plans

9 that you review before you are able to determine that there is

10 a reasonable assurance that the plans can be implemented?

II A (Witness Asher) No. I don't believe that we

12 would have to have those. involved in the plans before we couldes
( ) -

.

'v
13 give a reasonable assurance that the plans could be implemented.

14 But we would have to have some concrete information that there

15 was ongoing negotiations and there appeared to be a likelihood

16 that those letters of agreements would be reached.

17 g From what sources of information would you expect
i

18 to obtain such concrete information?
19 A Where we primarily obtain all information from the

20 Commonwealth.
.

-E 20 21

22

23 ,
i

24
Ace-Feder) Reporters, Inc.

25

i
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I A (Witness Kinard) If I could add to that, as a

2 point of clarification, the FEMA interim findings, which
,-\

Q 3 I believe are labeled as E-7, on page 16 of that document

4 we define what a category B deficiency is. "A deficiency

5 where the plans are considered faulty, corrective actions

6 are considered necessary, but other factors indicate

7 that reasonable assurance could be given that in the

8 event of a radiological emergency, appropriate measures

9 can be taken to protect the health and safety of the public."

10 We have listegl the lack of letters of agreement

II as a category B rather than a category A deficiency, which

12'D .i s also defined .on page 16. .

,J . .

13 Q Thank you.

I4 I would like now to discuss LEA Contention 13

15 which deals with planning for daycare, nursery, and

16 preschool facilities. It is covered in both your prefiled

I7 testimony of November 2, starting at page 14, and it is
I

18 also covered in the update that you provided us.

In the update you specifically say that " FEMA

20 has reviewed the model daycare plan that has been
|

21 developed and has found it to be adequate for purposes

./ 22'

of responding to an incident at the Limerick Generating
a

23 Station." | <

l

24 Have you been provided any information regarding
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 the status of development of radiological emergency

au
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I plans for these facilities since the time that you

2 have reviewed the model document?

'3 A No, we have not.

4 Q Have the municipal plans which you have

5 reviewed contained adequate provisions for the protection

6 of children in daycare, nursery, and preschool facilities?

7 A I would say at this point in time that

8 the necessary arrangements have not been included in.the

9 plans that we have reviewed.

10 (Pause.)
"

Q To the best of your knowledge, does anyone'have

12 responsibility to review a model plan for a daycare, '

df-s s

13 nursery, or preschool facility once it has been

completed by the facility director? \I4

15 A (Witness Asher) The only on'es that we know have

16 the obligation to review those plans, as far as we are

17 concerned, is us. We don't know of any other arrangements

18 to review those plans.

Q Would you expect'to review those plans?
20

_

We would have no knowledge that they wereA

21g reviewed by anyone other than possibly PEMA.

" 22 g- Has anyone indicated to you any kind of a
3

-

23
. time frame within which you could expect to be provided

l.
' 24

with copies of model radiological emergency response
Ase Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
plans that have been developed by facility directors for

"
- . - - .. .
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I these' types of facilities?

2 MR. CONNER: Objection. I believe the. witness

'3 just answered that FEMA would not review those.

4 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. I think he indicated that if

5 it was anyone, it would be PEMA. But he did not

6 indicate that PEMA would review them.

7 Miss Zitzer, I think that was his testimony.

8 MR. HIRSCH: I am not sure that was a

9 . correct statement.

10 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Let's find out.

II What is the question again.

12 MS. ZITZER: My first question was, does.

O M anyone have the responsibility to review the model
.

I4 ~

plans once they were developed. And I would like the

'15 witness to. answer it.again, because obviously other people

16 thought he said.something different.

I7 ' WITNESS ASHER: You asked if anyone had the

! '18 authority to review the plans once they.wcre developed?

I9 BY.MS. ZITZER:
,

L
.20 0 I said responsibility, not authority.

_

21
i- W A Responsibility?
d

' f. Q Yes.' 22-

,

23 A And I think my answer was to you, the best of

24
| my recollection, that the only responsible person that I
.hFederj Reporters, Inc.

25 am aware of'would be FEMA Region 3, and you asked again then,
it

Y
^

B
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I who would we receive them or who else? I said possibly

2 PEMA because that is where we would receive them from.

(] 3 Q My next question was, has anyone indicated
v

4 to you a time frame within which you might anticipate

5 receiving completed model daycara facility plans for

6 review purposes?

7 A No one has indicated to me a time frame

8 in which we may receive those. But I think I testified

9 earlier on that I do have withi'n my office a box of plans

10 that is purported to have three risk counties, two

II support counties, 43 municipalities, and 13 school districts,

12 of which none of those have been reviewed.g
U -

. .

13 Q Thank you.

I4 Have you been provided any information with

15 regard to whose responsibility it would be to obtain

16 these plans from facility directors once they have been

I7
. completed in order to provide either to PEMA or FEMA for

18 review purposes?

I9 A (Witness Kinard) I think I want to

20 differentiate in case there is some confusion in terms of
..

2I,y our answer to LEA 13.

. (j) I

22 As we said in the beginning, there is no
k

23 ' specific planning standard that would require specific

24
plans.

Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 From our understanding, the Commonwealth, the
i

I

L_
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l countica, and the municipalities have devised a coopera.tive

2 effort to assure the protection of this sensitive area

I
(^)^ of the public.
%

4 But whether it is anyone's responsibility to

5 review those plans once they have been finalized, I cannot

6 answer.

7 Q I would like to move on to page 15 of your

8 testimony, specifically to question 2.

9 I would like to ask Miss Mulligan to provide
c

10 ~

to the witnesses a copy of a form which has been received

11
into evidence as LEA Exhibit E-44..

-c
12 (Miss Mulligan distributes document.)

O
1.3 BY MS. ZITZER:

I#
Q Before she does that, I would like to ask yo'u

15 if your answer to question 2 is still the same at this

16 time, prior to her giving you that form?

I7 I believe you state- that you have not been
,

18 submitted a copy of the general survey form that was

9
sent out. Certainly at the time you filed the testimony,

20 that was your testimony.
-

2I A Yes, we have not received the transportation

f( 0 22
/

survey since prefiling our testimony.

23
Q Miss Mulligan just handed to you a form that

#
has been identified as LEA Exhibit E-44.

A=4 esesi nepormes, Inc.

Have you seen that before?

-.
--. . . _ . - . _ -
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I A No, I have not.

2 O Could I ask the two of you to take a moment

3 to review that.

4 (Pause.)

5 In the event that you were informed that that

6 was a copy of the general transportation survey form

7 sent out to the public, if you were asked whether or

8 not that survey form was sufficient to determine the

9 needs of preschool, daycare, and nursery facilities,

10 would you be able to provide an opinion based on your
.-

II
professional involvement in emergency planning?

12
'

MR. CONNER: I would object to the question,f,s\ -
.

%) 13 unless it is related to some standard or some basis

Id or some past practice that FEMA has used in evaluating

15 such forms in other facilities.

I0 JUDGE HOYT: Would you.make that limitation,

I7 Miss Zitzer?

18 MS. ZITZER: Certainly.

I9 JUDGE HOYT: All right.

20 You have heard the limitation as described
--

21
3 by Mr. Conner, gentlemen. Would you frame your answer

k' | 22
'-/ within the question and the limitation placed on by counsel.

E
23 WITNESS KINARD: I am sorry. Could you restate

|
24 the question?

' Ace-Federal f.eporters, Inc.

25
| BY MS. ZITZER:

- . - - - -- . . . - . . . - . . . - . .. ...
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I
Q Certainly.

2 In the event that you were informed that the

(] 3 document which I provided to you which is marked asv.
4 LEA Exhibit E-44 was the general transportation survey
5 that had been sent out to the public in the Limerick

6 Emergency Planning Zone, would you be able to provide

7 an opinion whether or not that survey form was sufficient

8 to determine the needs of preschool, daycare, and nursery

9 facilities in the Limerick EPZ?

10 ~

JUDGE HOYT: And, Mr. Conner, your restriction

11
on that, to put the question in the proper frame.

f-- MR. CONNER: That it is based.upon some official

13 FEMA policy, past practice, common usage, and for other

I4
facilities or something other than.a general opinion

15 that any layman might have.

16 I don't think these.: gentlemen are offered

I7 as lay witnesses but are rather spokesmen for FEMA.

18 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Very well.

, If you know what the FEMA policy is on that.
'

20 WITNESS KINARD: I am not aware of any.
..

21
(j specific FEMA policy that has ever required us to look

22'

'^

at this type'of document before.
k

This is the first time that I have seen a.

24y survey of this nature.

BY MS. ZITZER:

.- .. ~. .,._ . . ._.._.,-.__ _ _._ ___
..__.~.,.1_--_,_._

~.-
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I Q Mr. Asher, do you have any comments?

2 A (Witness Asher) No. I subscribe to what he said.

([ } 3 0 In the event that you were informed that

4 the survey form which you have been provided a copy of
5 sas utilized to determine the needs of preschool, nursery,
6 and daycare facilities in the Limerick Emergency Planning
7 Zone, in view of your involvement in reviewing the

8 adequacy of plans which have been developed, would you

9 personally be able to offer-an opinion -- this is to

10 either of the witnesses -- whether or not that

Il
particular survey form is sufficient to identify the needs

12
fy of those types of facilities?
N-]

,

*

13 ~

MR. CONNER: Objection. That is the same

Id question with a little more words in it and the same

15 premise.

16 JUDGE HOYT: Objection sustained.

I7 (Pause.)

18 BY MS. ZITZER:

I9
Q Mr. Asher, in your professional capacity as an

i
20 emergency management program specialist for FEMA Region

-

21 3, do you have an opinion whether or not the needs ofq
i !

'j 22 children in daycare, preschool, and nursery facilities
O

23 should be included in the special needs category of

24
individuals identified in NUREG 0654 for planning purposes?

Am-Federst Reporters, Inc.

25 A (Witness Asher) No, I do not.
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I Q Why is that?

l
2 Why is that, Mr. Asher? |

|

[} 3 A Why don't I have an opinion?

4 Q I am sure you have an opinion.

5 My question is, why do you have the opinion

6 which you just stated?

7 A My answer was that I do not have an opinion.

8 (Alarm signal sounded.)

9 JUDGE HOYT: All right, Miss Zitzer, that is

10 the first-hour of your cross-examination.

II As we indicated to you earlier, we would reserve your

12
3 second hour for tomorrow morning to open the hearing

G '
-

.

13 with.

I4 MS. ZITZER: I think I could move on much

15END-21 . more quickly at that time, too.

16

17

18

19

20
.

21 ,

_(.

O'J 22:

g.

23

24

|4an.Feens neponers, Inc.
; 25

.

.
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IT22 MM/ JUDGE HOYT. In addition, I think we indicated
mm1

2
to the parties here that we would advise them of the briefing

3(~') schedule that we had proposed -- correction -- ordered,
v

4 based upon several proposals that had come to us.

5 I will read you the order that the Board will

6
1 issue when it gets to a place where it can get the order

7 prepared and served.

8 The text ofthe order shall read as follows:

9 The Board has considered several proposed

10 schedules of various Parties to this proceeding for filing

"
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, briefs

,

12
,. and propo' sed formal decision.

t i

13 The following schedule has been established by

I#
this Board.

15
Applicant's proposed findings ot fact and ,

6
conclusions of law due in hand by close of business on

17 February 20, 1985. i

18 Number 2, simultaneous filings of proposed

19
findings by Staff, LEA / FOE, Commonwealth and the City of

20 Philadelphia. Proposed findings will be due in hand by }
~

l
21

s close of business on March 6, 1985.

22 Number 3, Applicant's reply findings due in hand
.

23 by close of business on March 13, 1985. j

24
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
their proposed findings by electronic means it they have them

. _ _
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- mm2
I available. Otherwise, Parties will submit their findings,

2 in accordance with the usual methoc of filing pleadings with
c-+1 T22

3(,) this Board.

4 That is the end of the orcer.

5
The Board will recess to meet at 9:00 o' clock

6 tomorrow morning.

7 (Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the hearing was recessed

8 to resume at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, January 25, 1985.)

9
_ _. _

10

11
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14

15
,

i
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